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SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY

INTRODUCTION
Duke statue and Centennial Clock (photo by Kyle Wright, Web Services)

INTRODUCTION
SWOSU Historical Background
Southwestern Oklahoma State University (SWOSU) at Weatherford is located in
Weatherford, 70 miles west of Oklahoma City. The University is authorized to offer curricula
in arts and sciences, business, teacher education, and health sciences. A branch campus at
Sayre is authorized to provide Associate of Science and Associate of Applied Science degrees
in both general and specialized areas of study, as well as career and technical education.
The University was established by an act of the Oklahoma Territorial Legislature in 1901
as the Southwestern Normal School, authorized to offer two years of training for public
school teachers. The first classes met in 1903. Initially, four years of preparatory work for
precollege students were enforced.
In 1920, the preparatory (academy) courses were eliminated, and two additional years
of college work in teacher training were added. The State Legislature approved a change of
name to Southwestern State Teachers College. The first baccalaureate degrees were awarded
in 1921. Other changes in name and purposes occurred in 1939, when the institution was
designated as Southwestern State College of Diversified Occupations, and in 1941, when it
became Southwestern Institute of Technology. During this two-year period, the college added
a School of Pharmacy, degree work in the arts and sciences, and trade schools. The first
degree in pharmacy was awarded in 1941.
In 1949, the Oklahoma State Legislature changed the name of the institution to
Southwestern State College, and, in 1974, to Southwestern Oklahoma State University,
without altering its purposes and objectives. On July 1, 1987, Sayre Junior College was
merged with SWOSU as a branch campus designated SWOSU at Sayre. SWOSU at Sayre
was founded as Sayre Junior College in 1938 under legislative authorization, which permitted
public high schools to add thirteenth and fourteenth years of study to their curricula. Nineteen
public schools took this step. In 1940, the college name was changed to Oklahoma Western
Junior College; however, the original name was soon adopted again, and, in May 1940, the
first degrees were conferred. In 1956, Sayre Junior College moved from facilities occupied
jointly with Sayre High School to its present location on old Highway 66.
SWOSU offers seven advanced degrees. The Master of Education degree was
inaugurated in 1969. (The Master of Teaching Degree had been offered during the period
1953-1969.) Since 1969, graduate programs leading to the following degrees have been
added: Master of Business Administration, 1977; Master of Music, 1981; Doctor of
Pharmacy (Pharm.D.), the first professional doctorate degree, 1998; Master of Science in
School Psychology, 2005; Master of Science in Management, 2008; and Master of Science
in Community Counseling, 2009.
Overview, Mission, and Purposes
SWOSU is one of 25 institutions in the Oklahoma State System of Higher Education
(Oklahoma Constitution, Article XIII-A, Section 1). The Oklahoma State Regents for Higher
Education (OSRHE) is the legal structure for public education at the collegiate level and
is the coordinating board of all state institutions for higher education. SWOSU is one of
six state-supported regional universities governed by the Regional University System of
Oklahoma (RUSO). SWOSU provides access to higher education for all individuals without
discrimination on the basis of race, national origin, gender, or disability status. In 2003, the
University reorganized into four colleges with respective schools. This was done to provide
synergy for academic department areas, facilitate budgeting and planning, and properly align
departments to assist one another.
page
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University Overview

The mission of SWOSU is to provide educational opportunities in higher education that
meet the needs of the state and region, contribute to the educational, economic, and cultural
environment, and support scholarly activity. Major areas of study on the Weatherford
campus, associate degree programs on the Sayre campus, the general education curriculum
(General Education Report June 2010), and participation in student activities/organizations
provide opportunities for students to obtain skills, knowledge, and cultural appreciation
that lead to productive lives and effective citizenship. The mission and the purposes of the
University are accomplished through the following measures:
•

Ensuring quality education, the University recruits qualified faculty without
regard to national origin, race, gender, disability, age, or religion. Faculty growth
opportunities are provided through an organized faculty development program.
Excellence in teaching, scholarship, and service are encouraged and recognized.
An organizational and intellectual environment is provided that ensures freedom
of individual expression and inquiry, provides representative governance for all
members of the University community, and promotes student/faculty interaction.
An assessment program provides the basis for continuous evaluation and program
improvement.

•

Meeting its commitment to student development, the University recruits qualified
students without regard to national origin, race, gender, disability, age, or religion
and provides a community that encourages participation in intellectual and physical
activities and leadership development. A curriculum is provided that develops
communication and analytical skills, comprehension of the arts, humanities,
and cultural diversity, and knowledge of the scientific/technological world and
of SWOSU’s historical heritage. Student orientation, advisement, enrichment,
and participation in organizations and activities contribute to student growth and
development.

•

Fulfilling its role as an educational and cultural resource for western Oklahoma,
the University provides opportunities for distance learning, continuing education
associated with career enhancement, personal development, and cultural growth.
Performances, exhibitions, and research that enhance knowledge and enrich
society are supported, and services to communities are provided through academic
departments and other university agencies.

SWOSU at Sayre enables the University to focus its mission to provide lower division
programs and educational opportunities in higher education. The following institutional
functions have been approved by the OSRHE and are considered essential components of the
mission on the Sayre campus:
•

To provide a lower division program of higher education for traditional and nontraditional students in western Oklahoma and the Texas Panhandle

•

To provide a general education that enables students to become informed, responsible
citizens

•

To provide programs of education in the liberal arts and sciences leading to the
Associate in Science degree through campus-based and distance learning

•

To provide career and technical programs to enable students to seek employment in
various job fields, with completion of such programs culminating in the awarding of
the Associate in Applied Science degree or an appropriate certificate
University Overview
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•

To provide transfer programs, which include liberal arts, sciences, and preprofessional subjects, thus enabling students to pursue completion of baccalaureate or
professional degrees at four-year colleges and universities

•

To provide courses, services, and programs in remedial education for individuals who
require such assistance in order to function effectively at the collegiate level

•

To provide guidance services and a program of student activities for the promotion of
personal development and effective citizenship

The University’s academic organization includes colleges of Arts and Sciences, Associate
and Applied Programs-Sayre Campus, Pharmacy, and Professional and Graduate Studies.
Each of these entities and their subdivisions establish specific objectives that contribute to the
achievement of the University’s objectives.
Degrees Granted

Southwestern is authorized to grant the following degrees:
•  Associate in Applied Science
•  Associate in Science
•  Bachelor of Arts
•  Bachelor of Arts in Education
•  Bachelor of Business Administration
•  Bachelor of Fine Arts
•  Bachelor of Music
•  Bachelor of Music Education
•  Bachelor of Science
•  Bachelor of Science in Education

•  Bachelor of Science in Nursing
•  Bachelor of Social Work
•  Master of Business Administration
•  Master of Education
•  Master of Music
•  Master of Science in Community
Counseling
•  Master of Science in Management
•  Master of Science in School
Psychology
•  Doctor of Pharmacy

Accreditation History
The Oklahoma State Legislature changed the name of the University in 1949, this time
to Southwestern State College. Since that time, SWOSU has maintained accreditation by
the Higher Learning Commission (North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools).
SWOSU proudly advertises that “SWOSU—a premiere regional university—offers 15
nationally-accredited academic programs, the most among Oklahoma’s regional universities.”
For a complete listing of accredited programs, please see the Undergraduate Catalog and the
Graduate Catalog.
Overview of Self Study Process
In spring 2008, solicitations were sent via e-mail and announced in meetings with faculty,
staff, and administrators for volunteers to participate in the development of the self study for
the continued accreditation visit tentatively scheduled for fall 2010. People were encouraged
to self-nominate or to nominate others. The Steering Committee co-chairs were selected by
the Provost because of their history with the Higher Learning Commission as peer reviewers.
The self study teams were formed with input from the President, Provost, Deans, Department
page
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Self Study Process

Chairs, and Faculty Senate to achieve a broad cross-section of the campus. Each member
of the steering committee was charged with working on a specific criterion and chaired that
criterion subcommittee. In June 2008, the President discussed the self study process and
its importance for continuing the regional accreditation for SWOSU with faculty and staff.
A tentative schedule for completion of the self study was developed. The various criterion
committees discussed evaluation processes, examples of evidence, and resources needed,
and identified locations of various types of evidence. Committees met to develop their own
evaluation processes for each of their criteria by fall 2008 and started collecting data in
spring 2009. A budget to assist with printing expenses by means of the use of copy cards was
set for each of the committees. As data were collected, they were posted on Desire2Learn
(D2L) for committees to review. A website was developed in order to keep university
constituents apprised of the progress of the report committees.
Progress on 2000 Site Visit Team’s Advice and Suggestions for Institutional
Improvement
A snapshot of SWOSU’s response to the Site Visit Team’s concerns is provided in this
section. Elaboration on the identified concerns may be found throughout the narrative of the
five criteria.
Concern: Faculty and administrators are encouraged to share information broadly and
systematically with the campus community to facilitate a more open internal allocation of
resources as the goals of the Agenda for Excellence are implemented.
Response: Broadly speaking, the five goals of the Agenda for Excellence were met and
revisited in the subsequent 2004-2010 Strategic Planning process. A university-wide effort in
further developing the Agenda for Excellence was continued in the following goals:
•

Goal 1: By 2010, SWOSU’s student retention and graduation rates will exceed those
of all regional universities in Oklahoma.

•

Goal 2: By 2010, the level of student satisfaction with campus life will have
increased.

•

Goal 3: By 2010, SWOSU students will be better prepared to live in an increasingly
global, diverse, and technological society.

•

Goal 4: By 2010, all academic departments will be participating in strategic alliances
and cooperative agreements.

Concern: The University is encouraged to assist those academic units struggling with the
implementation of an assessment plan and should encourage all programs to move towards
a process of using assessment results in improving pedagogy, revising the curriculum, and
influencing departmental (and institutional) budgeting and planning decisions.
Response: All departments have assessment plans and most are using results to improve
teaching effectiveness and student learning. This documentation is evidenced in the Annual
Assessment Report, in the General Education Reports submitted biannually to the General
Education Committee, and in the external reviews for those programs that have external
accreditation processes in place. Departmental review varies across campuses in the
documentation of how assessment is used, but all departments confirm they use assessment
data in the decision-making process for improving pedagogy and making curricular and
budget revisions. SWOSU is fortunate to have more nationally accredited programs than any
peer institution in Oklahoma.
Self study Process
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Concern: A new physical master plan should be developed and widely shared with the
University community.
Response: A Master Plan was developed by the executive committee and is posted on
the University website for review and comment. The progress of the plan is shared with
academic and service departments monthly at the Administrative Council.
Concern: Distance learning initiatives should be expanded, with particular attention to
various modalities, including asynchronous learning.
Response: The School of Nursing has been approved by the HLC to offer the R.N. to
B.S.N program as a completely-online program. The School of Business and Technology
offers some online courses and also has the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education
“Reach Higher” Program, which is an accelerated online degree completion program that is
offered in conjunction with seven other regional universities in Oklahoma. Many departments
offer courses using a blended or hybrid modality of seat time and D2L to meet course
outcomes. Over 100 courses that use a blended or hybrid modality are offered.
Scarce resources limit the development of infrastructure for setting up an office staff
that provides the continuous on-site instruction that may be the next logical step for online
program development. The Assessment and Distance Learning offices offer web development
instruction classes for faculty. A few interested faculty have developed online courses;
however, most faculty prefer the more traditional classroom setting and modalities.
Concern: To develop a more diverse faculty and administrative core, inclusive and open
national searches for administrative and faculty vacancies are encouraged.
Response: The University is committed to Equal Employment Opportunity for faculty
and staff. The University has made tremendous strides in the employment of ethnic
minority faculty and staff in the past decade. From 1997 to 2007, minorities holding
executive and administrative jobs increased by nearly 13%. During this ten year span, the
percentage of minority faculty members increased by 93.58%. As of January 2008, faculty
and administrative vacancies had been forwarded to numerous universities and colleges.
Among these were 115 institutions that are identified as historically black colleges and
universities, Hispanic-serving institutions, or Native American colleges and universities.
SWOSU encourages and utilizes national searches for administrative and faculty vacancies.
Depending on the type of vacancy, as many qualified candidates as possible are interviewed
so that the most qualified candidate is selected. A more problematic situation arises in finding
sufficient resources to meet salary and benefit expectations. This is a persistent dilemma for
many departments seeking to hire faculty and/or qualified staff.
Concern: Professional development opportunities for first-year, probationary, and midcareer faculty and staff should be expanded.
Response: SWOSU added Faculty Development as a $10,000 line item to the budget
in 2001, and a faculty committee makes decisions on how to spend the money, which is
managed by the Director of Assessment. Typically, the $10,000 is used to bring in requested
speakers on specific topics, as well as to provide funds for faculty who offer continuing
education to their peers. Additionally, the Office of Sponsored Programs provides some
funding to assist faculty who are making presentations at either in-state or national
conferences, providing $29,498 to assist departmental travel budgets in fall 2009. Also, in
response to faculty feedback, new faculty orientation was expanded to include requested
information on student and faculty support services.
page
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SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY

CRITERION ONE
Southwestern Oklahoma State University operates with integrity to ensure the fulfillment of its mission through
structures and processes that involve the board, administration, faculty, staff, and students.
Centennial Clock (photo by Kyle Wright, Web Services)

CRITERION ONE
Core Component 1a: SWOSU’s mission documents are clear and articulate
the organization’s commitments.
SWOSU is one of 25 institutions in the Oklahoma State System of Higher Education,
and one of six state-supported regional universities governed by the Regional University
System of Oklahoma (RUSO). As a branch campus, SWOSU at Sayre grants Associate’s
Degrees. The mission statements of both campuses, the vision statement, and the Agenda
for Excellence guide program development and student learning. The Planning and
Resource Council, consisting of top administrative officials, faculty, and community
members, generated the Agenda for Excellence.
Strategic planning is an ongoing process at SWOSU. With the university’s new
President in place, a similar process identified by the President and internal and external
constituents will formulate future planning goals and initiatives to be carried out in the
next three to five years. The results of these efforts are reflected, directly and indirectly, in
the discussion below.
Mission Statement: Weatherford Campus
The dedicated mission of SWOSU is to provide educational opportunities in higher
education that meet the needs of the state and region; contribute to the educational,
economic, and cultural environment; and support scholarly activity. Major areas of
study on the Weatherford campus, associate degree programs on the Sayre campus, the
general education curriculum, and participation in student activities/organizations provide
opportunities for students to obtain skills, knowledge, and cultural appreciation that lead
to productive lives and effective citizenship.
Mission Statement: Sayre Campus
The mission of SWOSU at Sayre is to provide lower division programs and
educational opportunities that meet the needs of its student body, particularly in those
areas that contribute to the career success of students and the needs of Oklahoma.
Associate degree programs, the general education curriculum, and participation in student
activities/organizations provide opportunities for students to obtain skills, knowledge, and
cultural appreciation that lead to productive lives and effective citizenship.
The following institutional functions have been approved by the Oklahoma State
Regents for Higher Education and are considered essential components of the mission:
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•

To provide a lower division program of higher education for traditional and
nontraditional students in western Oklahoma and the Texas Panhandle

•

To provide a general education that enables students to become informed,
responsible citizens

•

To provide programs of education in the liberal arts and sciences leading to the
Associate in Science degree through campus-based and distance learning

•

To provide career and technical programs to enable students to seek employment
in various job fields, with completion of such programs culminating in the
awarding of the Associate in Applied Science degree or an appropriate certificate

•

To provide transfer programs which include liberal arts, sciences, and
pre-professional subjects, thus enabling students to pursue completion of
Criterion One

Core Component 1a

baccalaureate or professional degrees at four-year colleges and universities
•

To provide courses, services, and programs in remedial education for individuals
who require such assistance in order to function effectively at the collegiate level

•

To provide guidance services and a program of student activities for the
promotion of personal development and effective citizenship

Vision Statement
SWOSU is a dynamic university that provides an environment for student and
graduate success and public service through
•• academic excellence and innovative programs;
•• student-centered activities and opportunities;
•• programs that promote cultural inclusion and diversity; and
•• strategic alliances and collaborative agreements with internal and external
groups that share interests with SWOSU.

Values Statement
SWOSU confirmed its values with its stakeholders, stating that
•

we value the student-centered focus of faculty, staff, and administration;

•

we value the quality of the faculty, administration, staff, and students in the
areas of teaching, service, and scholarly activity;

•

we value our reputation as an institution that delivers quality programs of
higher education that meet the needs of the population we serve; and

•

we value the quality of the physical environment of the campus.

For additional information, see Value Statements 1998-2010.
Strategic Goals and priorities
SWOSU committed to achieving five specific goals by 2003. The strategic planning
process then continued with the further development of four new goals to be achieved
by 2010, as published in the Agenda for Excellence. For each listed goal, a team
of administrators, faculty, students and external stakeholders developed a series of
initiatives, actions, and evaluation methods aimed at achieving that goal. A summary of
these efforts is provided below:
Strategic Goal 1: Student retention and graduation rates will exceed those of all regional
universities in Oklahoma.
Initiatives
•• Increase retention rates in the programs on the Weatherford and Sayre campuses

Core Component 1a
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CRITERION ONE
•• Increase graduation rates among all students on both the Weatherford and Sayre
campuses
•• Institute a two-year Associate Degree Program on the Weatherford campus
•• Re-examine the remedial program offered by SWOSU
Strategic Goal 2: The level of student satisfaction with campus life will have increased.
Initiatives
•• Enlist the help of faculty in identifying and improving student engagement in
campus life
•• Promote, internally and externally, the University, in general, and student services
and organizations, in particular
•• Employ a verified measure of student satisfaction to monitor improvement and to
suggest future initiatives and actions
•• Continue to beautify the campuses
Strategic Goal 3: Students will be better prepared to live in an increasingly global,
diverse, and technological society.
Initiatives
•• Increase the University’s awareness of the global community and issues of
diversity
•• Provide culturally diverse programs and/or majors
•• Enhance international student recruitment efforts
•• Implement state of the art technology throughout the University community
•• Provide training in computer technology and software to all faculty and staff
•• Incorporate a higher-level Computers and Information Access course as an option
for students with advanced computer knowledge and skills
Strategic Goal 4: Academic departments will be participating in strategic alliances and
cooperative agreements
Initiatives
•• Set up and maintain strategic alliance and cooperative agreement databases and
interactive website
•• Provide training workshops and technical assistance on policies and procedures
to set up such alliances and agreements
•• Develop university recognition in the faculty tenure and promotion process for
faculty who have documented success in setting up such alliances and agreements
The mission, vision, values, and goals of SWOSU reflect the University’s commitment to
the continued development of its faculty, student body, and community. Such commitments
to each constituency are specifically exemplified via faculty, student, and community
development.
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•

Faculty Development—ensuring quality education, the University recruits
qualified faculty without regard to national origin, race, gender, disability, age, or
religion. Faculty growth opportunities are provided through an organized faculty
development program, and excellence in teaching, scholarship, and service are
encouraged and recognized. An organizational and intellectual environment
is provided that ensures freedom of individual expression. Inquiry provides
representative governance for all members of the University community and
promotes student/faculty interaction. An assessment program provides the basis
for continuous evaluation and program improvement (see Criterion Four).

•

Student Development—meeting its commitment to student development, the
University recruits qualified students without regard to national origin, race,
gender, disability, age, or religion and provides a community that encourages
participation in intellectual and physical activities and leadership development.
A curriculum is provided that develops communication and analytical skills,
comprehension of the arts, humanities, and cultural diversity, and knowledge
of the scientific/technological world and of the university’s historical heritage.
Student orientation, advisement, enrichment, and participation in organizations
and activities contribute to student growth and development.
Additional student services include equity and access for students who request
disability-related services or accommodations. At new student orientation,
students and family members are advised regarding the process for accessing such
services.

•

Community Development—fulfilling its role as a cultural and educational resource
for western Oklahoma, the University provides distance-learning, continuing
education associated with career enhancement, and opportunities for personal
development and cultural growth. Performances, exhibitions, and research that
enhance knowledge and enrich society are supported and services to communities
are provided through academic departments and other university agencies.

The University’s academic organization includes the College of Arts and Sciences, the
College of Professional and Graduate Studies, the College of Pharmacy, and the College
of Associate and Applied Programs. Each of these entities and their subdivisions establish
specific objectives that contribute to the achievement of high academic standards that
sustain and advance excellence in higher learning. This dedication to higher learning is
reflected in the
•

Mission Statement, where emphases lie on fostering educational development in
the University, state and region;

•

Vision and Values Statements dedicated to the enhancement of student and
graduate success through academic excellence and innovative programs; and

•

Strategic Goals, the very first of which is dedicated to student retention and
graduation rates via an emphasis on ensuring a quality academic experience for all
students, including those at risk for early academic failure.

SWOSU provides educational opportunities in higher education with specific
emphasis on the preparation of students for the diverse and technologically advanced
workplace, as dictated by the needs of the state, region, nation, and world. Strategic
Goal 3 (provides specific initiatives that have been undertaken to ensure that learning
Core Component 1a
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goals are met. These include successful efforts to increase students’ awareness of the
global community and issues of diversity, as well as the provision of culturally diverse
programs and majors. To this end, SWOSU developed programs for American Indian
Studies, developed a Tribal College affiliate, expanded its language course offerings, and
re-designed the course schedule to include flexible courses for non-traditional students
and to accommodate a variety of learning styles. Issues of cultural diversity have
been infused into the curriculum so that students will encounter them throughout their
academic careers, and students’ knowledge of cultural diversity is assessed in general
education courses.
In the summer of 1998, a Planning and Resource Council (PRC) was established to
initiate the process to develop a vision for the University. The group developed the first
SWOSU Strategic Plan that remained in effect through 2003. It was revised in 2004 to
provide direction for the University through the end of the decade. Goal Three of the
current Strategic Plan states, “By 2010 SWOSU students will be better prepared to live in
an increasingly global, diverse, and technological society.” Goal Three goes on to outline
a number of initiatives and action components that serve as means to achieve these
objectives. The mission, strategic goals, and plans of action are continually evaluated and
periodically updated in response to developing challenges within the University setting
and community.
Current mission and values statements, vision plans, and strategic goals of SWOSU
are publicly displayed and readily accessible by faculty, students, and community
through a variety of media. Direct links are established on the SWOSU web page
under Office of the President of SWOSU, which also provides a link for public
comment on the visioning page. The Undergraduate Catalog and the Graduate Catalog
are both available on-line at the University web site or as hard-copy manuals through
the Registrar’s Office. Plaques are also physically mounted across the campus of
SWOSU and in the Al Harris Library.

Core Component 1b: In its mission documents, SWOSU recognizes the
diversity of its learners, other constituencies, and the greater society it
serves.
Core Mission and Strategic Vision
The Mission Statement of SWOSU declares, “The mission of SWOSU is to provide
educational opportunities in higher education that meet the needs of the state and
region; contribute to the educational, economic, and cultural environment; and support
scholarly activity.” SWOSU’s contribution to the cultural environment is accomplished
in a variety of ways. The University ensures that “A curriculum is provided that
develops communication and analytical skills; a comprehension of the arts, humanities,
and cultural diversity; and knowledge of the scientific/technological world and of the
historical heritage.” This curriculum, in the broadest sense, involves not only academic
courses, but also a wide array of co-curricular activities that emphasize to the students the
importance of a pluralistic campus and society.
The Strategic Vision Statement for the University is another document that
demonstrates the institution’s commitment to diversity on campus and in the region it
serves. This document asserts that “SWOSU is a dynamic university that provides an
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environment for student and graduate success and public service through 1) academic
excellence and innovative programs, 2) student-centered activities and opportunities, and
3) programs that promote cultural inclusion and diversity.”
Initiatives to Promote Diversity
The first initiative specified in Goal Three of the Strategic Plan is to “Increase the
University’s awareness of the global community and issues of diversity.” Evidence of
progress in this initiative can be found in the 2007-2008 Survey of Student Opinion
(SOSO). Survey data are reported using a 5-point Likert scale with 1 being the
highest and 5 being the lowest. Racial Harmony received a mean rating of 1.98 for
importance and 1.84 mean rating for satisfaction. This indicates that students attached
“great importance” to this characteristic and felt “satisfied” with race relations on
campus. The 2006-2007 SOSO showed a 2.28 mean for importance and 1.91 mean for
satisfaction. This indicates that students view racial harmony as an increasingly important
characteristic to have on campus. When asked on the 2007-2008 survey if SWOSU is
equally supportive of all racial/ethnic groups, all respondents either “agreed” or “strongly
agreed.”
An important change coming as a direct result of resolutions passed in both the
Faculty and Student Senates will be the annual campus closure in recognition of Martin
Luther King, Jr. Day, starting in 2010. In the spring of 2008, the Student Government
Association discussed the idea of closing campus on this national holiday. The SGA
supported the measure, as did the Faculty Senate, and university administrators agreed.
This action aptly illustrates the social conscience of the SWOSU faculty and student
body.
In 2008, a unit of study was added to the New Student Orientation (NSO) program
entitled “SWOSU History and Diversity.” One of the desired outcomes for this unit is for
new students to become aware of the diversity at SWOSU, as well as in the individual
classes. On the “Diversity Survey” assignment, students are asked to complete an
anonymous survey in which they list their sex, race, nationality, socio-economic group,
religious and political affiliation, and disabilities. Then they exchange papers with
another class member to review the results. This is used as a discussion starter about
student diversity. The unit also reviews a number of statistics about SWOSU related
to diversity: enrollment by gender, age, major, nationality, out-of-state, and campus
residents. These statistics are also used to generate discussion about student diversity or
lack thereof.
The second initiative outlined under Goal Three is to “Provide culturally diverse
programs and/or majors.” A significant number of general education courses have learner
outcomes that address diversity and multicultural issues. In March 2009, the General
Education Committee completed a Review of Multicultural Learner Outcomes and
Content in General Education Courses. This review identified 10 learner outcomes in
seven general education classes required for all students. Many of the existing programs
of study contain diversity components in their state or national accreditation standards,
as well. These include the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, the
National League for Nursing Accrediting Commission, and the National Association
of Schools of Music, to name a few. By earning state or national accreditation, these
programs have satisfied the diversity requirements of their accrediting agencies.
Faculty teaching general education courses were recently surveyed (spring 2009)
Core Component 1b
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regarding cultural diversity. Over 65% reported teaching an appreciation for cultural
diversity in their courses. The survey also revealed that over 80% of faculty included
course content relevant to current social trends and issues. When faculty were asked if
it was important for students to be exposed to different cultures and experiences, 100%
“somewhat strongly agreed.” Over 90% expressed agreement that cultural diversity was
important in education, and they reported that they discussed cultural differences in class.
Many faculty members also reported they were bilingual or had traveled/studied outside
the U.S.
Another proposed action in Goal Three is the development of programs for American
Indian Studies and the development of a tribal college affiliated with SWOSU. Both
goals have been accomplished. SWOSU started an American Indian Studies program
in 2005. The program enables students to obtain an associate degree, a minor, an option
in the interdisciplinary degree, or certification in American Indian Studies. In 2006, the
Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribal College (CATC) offering associate degrees in American
Indian Studies and Tribal Administration, was established on the SWOSU campus.
By 2011, CATC plans to attain Associate Membership in the American Indian Higher
Education Consortium (AIHEC) and Accreditation by the Higher Learning Commission
(HLC). SWOSU’s Gallery of the Plains Art Exhibit is an annual event that features the
works of American Indian artists and friends, as well as special art displays by SWOSU
art students and faculty.
The Collegiate Activities Board (CAB), a student organization, sponsors a number of
programs on campus that emphasize diversity. An annual art contest, themed “The Life
and Times of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,” is conducted. Art submissions are displayed
in the Memorial Student Center lobby during the month of January. The concurrent essay
contest is themed “The Life and Times of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and How His Work
Has Impacted My Life.” Both contests are open to all students—from kindergarten to
college—with prizes awarded. The 2009 Celebration also included a t-shirt campaign and
service projects. In prior years, an MLK Breakfast and panel discussion has attracted a
large number of students, faculty, and members of the community. An MLK in Black and
White Luncheon has also been used to promote recognition of the holiday and the ideals
that it represents. In 2010, SWOSU closed on Martin Luther King, Jr. Day in keeping
with other universities across the state and nation.
CAB and other campus organizations have recently sponsored programs and
performances that promote diversity. These include the Venezuelan Women’s Choir,
Native American Storyteller and Writer Greg Rodgers, Hispanic classical guitarist Edgar
Cruz, a Native American Students’ Leadership Conference, Native American crafts
and speakers, Native American art exhibits, a performance by the Peking Acrobats of
China, the Visiting Artist Program featuring South Korean artist Ku, Ja-Hong, and a
special course to enhance education of Native American youth. Student organizations
such as the Black Student Association, Asian Students Association, Native American
Club, Spanish Club, and the Southwestern International Student Association promote
greater cultural awareness on campus through programs such as the annual International
Dinner, International Student Awareness Week, Cinco de Mayo Week, and Native
American History Week and Pow Wow. Several other student organizations conduct
service projects that promote diversity. For example, many student organizations and
faculty members annually participate in the district Special Olympics competition in
Weatherford.
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An initiative of the Strategic Plan is to “Provide culturally diverse programming and/or
majors.” The Department of Language and Literature offers a major and minor in Spanish.
There is one class, Studies in Spanish Abroad, that is an immersion experience in a
Spanish-speaking culture, and which includes residing with a home-stay family, whenever
possible. The length of stay and location varies. In 2009, the class went to Costa Rica.
Spanish medical terminology is offered for interested students at the University.
Another initiative addresses a need to increase flexibility in course offerings and
scheduling in distance education to meet the needs of diverse groups of learners. Classes
are offered through the Distance Education Department via ITV on Monday through Friday
during the daytime and evenings. The B.B.A in Management degree can be taken entirely
through a combination of distance education and online courses. In 2008, the R.N. to
B.S.N. Program received full approval through the HLC to be offered as an online program.
A further subgoal of the Strategic Plan is to “Enhance international student recruitment
and efforts.” An international exchange is one way SWOSU better prepares students and
graduates to live in an increasingly global, diverse, and technological society. SWOSU
has recently signed Memoranda of Understanding with universities in South Korea,
Taiwan, Costa Rica, Mexico, and two universities in Jordan for student exchanges in
order to increase diversity and globalization.
The South Korean agreement was signed with Dong-A University in 2008 to
exchange three students each academic year from each institution for five years. The
five-year Taiwan agreement was made in April of 2009 with the Taipei Municipal
University of Education. Up to ten students are expected to attend SWOSU in the fall of
2009. SWOSU has agreements with Jadara University and Al Balqa’ Applied University
(BAU) in Jordan. The agreement with Jadara University is a five-year agreement, while
the BAU-SWOSU agreement is for four years. There is also an agreement with the
International University of San Isidro Labrador of Costa Rica to exchange up to three
students each year between the two universities. Faculty educational exchanges between
SWOSU and each of the universities is encouraged in the agreements. The student
educational exchanges began in Fall 2009. An agreement was also established with
Universidad De La Salle, Bajo, Mexico. This agreement allows five students per year in
this educational exchange, with no time limit for degree completion for these students.

Core Component 1c: Understanding of and support for the mission pervade
SWOSU.
Members of the SWOSU community (faculty, staff, students, alumni, and
administrators) have a clear understanding of the University’s mission and strive to meet
the mission’s goals. Subsequent criteria of this self study will demonstrate, specifically,
how the members of the community plan and allocate resources to meet the mission’s
goals of providing educational opportunities for the state and region, enhance the
educational, economic, and cultural environment, and support research and scholarship.
In this section, additional evidence is presented that supports the assertion that the
University’s mission is understood and supported.
Administrative and Academic Units Have Goals Consistent with the Mission
Review of goal statements in the 2008-09 SWOSU Catalog and SWOSU web pages
Core Component 1c
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indicate that administrative and academic units articulate goals that are consistent with
the University’s overall mission. This consistency is seen in the explicit linking of unit
goals with the University’s mission or through descriptions of goals and services that
provide students with knowledge and experiences that promote critical thinking skills
and allow graduates to attain career goals and become productive citizens in a rapidly
changing global community.
The communication of the SWOSU mission to newly hired faculty members is a
critical step in perpetuating an understanding of the University’s mission. The values
and mission of SWOSU are stressed to the candidates during the hiring process and are
reinforced to new faculty during the annual new faculty orientation sessions.
Strategic Decisions and Planning are Mission-Driven
In 2004 and 2005, the SWOSU community participated in the Strategic Visioning
process and worked on the Agenda for Excellence. This was a continuation of a process
begun in 1998, the purpose of which was to identify goals that would advance the
University’s mission. University and community stakeholders began with the mission
and identified core values of the University that include the pursuit of excellence, mutual
respect, Bulldog pride, and a commitment to intellectual freedom. From this process,
the participating stakeholders articulated a strategic vision of SWOSU as a “dynamic
university that provides an environment for student and graduate success and public
service through academic excellence and innovative programs; student-centered activities
and opportunities; programs that promote cultural inclusion and diversity; and strategic
alliances and collaborative agreements with internal and external groups that share
interests with SWOSU.” Teams were established to consider specific goals related to the
strategic vision and develop approaches to accomplish the goals. Through participating
in the strategic visioning process, the SWOSU community not only had the opportunity
to impact the mission’s implementation, but also gained a deeper understanding and
appreciation of the mission.
Another way that the SWOSU community implements the mission is through
the University’s standing committees. The appreciation of shared governance and
communication within the SWOSU community is apparent in the thirty-five standing
committees that effect strategic changes or administer policies of the University.
Students have representation on 22 of these standing committees. In addition, the Student
Government Association and Student Senate provide avenues for student perspectives to
be heard on substantive university issues. Other means of implementing the mission by
the SWOSU community include a yearly administrative retreat and the informal, monthly
“Let’s Talk About SWOSU” brown-bag lunch. In these venues, the mission and related
goals are discussed and plans are made for their implementation.
A review of the data indicates that SWOSU has been able to attract the necessary
resources over the past decade to accomplish its mission. The University has
experienced challenges in its budget cycle; however, the leadership believes that the
vital functions of the University, as identified by planning and assessment efforts, are
adequately addressed. During this decade, new sources of revenue were developed, and
a major change in the revenue pattern has emerged. The administration continues to shift
internal resources to adjust for program growth and contraction that is a normal part
of academic offerings. Additionally, a new approach to address budget reductions is in
place.
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Support of the Mission is Apparent in Programs and Activities Promoted by
SWOSU
SWOSU supports the mission’s call to provide educational opportunities that meet the
needs of the state and region through the University’s 65 undergraduate majors. In addition,
SWOSU provides graduate degrees: Doctor of Pharmacy (Pharm-D.), Master of Business
Administration (M.B.A.), Master of Education (M.Ed.), Master of Music (M.M.), and
Master of Science (M.S.). Many of the University’s programs are accredited by third-party
agencies, boards, or organizations. SWOSU proudly promotes that it has 15 nationallyaccredited academic programs, the most among Oklahoma’s regional universities.
SWOSU supports the mission’s call to contribute to the educational, economic, and
cultural environment through a variety of programs. The educational environment is
supported by distance learning courses, continuing education courses, summer camps
(athletics, science, mathematics, band, and choir), History Day, Physics Day, the annual
Southwestern Interscholastic Meet, and by the hosting of many regional events for
area public schools, such as the annual Structural Engineering Competition. In 2009,
the Department of Industrial and Engineering Technology hosted 27 high school teams
for a “First Robotics Challenge” competition. Many academic departments support or
host local public school teacher in-service training events. The Upward Bound program
helps high school students prepare for higher education. In addition, the Sayre Campus
provides 12 associate degree programs. SWOSU operates five residential group homes in
partnership with the Oklahoma Office of Juvenile Affairs located at Foss Lake, Crowder
Lake, Lawton, Nash, and Lake Tenkiller. In 2006, SWOSU established a relationship with
the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes to establish the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribal College
(CATC). SWOSU serves as the host while CATC strives to attain recognition as an
autonomous college that awards Associate of Science degrees. SWOSU also participates
in many grant and partnership efforts, such as the Oklahoma NASA Space Grant program.
The economic environment is supported through activities of the Center for
Economic and Business Development (CEBD). The CEBD serves western Oklahoma
by “conducting economic research, building strategic alliances, promoting small
business growth, and pursuing projects to strengthen and diversify the regional and state
economies.” In 2009, the CEBD was recognized as the outstanding Small Business
Development Center (SBDC) in the nation. The SWOSU SBDC has consistently
exceeded its goal of capital infusion. These funds, received from SBA loans, private bank
loans, venture capital, and individual direct investments to help local firms get started,
totaled more than 16 million dollars last year alone. In addition, the SBDC assisted in the
start-up of 37 new businesses. The SWOSU Center is known statewide for its reputation
of dedication to the success of entrepreneurs, particularly the underserved. It serves
15 rural counties in southwest Oklahoma and specializes in providing counseling and
training, financial assistance, and assistance to veterans. In addition, a study conducted
in 2008 using the Regional Economic Models, Inc. estimated that SWOSU has a 143
million dollar impact on the Oklahoma economy through the University’s creation of
jobs, direct expenditures, increased productivity, the impact of athletics and tourism, and
graduate earnings.
The cultural environment is supported by art exhibits, concerts, and theater
performances involving faculty, students, and guest artists. For example, the Department
of Music hosts an annual jazz festival that allows local high school and SWOSU students
to learn from both SWOSU faculty and guest musicians with international reputations.
Core Component 1c
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In the fall of 2008, the Department of Communication and Theatre began productions of
plays in the new state-of-the-art Hilltop Theatre, a 9,500 square foot facility. Additionally,
the SWOSU Panorama Series brings to western Oklahoma a variety of events that include
both outstanding entertainment and thought-provoking lectures. SWOSU also contributes
to the cultural environment of the region by operating Crowder Lake University Park,
providing opportunities for camping, fishing, canoeing, and other outdoor activities to
both students and the public.
SWOSU supports the mission’s call to support research and scholarly activity of
faculty and students by providing funding opportunities, faculty release time, and
facilities. Organized Research Awards provide intramural funding to support faculty
research and scholarly activity. These awards are administered through the Deans of the
three colleges that make up the University. During fiscal years 2006, 2007, and 2008,
available funding averaged $43,000 annually, providing seed money for faculty research
activities. In addition, release time of 3 hours of load can be requested as part of the
Organized Research Awards. The SWOSU Office of Sponsored Programs provides
information and assistance to faculty seeking extramural funding. Extramural awards
received by SWOSU faculty reached $7,529,951 in FY 2008, which was a 26% increase
in dollars compared to FY 2005. In FY 2009, the Office of Sponsored Programs provided
$29,498 to assist departmental travel budgets, thus enabling faculty to attend conferences
and make scholarly presentations.
The annual SWOSU Scholarly Activity Fair, organized by the Research and Scholarly
Activity Committee, provides a forum in which students may present the results of their
research activities to the University community. The Al Harris Library is a key resource
in supporting scholarly work on the SWOSU campus. In addition to its collections of
books, periodicals, and films, the library provides access to a wide variety of electronic
databases and internet information resources (see Criterion Four).
Student Development is Mission-Driven
A major goal articulated in the mission statement is to “provide opportunities for
students to obtain skills, knowledge, and cultural appreciation that lead to productive lives
and effective citizenship.” In addition to the academic and research opportunities described
above, SWOSU has a history of providing students with a variety of experiences and
services that promote individual development. The “Freshmen Orientation” class provides
new students with insights into the university experience and offers skills to enhance their
academic success. Fifteen freshmen are selected annually to participate in the “President’s
Leadership Class” (PLC). The PLC is a four-year program to develop an appreciation of
leadership. The goal of the PLC is to foster intellectual and personal growth of students
who will become leaders within organizations, communities, and their state. Sixty-nine
student organizations are currently available at SWOSU in which students may pursue
various activities, as well as develop organizational and leadership skills. Students may
also participate in a variety of co-curricular activities and intramural sports. Recently,
the University has been developing Service Learning components within all academic
disciplines. The goal of Service Learning is to enrich the educational experience of students
by engaging them in providing services to the wider community (see Criterion Five).
The Mission is Consistent with Student Goals
Students and alumni were integral parts of the stakeholder population involved in the
strategic planning and goal development effort undertaken in 1998 and 2004. Students
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are also actively engaged in implementation of the goals developed as a result of the
planning effort. SWOSU utilizes a variety of assessment instruments to evaluate how
satisfied students are with their university experience; these instruments garner responses
from both currently enrolled students and recent graduates. High levels of student
satisfaction indicate consistency with the Mission’s main goal of providing “opportunities
for students to obtain skills, knowledge, and cultural appreciation that lead to productive
lives and effective citizenship.” Evidence presented in this section is drawn from the
2007-2008 Annual Assessment Report and the NSSE Institutional Report 2008.
Current students evaluate instruction using the Course/Instructor Evaluation
instrument. On a scale of 1 to 5 (favorable to unfavorable), students rate courses and
instruction at SWOSU at an average score of 1.57 based on 24,000 responses. This score
indicates a high level of student satisfaction with instruction at SWOSU.
The ACT Survey of Student Opinion (SOSO) is used to assess students’ perceptions of
the importance of programs, services, and the general environment of SWOSU. SOSO
also assesses students’ satisfaction with these elements of their experience at SWOSU.
SOSO results indicate that students rate their educational experience as “excellent” (45%)
or “good” (43%). Students indicate that SWOSU has made a “great” or “very great”
contribution to their intellectual growth, preparation for career, preparation for further
study, and personal growth (mean score of 1.80 on a 5-point Likert scale with 1 = “very
great importance” and 5 = “very dissatisfied”).
The National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) is given to both freshman and
seniors to evaluate their engagement in various aspects of the university experience that
are benchmarks indicating high levels of student achievement and collegiate quality.
SWOSU results were compared with results from three comparison groups of universities
(public universities in the southwest region, selected peers within Oklahoma, and all U.S.
universities) in the 2008 report. Results show that seniors are generally more engaged
in their college experience than freshman for all comparison groups. Mean benchmark
results for SWOSU seniors and comparison groups and statistical differences between the
SWOSU benchmark means and those of the comparison groups are indicated in Table 1.

Table 1: Mean Benchmark Results for SWOSU Seniors and Comparison Groups
SWOSU

Southwest
Public
Universities

Selected
Peers

National NSSE
2008

Level of Academic Challenge

54.5

55.1

54.4

56.5*

Active and Collaborative Learning

53.9

49.9***

49.3***

50.8**

Student-Faculty Interaction

49.9

40.0***

42.1***

42.3***

Enriching Educational Experiences

40.6

37.8*

41.8

40.4

Supportive Campus Environment

67.0

57.5***

57.4***

57.9***

NSSE Benchmark Category

N

Statistical significance levels: *= p<0.05, **=p<0.01, ***=P<0.001
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These NSSE results indicate that seniors rate SWOSU comparable to the comparison
groups in the benchmark categories of Level of Academic Challenge and Enriching
Educational Experiences. Seniors rate SWOSU significantly higher than the comparison
groups in the benchmark categories of Active and Collaborative Learning, StudentFaculty Interaction, and Supportive Campus Environment. According to the NSSE results,
seniors value their educational experience at SWOSU.
Alumni confirm the value of the SWOSU educational experience. The Alumni Survey
is sent to all SWOSU graduates of the previous five years. In the 2008 survey, 95% of
respondents indicated that they use the knowledge and skills gained from their major area
of study at SWOSU. Generally, respondents felt that their investment in their degree(s) at
SWOSU was worthwhile (97%) and that the quality of their education from SWOSU was
“high” or “fairly high,” especially in their major area of study (87%).

Core Component 1d: SWOSU’s governance and administrative structures
promote effective leadership and support collaborative processes that enable
the organization to fulfill its mission.

Southwestern Oklahoma State University is governed by a constitutionally established
board and has additional reporting requirements to a state-wide coordinating board. The
Board of Regents for the Regional University System of Oklahoma (RUSO) governs
SWOSU and five other state universities; the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher
Education (OSRHE) oversees all 25 institutions of higher education in the state and acts
as the coordinating board. These entities have distinct areas of responsibilities, and the
University President is charged with policy compliance to both boards.
On campus, a clearly defined level of organization is in place. It allows the
administration to use defined roles to carry out various duties. The faculty personnel have
active participation in the daily governance of the University. They participate in Faculty
Senate, on standing committees, and in regular meetings with campus administration
staff. Students have active roles through student government, student representation on
campus committees, and voting on fee usage. All activities and news relating to campus
governance is communicated through many channels, including a monthly newsletter,
college web site, e-mails to staff and students, monthly “Let’s Talk About SWOSU”
luncheons, the Desire2Learn (D2L) site, and the campus newspaper. On a regular basis,
the administration evaluates and restructures its method of governing to best meet the
needs of employees, stakeholders, and students. The following section more closely
examines the methods that the University uses to carry out its mission.
Board Policies and Practices Document the Board’s Focus on the Organization’s Mission
The Regional University System of Oklahoma (RUSO) governs the six regional
universities. RUSO consists of nine members: the governor appoints eight members;
the other member is the elected state superintendent of public education. The mission
of RUSO is to provide higher education programs and service to eligible students in
the University’s service areas and generally to insure educational opportunities in the
preparation of students to succeed in a global society.
RUSO has supervision, management, and control of SWOSU, with several powers
and duties, such as employing and fixing the compensation and duties of university staff;
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entering into contracts and purchasing agreements; receiving and making disposition of
monies and properties from federal agencies; accepting gifts on behalf of the University;
supervising construction and renovation of buildings; and maintaining an inventory of
all property. The specific areas of administrative control for the Board of Regents include
general academic policy and administration, student life, budget administration, planning
and constructing buildings, purchasing, and budgeting and administration of auxiliary
activities.
The Executive Director serves as the Chief Administrative Officer of RUSO. The
board underwent an administrative restructuring in 2006, which included a name change
from the Board of Regents of Oklahoma Colleges. The governing board is fundamentally
and primarily a policy determining body for SWOSU. It delegates the responsibility for
administration of the University to the SWOSU President. It also ensures that students
and faculty of SWOSU have representation on committees that address issues affecting
their living and learning, and that the President will give due consideration to faculty and
student recommendations when making presentations to the RUSO Board. The board
holds regular meetings that are open to the public. RUSO has policies and procedures that
are comprehensive for the system.
The Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education is the coordinating board for
all 25 state colleges and universities. It consists of nine governor-appointed members.
The State Regents prescribe academic standards of higher education, determine
functions and courses of study, grant degrees, recommend to the state legislature budget
allocations, and approves proposed fees. In the past two years, the board has undergone
an administrative restructuring to better meet each university’s needs. The Chancellor is
the Chief Administrative Officer of the State Regents. The Chancellor’s responsibilities
include administering policies and programs established by the State Regents, gathering
information about the state system, making recommendations to the State Regents, and
providing state-level leadership for coordination of activities affecting state-system
institutions. The State Regents are the coordinating board of control of all institutions
in the state system of higher education, and RUSO is responsible for the operation and
management of the SWOSU. Like RUSO, the state regents have standard policies for all
of its universities.
The Board enables the Organization’s Chief Administrative Personnel to Exercise
Effective Leadership
RUSO has clearly defined the role of all administrative personnel on the SWOSU
campus. Each of these roles is included in all employee handbooks.
The President is the Chief Executive Officer of SWOSU, the principal administrative
official responsible for the direction of all operations of the University, and is directly
responsible to RUSO for the general management of the institution. The President
reviews and approves all administrative policies of SWOSU. The President is a member
of the State Presidents’ Council, which includes the presidents of the 25 state institutions
of higher education. The purpose of this council is to advise and make recommendations
to the Chancellor. The President is also a member of the Presidents’ Council which
includes the presidents of the six regional senior institutions. This council advises and
makes recommendations to RUSO. The President’s Executive Council advises the
President on University decisions. The Vice Presidents’ roles are described below.
The Provost and Senior Vice-President is the senior administrative official responsible
Core Component 1d
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for the direction of the academic and student affairs of SWOSU, including the functions
of teaching, research, distance learning, continuing education, assessment, admissions,
registration, media services, and the library. In cooperation with the academic deans, the
Provost oversees the curriculum and the selection of faculty and is responsible for all
aspects of instruction, program, and faculty evaluation and development, scheduling of
classes, enrollment, and catalog revision. The Provost reports to the President.
The Vice-President for Student Affairs and Associate Provost (VPSA/AP) is a senior
administrative official and member of both the Executive Council and the Academic
Advisory Council. The VPSA/AP’s Office manages eight student service departments,
regional and professional accreditation, institutional effectiveness through strategic
planning, academic program planning and evaluation, professional development,
academic policy, course file management including the preparation and publication of
university catalogs, class schedules, and maintenance of the permanent university course
catalog information and academic functions. The VPSA/AP reports to and acts on behalf
of the Provost.
The Vice President for Administration and Finance (VPAF) reports directly to the
President, serves as chief administrative and financial officer of SWOSU, works closely
with academic and student services personnel of SWOSU, and is highly involved
in the overall planning and management of SWOSU. The VPAF is responsible for
directing the following areas: budget, accounting, payroll, purchasing, student accounts,
cash and investments, financial aid and scholarships, physical plant, computing and
telecommunications services, auxiliary services, residence life, campus security, the fine
arts center, and printing. The VPAF also works closely with the governing board staff, the
state coordinating board staff, and the personnel of various state agencies. Ten officers
report to the VPAF.
The Vice President for Institutional Advancement (VPIA) serves as a liaison between
SWOSU and its alumni and former students. The VPIA is responsible for the oversight
of all university-related fund raising activities in the private sector, assists with other
activities designed to promote the welfare of SWOSU, and reports to the President.
Additional staff reporting directly to the President with specific duties are the
Director of Athletics, the Director of Center for Economic and Business Development,
the Director of Human Resources and Affirmative Action Office, the Director of Public
Relations and Marketing, and the Director of Institutional Technology Services and
Faculty Senate President.
The University has four academic deans reporting directly to the provost: the Dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences, the Dean of the College of Associate and Applied
Programs—Sayre Campus, the Dean of the College of Pharmacy, and the Dean of the
College of Professional and Graduate Studies. All deans manage and supervise budgets,
academic programs and the personnel of the colleges. Each college also has associate
deans or department chairs who coordinate the academic and operational aspects of a
department or school within the college.
The Distribution of Responsibilities as Defined in Governance Structures, Processes,
and Activities is Understood and Implemented Through Delegated Authority
The University has constructed and posted five organizational charts. The Primary
Organizational Chart identifies the administrative staff members who report directly to the
University President and the major areas that they oversee. Three organizational charts
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outline the chain of command within the Colleges of Pharmacy, Arts and Sciences, and
Professional and Graduate Studies. The other organizational chart identifies the areas of
administration for the College of Associate and Applied Programs and the Sayre Campus.
These organizational charts are reviewed yearly and are distributed to all employees. They
are prominently displayed at the front of the Faculty and Staff Handbooks.
Current university councils include the following: Executive Council, Administrative
Council, Council of Deans, Support Personnel Organization, and College of Associate
and Applied Programs—Dean’s Advisory Council.
The five university councils are presidential committees designed to advise the
President. The number of these councils is kept to a minimum to maximize the use of
time and avoid overlapping of committee objectives. All are also directed to produce
specific outcomes that are distinct from the outcomes from other councils. The
Executive Council was described previously described. The Administrative Council
consists of the administration and directors of various offices across campus. The
Council of Deans acts as an advisory council to the Provost on matters of general
university policy relating to academic affairs. The Support Personnel Organization
makes recommendations to the administration relating to matters of university staff and
support personnel. The College of Associate and Applied Program’s Dean’s Advisory
Council is an advisory group, appointed by the Dean of the Sayre Campus, whose
purpose is to provide advisory assistance and to facilitate communication between the
two SWOSU campuses.
The creation of the Support Personnel Organization within the last 10 years is evidence
that the administration is committed to giving representation to university staff. The fact
that this committee is a presidential-level committee proves that university staff members
have as much access to the President as do faculty and students.
Students have access to these university councils through the Student Government
Association, which is the governing body of SWOSU students. Student activity fees
fund the operations of SGA, and student-elected officials oversee the expenditure of
those funds. Members of SGA can address these councils, and they serve as advocates
for student interests. The President of SGA also serves as student representative on the
Faculty Senate and Administrative Council.
The membership for each university council has been set and recorded in faculty and
staff handbooks. The people who serve on these councils are not appointed; instead, they
are on a council because they are in a position of expertise and power over a vital area of
the University. A listing of the people who serve on the university councils is posted on
the SWOSU website.
Faculty and other Academic Leaders Share Responsibility for the Coherence of the
Curriculum and the Integrity of Academic Processes
Faculty involvement in the academic governance of SWOSU is recognized as a
critical component in the administration of the University. The Faculty Senate was
formed to facilitate participation of faculty members in developing and achieving
the purposes of Southwestern Oklahoma State University. This organization has the
prerogative to make recommendations to the administration and the faculty on all
matters relating to the best interests of SWOSU. The Senate functions under regulations
set forth in a constitution that was adopted by the faculty and approved by the
administration of SWOSU.
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The Senate has nine standing committees: Executive Committee, Audit Committee,
Budget and Program Committee, Nominating Committee, Personnel Policies
Committee, University Policies Committee, Curriculum Committee, Student Affairs
Committee, and Judiciary Committee. Members of these committees are appointed by
the Provost with the consent of the President, unless otherwise noted. Each committee
is required to meet at least annually, and more often as needed. The Faculty Senate is
invited to make nominations for all committee vacancies for which candidates have not
been nominated by departments or other groups. Changes in committee assignments,
changes in committee chairs, and non-reappointments are not a reflection on the
services rendered by individuals, but are efforts to give wider committee experience
to all members of the faculty and to provide each member greater opportunity to
contribute to more aspects of the total university program.
The Faculty Senate also has several specialized committees. These committees make
recommendations in specific areas of campus management. Faculty are chosen for these
committees through recommendations and votes of Faculty Senate members. At least
one student and one member of the administration serve on most committees.
Effective Communication Facilitates Governance Processes and Activities
The administration uses many methods to communicate with all staff. Each year
begins with an all-employee meeting and picnic. A monthly newsletter—The Bulldog
Buzz—and e-mails from the administration inform staff on issues ranging from human
resources to upcoming events. The University web site and the online classroom
utility serve as clearinghouses of information from the administration. Monthly open
sessions called “Let’s Talk About SWOSU” are held in the Skyview Room in the
Memorial Student Center. When necessary, extra efforts are employed to facilitate
communication. For example, during the economic downturn in 2002, the President
held two all-staff meetings to update every employee regarding the University’s
financial direction.
The Bulldog Buzz is an e-mail communication. Its main content relates to human
resources, such as health benefit changes and payroll procedures. It also contains a
question and answer section in which the administration responds to questions or
suggestions submitted through e-mail or through a suggestion box located in the
Administration Building.
“Let’s Talk About SWOSU” is an open lunch meeting held monthly in the Skyview
Room. It was instituted in 2006 and is designed to be a meeting in which staff, faculty,
or students can bring up any issue for the administration to address. The meetings are
popular among the administration, who say it is a great way to hear, first-hand, any
issues or concerns of students, faculty, and staff.
University e-mails are sent out to all staff by the Public Relations & Marketing
Department. These are most often information statements about upcoming meetings and
events. The administration also uses these e-mail alerts for news about campus closings
due to weather.
The University web site serves as a clearinghouse of information and
communication among all areas of campus administration. News and events for
students, staff, and faculty are located on the SWOSU’s home page. Faculty and
staff handbooks are located on the web site, as are minutes from Faculty Senate
and Student Senate. All offices on campus have web pages that include contact
Core Component 1d
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information, forms, and the latest news and information pertaining to the office. Also,
D2L is a medium of communication. D2L serves as an online companion site for
campus courses, but it is also used by faculty and administrators as a communication
tool for committees.
The University student newspaper, The Southwestern, serves as a method of
communication. It is a weekly student-generated newspaper. Over 4,000 free copies are
distributed across both campuses, in Weatherford, and by mail through subscription.
The newspaper contains sections from which readers can obtain information about
issues and upcoming events. The Sayre campus also publishes a bi-weekly campus
student newsletter, The Watchdawg.

Core Component 1e: SWOSU upholds and protects its integrity.
SWOSU has an expectation that all members of the University community and
external stakeholders have a responsibility for ensuring SWOSU’s integrity. Through
established organizations, policies and procedures, and institutional leadership, along
with state and federal laws, guidance is provided at all levels to the various entities
concerning individual and group rights and responsibilities.
The expectations of the mission are articulated through a range of documents and
policies. It is the intent of SWOSU to disseminate these as widely as possible through
utilization of printed and online media, offering extensive access for any interested
stakeholder. SWOSU strives to protect the rights of all parties addressed in the various
policies and regulations. Opportunities to report violations are established, and
procedures for adjudication of incidences are in place. These processes are designed
and implemented to provide a safe and productive environment for students, faculty,
and support staff, as well as for outside entities. The following are examples of existing
documents, organizational structures, and activities intended to ensure that the integrity
of SWOSU is maintained.
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Student Areas
•

Dean of Students—the role of the Dean of Students demands an understanding
of SWOSU’s mission, purpose, and goals. Protecting the integrity of the
institution, educating the campus community, and enhancing the opportunity
for the human development of the students, faculty, and staff requires
communication and program development regarding student affairs issues and
policies. Leading with integrity and setting the expectation of providing friendly,
accurate, and timely services to students, faculty, and staff serve as guides to the
daily operations and services.

•

SWOSU Student Handbook—the Student Handbook informs SWOSU and
the community about student resources, services, policies, organizations,
requirements, and rights.

•

Student Government Association (SGA)—the SGA is the governing body
of SWOSU students. Student activity fees fund the operations of SGA, and
student-elected officials oversee the expenditure of those funds. The three
branches of student government (executive, legislative, and judicial) work
together to lead students by serving them. SGA is the advocate for student
interests, a powerful voice for change and progress, and a dedicated provider of
student services and resources.

•

The Collegiate Activities Board (CAB)—CAB is a school-funded group of
students who plan and organize numerous events at the University with the
intent of building school spirit and student involvement. It is administered
through the Dean of Students Office.

•

Violence Intervention, Prevention, and Early Response (VIPER)—VIPER
supports the University’s goal of ensuring that students receive a quality
education by helping to maintain a safe educational environment. It is designed
to minimize the incidence of violent relational crime, such as sexual assault,
intimate partner violence/abuse, and stalking on SWOSU’s campus. This is

Milam Stadium (photo by Kyle Wright, Web Services)
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accomplished partly through an educational program designed to develop men
and women committed to healthy relationships and boundaries and to provide a
cohesive response system.
Faculty and Staff Areas
•• Human Resources Office—the Human Resources Office personnel are
responsible for a variety of employee documents and services: the Affirmative
Action Statement and Compliance; Employee Benefits Information;
Employment Opportunities; Employment Practices Review 2008-2009; Staff
Handbook; and Update on Contemporary Issues 2007-2008.
•• Faculty Handbook—this publication contains university policies of general
interest to the faculty. It is reviewed and modified by the administration and
Faculty Senate.
•• Faculty Senate—the well being of the University depends on the academic
quality and commitment of its faculty. One avenue for commitment comes from
meaningful involvement and participation in the conduct of the University.
The purpose of the Faculty Senate is to enable faculty to participate in the
achievement of the goals of SWOSU. Minutes of meetings are published on-line
at Faculty Senate webpage.
Service Areas
•• SWOSU Panorama Series—the University’s Panorama Committee, consisting of
students, faculty, and staff, has been bringing a variety of outstanding educational
and entertainment events to the Weatherford campus since 1991. The budget
from the University was $40,000 last year, and, with some big events and tickets
sales, the budget has been as much as $100,000 in some years. These activities
add to the cultural environment of the University and its service area.
•• Center for Economic and Business Development at SWOSU—funded by
outside grants and university funds, the Center serves SWOSU and 15 counties
in southwest and west central Oklahoma by providing valuable economic
data and analysis; providing comprehensive business strategies; assisting
business and entrepreneurship opportunities; providing a forum to disseminate
information and programs; and by assisting university faculty in securing
funding and consulting opportunities.
•• Student Financial Services—to help students reach their educations goals, the
Office of Student Financial Services provides access to an array of financial aid
information. The staff continually works to give students accurate, timely, and
helpful assistance to address their financial needs.
•• Safety, Risk Management, and Workers Compensation Office—safety is of
primary importance in the operations of SWOSU. Each person on campus
has the responsibility to make safety a basic concern. This objective is
fundamental to the well being, as well as the effective operation of SWOSU.
The indispensable ingredients of a safe working environment are management
commitment, a knowledgeable supervisory staff, an involved safety leader, and
a conscientious work force, where each individual is dedicated to the principle
that accident prevention is an essential part of the planning and execution of
every job.
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External Areas
•• Bursar and Comptroller—the mission of the University requires a sound
financial environment. An independent audit is conducted annually, according
to federal standards, to assure that the SWOSU is in compliance with state and
federal regulations.
•• Regional University System of Oklahoma (RUSO)—SWOSU is a member of
the RUSO regent system and complies with RUSO requirements. Meetings
are held in accordance with the Oklahoma Open Meeting Act, and minutes of
meetings are published online at their corresponding webpage.
•• Intercollegiate Athletics—SWOSU is a member of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) and the Lone Star Conference. A compliance
officer works with coaches, athletes, and the Registrar’s Office to assure policy
adherence.
•• Accredited Programs—SWOSU offers 15 nationally accredited academic
programs. This is the most among Oklahoma’s regional universities.
•• Alumni Association—the association assists graduates with continued
professional development through online job postings at the Career & Volunteer
Center and by facilitating networking via established online communities.

Stewart Hall (photo by Kyle Wright, Web Services)
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•• Public Affairs—this office is charged with serving as the contact point for
external stakeholders and is responsible for assuring the accuracy of and
compliance with university standards and legal requirements for distributed
material. This office is also responsible for distributing the Bulldog Buzz.
Criterion One Conclusions
Strengths
•

SWOSU has a comprehensive mission statement.

•

SWOSU’s mission, vision, and strategic plan permeate the planning and
delivery of the academic programs, student and faculty support services, and
outreach to the community.

•

The faculty, students, and staff have opportunities to interact regularly with
administration and are proactive when issues and concerns arise.

•

SWOSU has implemented initiatives to promote diversity.

•

SWOSU’s Center for Economic and Business Development has gained
national recognition.

•

Students and alumni value their educational experience.

Areas of Improvement/Planning
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•

SWOSU needs to continue to strengthen internal and external communication
when policies are developed, reviewed, and revised.

•

All handbooks/publications should be reviewed annually to reflect policy and
procedure development and revision.

•

The SWOSU website should continue to be updated as approved policies and
procedures change.

•

SWOSU needs to review its mission and vision when strategic planning
continues in 2010-2011.

Criterion One

SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY

CRITERION TWO
SWOSU’s allocation of resources and its processes for evaluation and planning demonstrate its capacity to fulfill its
mission, improve the quality of its education, and respond to future challenges and opportunities.
Wellness Center (photo by Kyle Wright, Web Services)
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SWOSU’s strategic planning process clearly demonstrates that the University
understands the importance of student educational success, global awareness, and the
role of strong community relationships. SWOSU’s strategic plan outlines its goals
of increasing retention and graduation rates, raising the level of student satisfaction,
preparing students for a more complex global society, and establishing connections
with SWOSU’s regional partners. The vision statement concurs with these important
goals. The plans and objectives of SWOSU’s academic, student, and support entities
reinforce these efforts and highlight the University’s commitment to them.
SWOSU’s planning process, the Agenda for Excellence, includes widespread
input from the University, community leaders, and other appropriate constituents.
This plan was communicated by the University President to the governing board
and other state and regional stakeholders as being bold and achievable, despite the
challenging budget climate. The President then assigned the Planning and Resource
Council the responsibility for implementing the strategic plan. This group met and
documented the University’s progress, and then communicated that status to the
various stakeholders.

Core Component 2a: SWOSU realistically prepares for a future shaped by
multiple societal and economic trends.
SWOSU examines data from various sources in order to remain aware of the changing
world and how these changes affect the University’s goal attainment. Additionally,
SWOSU seeks input from industry, peer institutions, interested citizens, and other
sources to ensure that the university community understands the direction that society,
in general, is headed. Student surveys are also used to solicit student concerns and
garner information to assess their academic progress and their level of satisfaction with
SWOSU’s operations. This is consistent with SWOSU’s promise to students that “The
Focus is You.” The input from these sources is used to develop tuition proposals, modify
academic offerings, enhance understanding of students’ characteristics, and determine the
direction of decisions made by the University.
The Southwestern Oklahoma State University Strategic Plan addresses goals of the
institution. One important goal is to have programs that promote cultural inclusion and
diversity. Western Oklahoma’s rich tradition of Native American involvement, Hispanic
immigration, oil production, wind turbine electricity production, and traditional family
farming gives this region a blend of cultural identities that is distinctive from that found
in the rest of the state. The Strategic Plan recognizes the need for all members of the
University community—faculty, students, and administration—to serve all groups
in this culturally diverse area and acknowledges the importance of providing higher
education to all of its constituents, regardless of race, sex, or desired employment.
The Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribal College currently housed on the SWOSU campus is
an example of collaboration designed to highlight Native American culture and heritage.
The College, established in August 2006 through the joint efforts of the tribal Education
Authority and Southwestern Oklahoma State University, provides specialized educational
opportunities for Native Americans and other students. Recently, the initial program of
study, an Associate of Science in Tribal Administration, was approved by the Oklahoma
State Regents for Higher Education.
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The Office of Institutional Research produces the SWOSU Fact Book each year. This
compilation of institutional data regarding the number and types of students enrolled each
year serves as a guide for policy and decision making. This information is used by many
of the University’s planning groups, including the Enrollment Management Council. One
interesting trend documented in the report is the change in SWOSU’s minority enrollment.
Data from the Fact Book indicates that the imbalance in the ratio of white-to-minority
students continues to decline over time. White students enrolled in 1998 represented 87%
of the student body and in 2009 represented 77% of the student body. In the same period,
Native American students have increased from 4% in 1998 to 9% in 2009.
SWOSU also supports the opportunity for students to gain experience from a
workforce representing a variety of backgrounds and has made progress in bringing more
diversity to the institution. For example, the fall 2009 Full-time Workforce report shows
a 283% increase in minority employees since 1997. Additionally, the fall 2009 Fact
Book report shows that the number of female professors at the Weatherford campus has
increased 83% from 2001 to 2009.
After evaluating services to its diverse group of students in 2009, SWOSU began
providing electronic services to students, which gives the University the ability to
serve them either on or off campus. This new process allows students the flexibility of
receiving their refund via one of three methods: a debit card, an electronic transfer, or a
traditional paper check.
Student Demographics
The Fact Book outlines important characteristics of Southwestern Oklahoma State
University, including student demographics for both campuses. This publication
is available on the web for all stakeholders and includes current information and
historical trends. This data confirms that the SWOSU campus is still a very traditional
student body that looks much like it did during the last accreditation visit. The age
of the students, the average freshmen ACT test scores, and the occupancy of the
residence halls are all very stable. However, several important characteristics of the
student body are changing. A review of the minority enrollment on the Weatherford
campus since the fall of 2001 clearly shows that SWOSU’s student body is currently
more representative of the state population than in past years. Minority enrollment
increased by nearly 60% between the fall of 2001 and the fall of 2009. The current
minority enrollment of 23% compares to the state minority population of 25.6% from
the 2000 U.S. census data. Having this more diverse student population is an important
element in preparing the students of the SWOSU service area to contribute to a more
interconnected society and helps the University prepare them for a diversified work
environment.
An important element in increasing minority enrollment since 2006 has been the
development of the tribal college sponsored by the Education Authority of the Cheyenne
and Arapaho government. The college is the focus of Native American activities on
campus and is an example of SWOSU’s collaboration with the western Oklahoma
heritage and native culture. This partnership is just another example of SWOSU’s
increased emphasis on outreach activities in support of the region.
Census and other interim population studies indicate that growth in Oklahoma
is clustered around a few counties, mainly in the metro areas of the state. In order
to maintain enrollment levels, SWOSU conducted student interviews and met with
Core Component 2a
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student focus groups to discuss their awareness of the University and its location. The
information gathered from this process indicated that the University needed to increase
its media presence in the metro Oklahoma City area. The Office of Public Relations and
Marketing then adopted a media program to address the issue. A review of the data from
the Fact Book confirms that student enrollment is shifting towards the eastern part of
SWOSU’s traditional service area, matching the overall growth pattern of the area. For
example, enrollment from Canadian county has grown over 37%, on average, from the
fall of 2001 to 2009 (see Table 2). Similar but less pronounced enrollment trends are also
taking place at the Sayre campus located 50 miles west of Weatherford.

Table 2: Fall Resident Enrollment by County — Weatherford Campus
County

Fall 2001

Fall 2009

Change

Canadian (eastern service area)

211

289

37%

Cleveland (eastern service area)

72

95

32%

Oklahoma (eastern service area)

230

373

62%

Dewey (western service area)

75

53

-29%

Roger Mills (western service area)

54

38

-30%

Woodward (western service area)

109

88

-19%

The SWOSU Office of Student Financial Services provides aid to help students meet
the cost of their education. SWOSU recently added additional reviews of student aid data
to better understand the student body. Since 2004, the number of students who received a
Federal Pell Grant has declined from 44.2% of head count enrollment in 2004 to 34.3%
of enrollment in 2008. The number of loan recipients for the same time frame decreased
from 2,864 to 2,393. While the number of recipients has declined for these programs, the
average amount of funding received per recipient has increased. The average Pell Grant
has increased by $382, and the average loan has increased by $1,982 during this period.
Oklahoma offers two tuition grants for eligible students: the Oklahoma Tuition Aid
Grant (OTAG) and the Oklahoma Higher Learning Access Program (OHLAP). The
OTAG has seen a trend similar to the Pell Grant. The number of OTAG recipients for
2006 was 17.3% of the enrolled student body and in 2009 declined to 14.4%. Family
incomes in Custer County during this same time frame have increased steadily and may
be a factor in these trends. However, 2009 data indicates that the number of SWOSU’s
Federal Pell Grant recipients may begin to increase as the economy experiences
recession, indicating a weakening household income in SWOSU’s service areas. The
University’s overall student enrollment also seems to be linked to the financial health of
the surrounding economy.
Interestingly, OHLAP reveals an opposite trend. The number of OHLAP recipients
in 2006 was 830 or 15.8% of head count enrollment. By 2009, this number increased
to 1,052, or 20.5% of SWOSU’s student population, with the average grant amount
increasing by $794. An important distinction for this program is that eligibility is
determined while a student is in 8th, 9th, or 10th grade, and eligibility is based on the family
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income at that time. Since incomes trend up over time, these students may benefit from
an early determination of eligibility.
Leadership Development
Leadership training is an important element of the University’s commitment to
the service region. This effort extends beyond the normal level of participation in
the leadership training provided by many of SWOSU’s professional and academic
associations. SWOSU has reached out to the community and region with leadership
projects. These ventures include the “Weatherford Leadership Program” sponsored
jointly with the Weatherford Area Chamber of Commerce. This annual nine-month
class provides many new managers with exposure to leadership training and the
community’s institutions. This effort has been sustained for over a decade and has
trained approximately 150 potential leaders for the community. President Hays served as
the first chairman of this program and quickly developed a similar program for students
at SWOSU. The President’s Leadership Program, now in its fifth year, reaches out to
the students of the region in an effort to develop future leaders for western Oklahoma.
This four-year program selects and provides leadership training for 15 members of
the freshman class. In an attempt to widen and provide more visibility for all levels
of leadership training, the University is also working with the community to develop
a Leadership Institute for the region. All of these programs allow for additional input
to the University community concerning the status, needs, and opinions of SWOSU’s
service area.
Outreach
One of the methods the University utilizes to stay in touch with social and economic
trends is initiating active outreach programs. These efforts include The Center for
Business and Economic Development (CBED), the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribal
College, the Office of Juvenile Affairs Adjudicated Youth Homes, the Upward Bound
program, and the outreach programs of SWOSU’s Offices of Enrollment Management
and Student Financial Aid.
The CBED manages several grants that emphasize contact with local businesses
and manufacturers. These include the Oklahoma Manufacturing Extension Alliance,
The Small Business Development Center, and the Economic Development Technical
Center, among others. These connections assist the School of Business and Technology
and other departments in keeping abreast of the issues of the day from the perspective
of business leaders. A recently developed student intern program has strengthened
these connections and has enabled the center to expand the number of business clients
it can serve in the region. In 2009, the University’s Small Business Development
Center was one of three in the nation to be awarded the “Small Business Development
Center Service Excellence and Innovation Center Award.” This award honors those
centers that provide exceptional service and support of their regional small business
communities.
The University and CBED leadership is involved with a number of local and regional
groups on economic and community development projects. These groups include the
Weatherford Industrial Development Authority, the Weatherford Economic Development
Foundation, the Weatherford, Clinton, and Elk City Chambers of Commerce, and the
Southwest Oklahoma Impact Commission (SOIC), among others. In the fall of 2009, the
OSRHE initiated a state-wide project of the American Association of State Colleges and
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Universities called “Making Place Matter,” which emphasizes many regional economic
goals that SWOSU has been working on over the last eight years. This is a clear indication
that the University has a strong influence over economic changes in the region.
SWOSU’s relationships with the Native American population have also increased the
University’s social contacts. The main effort is hosting the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribal
College in partnership with the local tribal government. This is a vital connection to a
historically under-served student population that has had a growing student enrollment
since the inception of the grant in 2006. Additionally, a SWOSU faculty member serves
on the board of the tribal college to ensure that the communication and outreach efforts
are effective in both directions.
SWOSU has several grants that focus outreach efforts to minorities and other groups
that are under-represented in higher education. These efforts include the Bernard Harris
Science Camp, the Upward Bound program, and the OSRHE Summer Academies
for Mathematics, Science, and Multidisciplinary Studies. SWOSU also partners with
Oklahoma State University in the Louis Strokes Alliance for Minority Participation in
Science, Mathematics, Engineering, and Technology program.
The University operates five centers for adjudicated youth for the Oklahoma
Department of Juvenile Affairs on a contract basis. These centers serve the community by
offering a structured program of social and educational training to youth with discipline
and/or behavior problems that often impair their educational attainment. These public
service entities provide faculty with research opportunities, increase SWOSU’s exposure
to local communities, and provide students with excellent internship and employment
opportunities. More importantly, this interaction ensures that the University continues
to be aware that many potential freshmen face challenges beyond their academic
achievement levels.
Academic Program Responses to Regional and State Demands
SWOSU’s mission states that “Fulfilling its role as a cultural and educational
resource for western Oklahoma, the University provides distance-learning
opportunities, continuing education associated with career enhancement, personal
development, and cultural growth.” Changes in academic program and course
scheduling provide evidence of SWOSU’s attention to the needs of the population
of western Oklahoma and of the state as a whole. This process includes input from
many sources, including information from students, employment projections, industry
advisory councils, and university faculty. These proposals are forwarded to the Council
of Deans for discussion and review at the institutional level, especially by the Provost.
Formal proposals are developed and made to the governing and coordinating boards
for approval at the state level. For example, to accommodate the needs of traditional
and non-traditional students, the University offers an increasing number of evening
and distance learning interactive video and web courses and has developed a Bachelor
of Arts in Spanish to address the needs generated by the changing demographics of
western Oklahoma.
SWOSU has 15 nationally accredited academic programs, and external reviews of
these programs provide a natural source of data for benchmarking the University’s
efforts. Additionally, individual departments continually review their offerings and
student success rate as part of the regular planning and five-year review process, as
required by the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education.
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New Programs at SWOSU
As part of the SWOSU mission, programs are developed in response to evidence of
community need and interest. The following programs of study were approved in the past
several years in continuing support of the mission:
•

Child Development & Education A.A.S.

•

Interdisciplinary Studies B.A.

•

Park Law Enforcement B.S.

•

Information Systems B.S.

•

School Psychology M.S.

•

Spanish B.A.

•

Exercise Science B.S.

•

Criminal Justice A.A.S.

•

Management M.S.

•

Tribal Administration A.S.

•

Community Counseling M.S.

•

Organizational Leadership B.S.

•

Industrial Technology B.S. accreditation

•

Hospitality, Restaurant, and Gaming Management A.A.S. at SWOSU Sayre

•

Community Counseling graduate degree from M.Ed. to M.S.

SWOSU also strives to stay current to meet the needs of its constituents at the
classroom level. The Department of Biological Sciences updated its Cellular Biology
course to add student training in laboratory techniques and group research projects
mentored by Biology and Health Science faculty members. The faculty member
responsible for the course received external grant monies from Oklahoma Center for the
Advancement of Science & Technology and National Institute of Health Oklahoma Idea
Institutional Development Award (IDeA) Network for Biomedical Research Excellence
(INBRE), which provided monies for supplies and equipment, plus a release time grant
from Oklahoma Regents for Higher Education. During its first offering in fall 2009,
students presented one oral and seven poster presentations at the Oklahoma Research Day
on the Northeastern State University Campus.
The Department of Mathematics added more technology components to their
Mathematics Education curricula in response to the increasing use of computers to
conduct mathematical and statistical functions.
The Social Work Program added a training course in personal safety to its curriculum.
This program will also offer a new course in fall 2010 to address the increasing need to
relate to the growing population of aging Americans.
SWOSU is acutely aware that it must stay current to retain and improve upon the value
of the education provided at SWOSU.
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Core Component 2b: SWOSU’s resource base supports its educational
programs and its plans for maintaining and strengthening their quality in the
future.

Existing Resources
A review of the data indicates that SWOSU has been able to attract the necessary
resources over the past decade to accomplish its mission. The University has experienced
challenges in its budget cycle; however, the leadership believes that the vital functions of
the University, as identified by planning and assessment efforts, are adequately addressed.
During this decade, new sources of revenue were developed, and a major change in the
revenue pattern has emerged. The administration continues to shift internal resources to
adjust for program growth and contraction that is a normal part of academic offerings.
Additionally, a new approach to address budget reductions is in place.
Financial Condition
The University has a long tradition of conservative fiscal management. SWOSU’s
current financial strength clearly reflects that value and is highlighted in the most recent
audits and the attached financial ratios. This strength is the result of several management
strategies, including the restraint of growth during times of increased revenues—
especially increases in appropriated funds—and the frugal nature of personnel. This
approach has enabled SWOSU to level out the highs and lows of the state funding
cycles by using reserve funds to supplement budget needs. Typically, funds that remain
uncommitted at the end of budget cycles are used to fund one-time initiatives, such
as annual stipend payments for employees or to fund facility needs. In fall 2009, the
University was able to transfer funds for both the pharmacy research laboratory project
and the relocation of the nursing program. This frugal approach has led to a more stable
budget environment for the University and has allowed the university to wisely invest
budget surpluses without increasing annual base budget needs. The data presented in
Table 3 provides evidence assuring SWOSU and its constituents that SWOSU does have
the financial strength to support the educational programs offered.

Table 3: Financial Ratio History
Ratios

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

Average

Primary Reserve Ratio

0.46

0.56

0.53

0.25

0.26

0.21

0.38

0.38

Net Operating Revenue Ratio

0.06

0.09

0.08

0.05

0.03

0.08

-0.01

0.05

Return on Net Assets Ratio

-0.02

0.13

0.12

0.08

0.05

0.12

0.03

0.07

Viability Ratio

1.45

1.60

1.30

0.58

1.16

1.00

10.45

2.51

•• 2009 Audit
•• 2008 Audit
•• 2007 Audit
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Sources of Funds
SWOSU’s sources of funds have increased during the last ten years; however, a
review of the long-term funding pattern for the University on a revenue-per-student basis
indicates that revenue sources have increased only slightly above the general level of
inflation over the last 26 years. Table 4 reflects this slight increase in funding per FTE.
The educational mission of SWOSU is very labor intensive, and according to the highereducation-cost indices, the University faces increases in costs that often exceed the
consumer-based cost-of-living index. For example, the cost of health insurance premiums
doubled in the last decade. The funding of these compensation costs has forced the
University to be very conservative in allotting funds to other general operating budgets,
especially academic supply and travel budgets.

Table 4: Education and General Budget, Part 1, Financial Highlights
Fiscal
Year

% Tuition
& Fees

% State
Funded

Under-graduate
Tuition & Fees
(rate)

E & G I Budget,
Part I

Budget
per FTE

Per FTE
Funding w/3%
Inflation

1984

18%

82%

$18.00

$13,899,390

$3,205

$ ------

1989

28%

72%

$34.00

$18,454,467

$4,024

$3,459

1994

35%

65%

$46.00

$22,187,927

$4,710

$5,208

1999

29%

71%

$60.00

$27,775,664

$6,294

$6,328

2004

45%

55%

$91.00

$32,461,181

$6,845

$6,935

2009

49%

51%

$137.00

$42,400,000

$10,017

$9,795

The mix of the University’s revenue sources changed dramatically in the post-9/11
environment in response to a number of factors at the state level. These include intense
competition for state funding from other state agencies, especially the Department of
Corrections, tax cuts, and, more recently, a severe national recession. A review of the
revenue mix over the last decade indicates that in FY 2001 student tuition and fees
provided approximately 30% of the total revenue for the Educational and General (E&G)
Budget, Part I, compared to nearly 43% in FY 2010 as listed in Table 5.

Table 5: Revenue Comparison for Educational and General Budget, Part I,
Listed in Thousands of Dollars
Source

FY 2001

% of
Revenue

FY 2010

% of
Revenue

% Increase
of Source

State Appropriations

$21,176

67.2%

$23,420

48.7%

10.6%

$-----

0.0%

$1,850

3.8%

0.0%

$9,420

29.9%

$20,669

43.0%

119.4%

$899

2.9%

$2,147

4.5%

138.8%

$31,495

100.0%

$48,086

100.0%

52.7%

Federal Appropriations
Tuition and Fees
Other
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Currently (FY 2010) the State of Oklahoma provides less than half of the financial
support for SWOSU’s E&G Budget, Part I, by annual appropriations. The annual
legislative budget process approves a lump-sum appropriation to the Oklahoma State

Table 6: FY 2008 Budget Need and Allocation Data
FY 2008
Budget
Need

Institutions

FY 2008
Allocation

BN FTE

BN Per
FTE

Allocation
Per FTE

%
Funded

Regional I University
University of Central Oklahoma

72,117,079

59,956,990

12,510

$5,765

$4,793

83.14%

East Central University

22,753,080

18,657,908

4,008

$5,677

$4,655

82.00%

ECU-McAlester Learning Site

88,956

ECU-Durant Nursing Program

222,390

Total ECU
Northeastern State University

22,753,080

18,969,254

4,008

$5,677

$4,733

83.37%

44,726,923

34,475,480

8,018

$5,578

$4,300

77.08%

NSU-Broken Arrow

4,975,923

Total NSU
Southeastern OK State
University
SEOSU-McCurtain County

44,726,923

39,451,403

8,018

$5,578

$4,920

88.21%

19,870,656

18,744,519

3,494

$5,687

$5,365

94.33%

1,491,754

SEOSU-McAlester Learning Site
Total SEOSU
SWOSU

177,911
19,870,656

20,414,184

3,494

$5,687

$5,843

102.74%

28,935,032

24,461,612

4,995

$5,793

$4,897

84.54%

SWOSU-Sayre Branch
Total SWOSU
Cameron University

80,060
28,935,032

24,541,672

4,995

$5,793

$4,913

84.82%

24,174,394

22,774,637

4,499

$5,373

$5,062

94.21%

$5,373

$5,157

95.98%

Average

$5,646

$5,060

87.75%

Highest to average

102.61%

115.47%

Lowest to average

95.18%

93.54%

CU-Duncan Branch Campus
Total CU
TOTAL REGIONAL I
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427,200
24,174,394

23,201,837

4,499

212,577,164

186,535,340

37,524

Core Component 2b

Regents for Higher Education, the state’s coordinating board. The board and its staff then
utilize a budget allocation system based on historical academic program expenses and
enrollment statistics to make the allocation to individual institutions. These allotments are
developed using peer groupings of similar institutions. SWOSU is funded near the midpoint of its peer grouping in Oklahoma, a clear indication that the University is receiving
an appropriate share of the state higher education resources (see Table 6). Unfortunately,
this source has been declining as a percentage of SWOSU’s overall budget in recent
years, and since the state dedicated 106% of the national average of per capita funding to
higher education in FY 2007, this source of funding is not likely to increase significantly
in the near future.
Currently, the state government has requested and received federal funds to assist in
stabilizing the funding for higher education. The FY 2010 E&G Budget, Part I, for these
funds is 1.8 million dollars, approximately 3.6% of the total, and SWOSU expects a
similar amount of funds for FY 2011. Replacement of these funds in the FY 2012 budget
has now become one of the focuses of future budget planning efforts.
As previously mentioned, Oklahoma’s limited ability to meet the University’s funding
needs with appropriated revenues is one factor in SWOSU’s focus on developing other
resources. One of these sources has been a closer examination of tuition and fee levels.
An affordable cost of attendance has always been an important issue for SWOSU. These
rates have increased; however, SWOSU’s tuition and mandatory fee rates remain very
competitive when compared to peer institutions in bordering states. Currently (FY 2010),
SWOSU’s undergraduate rate is approximately 87% of this peer group limit. The tuition
for the professional doctorate was also developed from a peer group, and for FY 2010
it remains at about 83% of this group, as shown in Table 7. Despite consistent tuition
increases in excess of the national CPI, the evidence from student satisfaction surveys

Table 7: Professional Program Tuition Compared to Peer Group
Institution
SWOSU-Pharm D
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences
University of Colorado Health Sciences Center
University of Kansas—Main Campus
University of Louisiana—Monroe
University of Missouri—Kansas City
University of New Mexico—Main Campus
Texas Southern
Texas A&M—Kingsville
Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center
University of Houston—University Park
University of Texas—Austin
P
A
a
FY
Peer Limit
SWOSU FY
a
SWOSU a a P
a
N

State
OK
AR
CO
KS
LA
MO
NM
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
SWOSU

Resident Tuition &
Mandatory Fees
$10,400.00
$9,426.00
$20,158.00
$11,115.00
$11,898.00
$16,472.00
$11,612.00
$9,488.00
$11,396.00
$12,710.00
$12,320.00
$11,897.00
$12,590.18
$10,400.00
82.6%

Source: AACP Pharmacy School Admission Requirements, pp. 249-251
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continues to indicate that students have a high level of satisfaction with the University as
a whole.
Academic Service Fee
Over the past few years, SWOSU has simplified its approach to special fees, especially
academic service fees. Currently, these fees support a more traditional range of services
where the matching of costs and services is closely related. These fees are typically
reviewed on an annual basis, and requests for changes are forwarded by the deans to the
executive management. Since these fees are dedicated to individual class costs, such as
laboratory and other specialized instructional needs, these annual reviews provide the
feedback required to maintain an adequate funding structure.
Facility Dedicated Fees
Students continue to vote to invest in the facilities of the University. The Wellness
Center and the Memorial Student Center are examples of the improvements made
with the initial facility fee recommended by students. Recently students supported an
additional facility fee for student and athletic improvements. The willingness of the
students to approve these voluntary fees is another indicator of SWOSU’s success in
achieving its goals based on input from students.
Faculty Salary Improvement Fees
One of the strategic challenges recognized by the University is SWOSU’s ability to
have a compensation system that continues to recruit and retain highly qualified faculty.
Although data indicates that the University is receiving its fair share of support from state
resources, SWOSU realizes that, compared to SWOSU’s IPEDS peer funding group, the
university’s overall funding needs to be more competitive. In response to this challenge,
the administration approved a proposal from the College of Arts & Sciences and the
College of Professional and Graduate Studies for a fee to support additional faculty
compensation. These new $5/hour fees based on enrollment in courses offered by those
schools will be used to address this identified strategic threat. The implementation date of
these fees is being reviewed as part of the overall funding strategy for FY 2012.
Professional Fee Structure for Pharmacy
Since the fall of 2003, SWOSU has developed and recommended its tuition structure
to the governing and coordinating boards for approval. This change enabled the
University to develop and propose a separate professional level tuition structure to
support the College of Pharmacy. This assisted in providing the resources required to
implement the professional doctorate program in pharmacy. The majority of these new
funds enabled SWOSU to greatly enhance the salary structure and strengthen recruitment
efforts. The ability to attract and retain faculty and the continued strong student applicant
pool are two indicators that SWOSU’s planning and assessment efforts in this area have
been successful.
Budget Development and Usage
One of the initial inputs that allows the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education
(OSRHE) to develop a state-wide budget recommendation for the next year is the annual
budget needs survey that is submitted by the individual universities. This document
identifies the universities’ mandatory cost increases and budget priorities for the next
year. This data is collected from numerous sources, including deans, directors and
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external parties. The information from this document is combined with reports of other
funding needs from state-wide programs to develop a comprehensive budget request at
the state level.
Once this survey data and the estimate of state revenue are complete, SWOSU begins
its internal budget process. The University President, after consulting with the Executive
Council, announces the budget assumptions for the next year. This estimate of resources
indicates what funds are available and is the beginning point for the discussion of the
appropriate tuition and fee recommendations. The expenditure budget is then developed
with input from the operational units as guided by the Strategic Plan. The budget is
reviewed and modified as needed in discussions with the Deans, Executive Council
members, the Vice Presidents, and Faculty Senate.
The Educational and General Budget, Part II, is developed by reviewing the prior
year’s level of activity and modifying this baseline with anticipated changes in activities
for the next year, as provided by the Office of Sponsored Projects and Post-Award
personnel. The auxiliary and student activity budgets are developed by a similar method,
with additional input from auxiliary directors, reference to the capital plan needs, and
recommendations from the student services staff.
The University submits a yearly Capital Master Plan budget on a project - or building
- basis to its governing board and the state coordinating board for state-wide planning
purposes. This longer-range plan typically contains both funded and unfunded projects
that are scheduled for as many as five years in the future. The capital plan is reviewed
by the Executive Council to ensure that it is coordinated with the other university-wide
planning efforts.
The Educational and General Budget investment by function has been relatively stable
over the last five years, as indicated in Table 8. Despite the limitations of the state funding
model and the University’s constrained resource base compared to its IPEDS peer group
universities, SWOSU continues to devote a considerable amount of resources to the
primary mission. For example, in FY 2008, SWOSU invested 94% of the peer group
average to instructional spending, despite having a resource base that was 89% of this
group. SWOSU also matched the group’s overall graduation rate of 38%.

Table 8: E&G Budget, Part I, Original Approved Budget —
Average Budget % by Function
Function
Instruction
Research
Public Services
Academic Support
Student Services
Institutional Support
Plant
Scholarships
Total

FY 2006

FY 2007

FY 2008

FY 2009

FY 2010

5-Year
Average

53.3%
1.0%
1.4%
7.8%
8.2%
6.5%
11.7%
10.2%
100.1%

51.0%
0.8%
1.4%
7.0%
8.9%
6.8%
13.5%
10.6%
100.0%

51.6%
0.8%
1.1%
6.8%
8.9%
6.6%
12.0%
12.1%
99.9%

50.1%
0.8%
1.1
6.8%
9.4%
6.9%
12.6%
12.3%
100.0%

50.2%
0.6%
1.0%
6.8%
9.6%
7.1%
13.4%
11.3%
100.0%

51.2%
0.8%
1.2%
7.0%
9.0%
6.8%
12.6%
11.3%
100.0%
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Human Resources
SWOSU has long considered its human resources to be one of its strong points. During
the last decade, major improvements have been made in the management and training of
these resources. The Human Resources staff has been expanded so that it might provide
additional employee training, administer a more comprehensive employee benefit program,
manage an expanding grants and contracts employee base, and address the ever-increasing
employment laws and regulations.
Administrators identified a lack of consistent employee training as one of SWOSU’s
weaknesses and hired an assistant human resource manager with a training background to
lead the effort to address this issue. The SWOSU training program expanded to include new
employee orientation for all full-time employees, training that was previously provided only
for the faculty. Training for department chairs, deans, supervisors, and directors now covers
topics such as sexual harassment, legal issues involved in hiring and firing, and other timely
issues. Administrative directors and supervisors are receiving extended training provided by
an external firm to ensure that these essential employees gain the skills required to manage
and understand their workforces.
In response to employee input, SWOSU expanded the existing employee tuition
benefit that allowed employees to receive a 50% reduction in tuition and to include spouse
and dependent coverage. More recently, to address the continued need to better train its
employees, the University expanded the employee coverage to 100% of tuition, based on a
system of management reviews. SWOSU believes this program communicates its emphasis
on training and helps prepare employees for advancement. The University management also
implemented a shared leave program based on recommendations from the faculty and staff.
This program recognizes the need for extended leave for employees with life-threatening
health issues. SWOSU also added an Employee Assistance Program (EAP) providing
counseling services in-house or referral services off-campus. These programs allow the
University to provide important non-monetary benefits to its workforce and set SWOSU
apart from other employers in the area.
In response to the threat to the University’s budget from the increasing cost of health
insurance, SWOSU, in conjunction with other higher education institutions in Oklahoma,
agreed to address this issue with a consortium approach. In 2009, this effort resulted in the
creation of an inter-local agency, the Oklahoma Higher Education Employee Insurance
Group (OKHEEIG), that successfully bid and implemented a new insurance program. This
change allowed the University to address concerns about premium cost, coverage issues and,
especially, SWOSU’s ability to have reasonable input in plan design.
SWOSU’s employee base for E&G Budget, Part I, functions has remained fairly stable
with a budgeted FTE count of 430 in FY 2003, compared to 436 in FY 2010. This is largely
due to the stability of the student body, which has remained nearly the same size as ten years
ago. SWOSU has, however, greatly expanded its FTE base in other areas, specifically in
grants and contracts. The majority of this employee growth is due to the increased number of
adjudicated youth facilities, which has grown from 55 FTE in FY 2003 to 83 in FY 2010, and
is projected to increase again in FY 2011.
Annually, the Director of Human Resources and Affirmative Action conducts salary
reviews and ranks all positions at the University according to compensation levels. These
rankings are then compared to external surveys, including the College and University
Professional Association (CUPA) Salary Surveys, the Oklahoma Compensation Survey
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provided by the state Chamber of Commerce, and other sources. Recommendations
concerning salary levels are made to the executive team for consideration in the annual and
mid-year budget processes.
SWOSU is fortunate that the governing board allows the University administration great
latitude in personnel assignments. This flexibility in personnel assignments has enabled
the University to respond to budgetary and enrollment cycles, especially immediately after
the budget crisis of 2002. Utilizing this flexibility will likely be a key strategy in managing
personnel if the current budget crisis continues beyond 2011. One of SWOSU’s major
concerns in human resources is replacing the large number of retirement-eligible employees,
especially in the senior administrative and faculty ranks. This currently includes 53 faculty
and 43 administrators and staff members. It is hoped that many of these key employees will
opt to delay retirement, following the lead of two faculty members who each served the
University for 40 years.

Core Component 2c: SWOSU’s ongoing evaluation and assessment processes
provide reliable evidence of institutional effectiveness that clearly informs
strategies for continuous improvement.

SWOSU utilizes its evaluation and assessment tools to gather information to ensure
that evidence is available to verify progress. Student achievement in the classroom and a
graduation rate that matches the University’s much better funded IPEDS peer group indicates
the effectiveness of instruction efforts. Many areas of the University also maintain nationally
accredited programs and continue to successfully comply with their respective assessment
requirements. SWOSU also leads all Oklahoma regional universities in the number of
accredited programs. Additionally, student satisfaction surveys indicate students have a high
level of satisfaction with their university.
Assessment
Continuous improvement is an integral part of the learning process at Southwestern
Oklahoma State University, and this requires assessment at various levels both internally
and externally. One major source of internal assessment information at SWOSU is the Office
of Institutional Research. This office compiles and files standardized reports and provides
the University staff with valuable data for assessment. The annual SWOSU Fact Book, the
OSRHE Faculty Remuneration Report, and the IPEDS Survey are examples of data collection
completed by this office. Additionally, the University Assessment Center and other individual
units conduct numerous surveys to measure successful progress towards strategic goals.
At SWOSU, academic assessment occurs at three levels. The lowest level is of the greatest
significance for individual faculty. Learning objectives (variously referred to as “learner
objectives,” “course goals,” “course objectives,” etc.) are identified in each course syllabus.
The syllabi are then submitted each semester during which the courses are taught. Faculty
individually determine the methods of assessment of the learning objectives, assessments
which typically includes pre-test/post tests, embedded questions, or both.
The second level of assessment takes place at the program or degree granting level. This
level of assessment is used by the various discipline-specific bodies that accredit SWOSU
programs. At this level, representatives of each discipline granting the degree jointly agree
to commonly held goals for graduates. Both direct and indirect measures are developed and
Core Component 2c
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scheduled. Following the administration of the assessment measures, the full faculty meets to
determine methods to close any gaps that are determined to exist.
The broadest level of assessment occurs at the University level and is carried out by
SWOSU’s Provost, Vice Presidents, and President, who assess the effectiveness and
efficiency of SWOSU’s programs. This assessment includes such data as the number of
graduates, the number of declared majors, support of the general education requirements,
facility needs, and faculty performance. The result of this level of assessment leads to the
five-year program review required by the OSRHE and, finally, the assessment by external
accrediting bodies for those programs that maintain that level of accreditation. Another
example is the annual administration of four of the ACT’s Collegiate Assessment of
Academic Proficiency (CAAP) modules: Critical Thinking, Reading, Writing Essay, and
Writing Skills.
Faculty are subject to a peer-review process at the department, college, and university
levels as a requirement for contract renewal, promotion, and the granting of tenure. Other
university employees are subject to performance reviews by their supervisors on an asneeded basis. The National Survey of Student Engagement and the Survey of Student Opinion
are also used to measure the performance of employees.
Resource Planning and Development
Despite the evidence that the University is receiving a fair share of State resources
allocated to the higher education system, the percentage of this source in the E&G
Budget, Part I, has been declining over the past several years. To maintain an adequate
resource base, the University has invested more time and resources in planning SWOSU’s
tuition strategy for both undergraduate and professional programs. Tuition rate increases
over the last nine years have averaged slightly over 8% per year for undergraduate
students, as is demonstrated in Table 9. Despite the shifting of costs to students,
enrollment has remained relatively steady, another indicator that students continue to
have confidence in SWOSU’s programs.

Table 9: SWOSU Tuition and Mandatory Fee Rate
2001
Tuition Fee/
$64.00
Credit
% of
3.2%
Increase

2002

2003

2004

2005

$71.15

$80.10

$91.05 $100.00 $108.00 $115.00 $125.00 $137.00

?

11.2%

12.6%

13.7%

?

9.8%

2006

8.0%

2007

6.5%

2008

8.7%

2009

9.6%

2010

The administration of the University develops tuition and fee proposals based on
many factors: input from department heads and deans, comments from students, peer
institution data, and state and national economic conditions. These recommendations
are made as part of the overall budget approval process. These proposals are made to the
Board of Regents for the Regional University System of Oklahoma, SWOSU’s governing
board for approval, and then to the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education, the
coordinating board, for their approval.
The College of Pharmacy met several budget challenges in its transition to a
professional doctorate program. SWOSU, for the first time, developed a professional
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level tuition for the program that provided major new resources for the school.
Additionally, this helped the University communicate to students and constituents that
the cost structure and profile of this program are recognized to be separate from the
undergraduate programs. This separately developed tuition peer group allows the program
to have competitive tuition levels appropriate for the needs of a doctoral program. The
majority of these funds were used to increase faculty compensation and allowed the
program to fund a full staff for the first time in several years. This is an excellent example
of assessing, planning, and developing an appropriate revenue source.
The current budget challenges of the state will continue to pressure the University to
develop new ways to contain costs and carefully assess the value of each of its budget
units to ensure that it addresses the needs of the strategic plan. SWOSU continues to
engage in this type of planning. Currently, the budget committee of the faculty senate and
the Vice President for Administration and Finance are meeting to discuss budget strategy
and the economic outlook for the state. The University administration assesses student
opinion about tuition level and increases by meeting with the Student Government
Association and having public hearings concerning SWOSU’s tuition strategy.
Resource Development from Non-State Sources
SWOSU has successfully developed several new or expanded sources of funding
over the last few years. SWOSU is completing the funding of a $500,000 scholarship
endowment fund that targets highly qualified community college transfer students, a
new source for potential enrollment growth identified by the Enrollment Council. These
funds were part of a city-wide sales tax that funded several strategic initiatives developed
by a community-wide planning process for the City of Weatherford. The SWOSU
foundation was also the recipient of an interest in a sizable trust to support scholarships
for students with demonstrated need. Recently SWOSU’s Pharmacy Alumni Foundation
announced an initiative for raising funds to endow an eminent professorship to honor Dr.
Homer Timmons, a long-term university professor and past dean of the School of Health
Sciences. The drive will also raise funds to improve faculty salaries, increase research
capacity, and expand pharmacy practice training.
The SWOSU School of Business and Technology received a multi-million dollar
gift from a 1981 graduate, Everett Dobson. The school was re-named in his honor.
This challenge gift qualified for matching funds from the State of Oklahoma and, when
matched, will exceed 7 million dollars, the largest donor commitment ever made to the
SWOSU Foundation by the state and other private donors.
The Alumni Association provided the funds for numerous projects on campus during
the last decade. These projects include
•

the University Clock Tower;

•

landscape improvements;

•

the Oklahoma Centennial Clock; and

•

the bronze statue of “Duke,” the SWOSU mascot.

The Athletic Booster Association recently provided financial assets to assist the
University in its facility improvements. These projects include
•

the baseball press box/dressing room;

Core Component 2c
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•

the football and baseball scoreboards;

•

baseball field improvements; and

•

equipment purchases.

Scientific equipment needs have been supported by the University’s recent success
in obtaining sub-recipient grants, especially National Institute of Health Oklahoma
Institutional Development Award (IDeA) Network for Biomedical Research Excellence
(INBRE) grants in cooperation with the University of Oklahoma Health Science
Center. Additional funds are being provided by SWOSU’s major involvement in
regional economic development, including the Small Business Development Center, the
Oklahoma Alliance for Manufacturing Engineers, the Western Oklahoma Bid Assistance
Center, and the Economic Development grant. These combined grants through such
entities as the Southwestern Pharmacy Alumni Foundation and Athletic Association
exceed $500,000 per year.
Reaching Milestones
SWOSU has been consistently accomplishing institutional milestones, beginning with
the agenda set by President Hays when he was appointed as the 16th president in 2001.
Since Dr. Hays previously served as Executive Vice President at the University, he had
already been deeply involved in institutional planning. His initial agenda reflected this
knowledge of the process and its importance to the University community and included
the following objectives:
•

continue to implement the University’s strategic plan;

•

maintain and improve the planning process;

•

build a team atmosphere;

•

develop and improve the University’s relationship with local community leaders,
legislators, public school administrators, and other constituents;

•

review and develop approaches to meet the needs of the University to include
staffing, enrollments, state funding, local funding, foundation funding and grants,
and contracts;

•

work to improve community and economic development through SOIC;

•

develop a President’s Leadership Class;

•

establish an Interdisciplinary Studies program;

•

maintain accredited programs;

•

meet the competitive challenges for faculty and staff; and

•

develop greater cooperation with other Oklahoma educational providers.

A review of SWOSU’s accomplishments over the past several years strongly supports
that these goals have been achieved. These accomplishments are evidenced by the
appointment of the Faculty Senate President to the Executive Council, the development
of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribal College, and the establishment of the Southwest
Oklahoma Impact Coalition, among other accomplishments.
This goal achievement by the President has motivated other administrators, deans,
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and faculty to become more focused about documenting goal setting and achievement.
For example, the administration set as a goal that all students should be able to conduct
any business transactions with the Bursar’s office electronically if they so desired. This
high-tech, low-touch approach was seen as one way to adjust the University’s business
practices to a more mobile student body. At the same time, it allows staff members
time to serve the needs of the high-touch, low-tech students. Another example of goal
achievement, that all departments would have cooperative agreements and strategic
alliances, has been led by the University deans. These efforts resulted in the expansion
and re-emphasis on industry advisory groups and other outreach projects such as student
service learning.
Facility Resources and Status
Annually SWOSU reviews and updates a Master Capital Plan as required by the
governing and coordinating boards. This master plan outlines the capital goals of the
University for a three- to seven-year period. This list is developed in conjunction with the
campus strategic plan and is reviewed by the University’s Executive Council. Included in
this planning process are the time frame, estimate of cost, and the source of funding for
the projects.
An important part of the capital planning and facility improvements is SWOSU’s
approach to keeping its technology information systems up to date. For example, the
recent change in academic class management software was a faculty driven process that
included dialogue with several other state institutions. SWOSU has recently completed a
comprehensive review of its administrative information system that included the adoption
of new modules, the modifications of existing modules, and the implementation of a web
portal. This project was the result of a campus-wide technology review that involved
a third party consultant. Other technological improvements include a campus-wide
wireless access system, the expansion of classroom audio-video capabilities, and a server
virtualization project. Despite these advances, budget constraints have interrupted the
recently adopted plan for the replacement of the University’s technology assets, and the
university still lacks an active, well-articulated technology plan.
SWOSU has been able to improve and expand the physical facilities in recent years
as outlined in the Capital Master Plan with funds provided by a university facility
fee proposed and approved by the student body. This fee provided the funding for the
construction of the Wellness Center and the renovation of the 1950’s era Memorial
Student Center financed by a 20 year revenue bond. The state sponsored Higher
Education Issue of 2005 also provided over 12 million dollars for much needed
improvements including
•

construction of a Black Box Theatre;

•

implementation of a comprehensive energy savings project;

•

renovation of the Science building that included two large lecture halls and two
laboratories;

•

completion of the Pharmacy classroom renovation project;

•

improvements at Crowder Lake Park;

•

renovation of laboratory space and ADAAA improvements at the Sayre Campus;

•

renovation and expansion of the Engineering Technology building;
Core Component 2c
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•

elevator replacements; and

•

purchase of academic and laboratory equipment.

The campus-wide comprehensive energy saving project was led by a nationally known
consulting firm and is SWOSU’s major “Green” project effort to date. This is another
example of how the University has addressed cost issues during times of budgetary
challenges. The funds freed up from these savings will be available in the future to
redirect to core functions. The University is also involved in a community-wide planning
initiative, Vision 20/20, with the City of Weatherford to increase SWOSU’s efforts on
other green projects, including expanding community recycling efforts.
SWOSU’s foundation, alumni, and athletic booster organizations have also been very
supportive of the University’s efforts to improve the physical facilities of the campus.
They have provided approximately $700,000 in funding for campus projects.
Students have recently approved a second facility fee of $5/student credit hour that is
dedicated to the improvement of the athletic facilities. This will benefit intercollegiate,
intramural, and other organized activities on campus. The University is working with
the local community in an attempt to match part or all of these student funds for the
construction of an Event Center for the University and community.
The University uses several methods to review classroom needs and assignments.
This review process allows the institution to develop recommendations for modifying
its space allocation and
classroom renovations.
Two recent examples
include the expansion
of the Biology-Allied
Health Laboratory space
to accommodate current
enrollment growth and
the planned renovation of
Parker Hall to support the
future enrollment goals
of the School of Nursing.
With the assistance of
two independent firms,
the University surveyed
the student body
concerning their housing
preferences. These
surveys indicated that
more modern housing
with additional amenities
was important to many
students. The University
then held a series of
community meetings
explaining this need to
the local private sector.
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The result of this process was an expansion of local housing, including the privately
developed 300-bed housing community targeted primarily at university students. This is
an excellent example of the University and the private sector working together to fulfill
the assessed needs of students. Additionally, the University did not have to commit
limited auxiliary resources to address this housing concern.
Like many departments, the physical plant is charged with numerous tasks beyond
their routine responsibilities. These include completing in-house renovations, overseeing
building contractors, and assisting the Executive Council with the Campus Master
plan. This wide area of responsibility provides opportunities for improvements via
internal and external assessments. Student input is an important part of this assessment.
SWOSU routinely reviews and acts on issues forwarded by students using the webbased suggestion program. These include improvements concerning ADAAA (American
Disabilities Act as Amended) access, external lighting and other safety concerns.
SWOSU’s assessment by external groups including local and state inspectors has also
provided guidance to increase the University’s level of fire safety, ADAAA compliance,
and other campus safety issues. Additionally, SWOSU’s college and program accreditation
groups assess the state of the Physical Plant as part of their normal review process.

Core Component 2d: All levels of planning align with SWOSU’s mission,
thereby enhancing its capacity to fulfill that mission.
SWOSU’s strategic plan guides the planning process and direction of the institution.
The result of the process is the accomplishment of the University’s mission and the
development of the its students and region.
As part of the plan, academic and administrative units implement and monitor changes
to ensure that reaching SWOSU’s strategic goals and mission is a part of the everyday
thinking. For example, in the area of increasing student satisfaction, surveys indicated
that the availability of parking was a persistent problem. In order to raise the level of
satisfaction in this area, SWOSU implemented a dedicated fee for parking, enabling
the expansion and improvement of parking facilities. Administrators will be able to
measure the progress in this area with student assessment tools. Another example is the
development of the Exercise Science degree program that was approved in the fall of
2006. This program is a faculty developed response to the need for additional expertise
in health, fitness, and wellness which also provides an opportunity for students to pursue
related graduate programs. SWOSU graduated nine Exercise Science majors in the
spring of 2009, two years ahead of the original estimate of ten graduates, a response that
indicates that students endorsed this additional opportunity.
The Planning and Resource Council is responsible for the development of the Strategic
Plan for SWOSU. This plan, the resources to implement it, and how it affects decision
making is often a matter of discussion in university council meetings. These meetings
include the Executive Council, the Administrative Council, the Council of the Deans, and
other groups. These groups help the University stay focused on its goals and ensure that
efficient communication is part of this effort. New perspectives on the current challenges
are contributed by new members to these groups, including the open monthly forum,
“Let’s Talk About SWOSU,” hosted by the Dean of Arts and Sciences.
In order to respond quickly to a changing environment, SWOSU has adopted a
Core Component 2d
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mid-year budget process that allows the shift of resources, as needed, to respond to
new challenges. This process updates the financial plan with current data concerning
enrollment goals, the financial position from the previous year, and compensation
objectives. University-wide input is assured, since the councils listed previously are
directly involved in these budget discussions. For example, the FY 2010 mid-year budget
restored some travel budget cuts after the councils received appeals from the departments
and a review of the FY 2009 budget carryover.
Criterion Two Conclusions
Strengths
•

SWOSU is a vital part of the service area and contributes greatly in the areas of
education, public service, research, and economic development.

•

Multiple units continuously monitor regional, national, and global issues that have
an impact on the University’s future success.

•

SWOSU strategic planning guides the institution and is developed with
appropriate input from various stakeholders.

•

SWOSU’s assessment processes gauge progress towards the completion of goals.

•

Communication of infrastructure needs, improvements, and future planning is
communicated in meetings and on the website.

•

Budget forecasts are communicated to faculty, staff, and students at meetings and
via e-mail.

Areas of Improvement/Planning
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•

The academic programs should continue to respond to the needs of students and
the region through assessment processes.

•

Long-term planning for technology across all units should be implemented as
resources become available.

•

SWOSU should continue its commitment to diversity.

•

SWOSU should continue to attract and retain highly qualified employees.

•

SWOSU should consider the development of a strategically-focused budget
reduction plan.

•

SWOSU should grow its financial resource base.
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SWOSU provides evidence of student learning and teaching effectiveness that demonstrates it is fulfilling its
educational mission.
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CRITERION THREE
Southwestern Oklahoma State University’s mission ensures quality education,
commitment to student development, and service as a cultural and educational resource for
western Oklahoma. SWOSU spends considerable time, effort, and resources to assess the
effectiveness of student learning, to place the classroom at the center of campus life, and
to assure that faculty and staff are supported in their efforts to provide quality education.
The evolution of academic assessment, the rapid pace of technological change, and the
unique demands of today’s economy all influence the delivery of instruction at SWOSU.

Core Component 3a: SWOSU’s goals for student learning outcomes are
clearly stated for each educational program and make effective assessment
possible.

SWOSU fulfills the mission of providing educational opportunities and contributing
to the educational, economic, and cultural environment through disciplinary and
interdisciplinary programs for undergraduates and graduate students. SWOSU offers
65 undergraduate programs, 12 associate and applied degree programs, and 40 minor
programs of study. Graduate students pursue one of five master’s degree programs or one
doctoral program.
As part of its assessment, each college or program identifies goals and objectives.
These goals and objectives are available in the Undergraduate Catalog and Graduate
Catalog.
A number of outside accrediting agencies stipulate requirements for SWOSU’s various
programs. In addition to the Higher Learning Commission, the University’s colleges, schools,
and departments are examined by many external agencies. The feedback from these agencies,
as well as from other sources, has contributed to the quality of education at SWOSU.
Academic Programs Assess Outcomes
The focus of assessment at Southwestern Oklahoma State University is on student
academic achievement. In preparation for this self study, SWOSU’s academic
departments were surveyed in 2008-2009 to gather information about their current state
of assessment. The results are discussed throughout this chapter. Summarized data from
the 23 responses are available at the Criterion Three Learning Outcome Assessment
Survey. Raw data are available at the same link. The topics are titled “Criterion Three
Core Component Surveys” (Excel documents from each of SWOSU’s four colleges)
and “Criterion Three Survey Summaries” (two Word documents that contain raw and
summary data about program assessment). Each academic head (dean, associate dean,
or chair) responded in the manner they felt was appropriate for their academic area. For
example, the School of Allied Health Sciences responded in one survey that contained
information for all five departments in the school. Other departments that offered multiple
programs responded individually with one survey for each program. An important point
to note is that all departments at SWOSU provided information about their assessment
plans and learning outcomes.
Assessment plans are central to providing evidence of student learning and effective
teaching. Twenty, or 69%, of SWOSU’s academic units have adopted assessment plans
that discuss the program’s learning outcomes, assessment methods, and how learning
outcome assessment influences academic planning decisions. Five academic units, or
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17%, are currently engaged in developing an assessment plan. Four departments have
adopted learning outcomes for their programs. Faculty members in each academic area
help define the learner outcomes and program requirements. SWOSU’s various colleges
develop program goals that reflect the University’s Mission Statement that students
should understand they are part of an increasingly global, diverse, and technological
society.
The 23 academic units that had an existing assessment plan or that were currently
engaged in developing an assessment plan analyzed their current plan. Partial results of
their self-evaluation are presented in Table 10.

Table 10: Program’s/Department’s Description of Own Assessment Plan
% Indicating
the Statement
is Descriptive

% Indicating
the Statement
is not
Descriptive

%
Indicating the
Statement is
not Applicable

Contains mission statement

87

13

0

Shows how mission statement supports the mission of SWOSU

91

9

0

87

13

0

83

17

0

74

26

0

70

22

8

96

4

0

91

9

0

87

13

0

96

4

0

61

35

4

74

26

0

83

17

0

Description

Identifies core competencies students should be able to
demonstrate upon completion of the program
States global learning outcomes and how they support the core
competencies and the program’s mission
Discusses how the global learning outcomes reflect the
expectations of constituents who hire program’s graduates
Articulates how the learning outcomes for the different majors
link to the global learning outcomes for the program
Describes multiple methods of assessing how effectively students
can demonstrate the learning outcomes
Contains a process to ensure that the learning outcomes are
related to the learning expectations for each course
Contains a process for ensuring that course learning outcomes are
identified on course syllabi
Contains a process for documenting how learning in each course
will be accessed and communicated to students
Identifies how learning outcomes assessment engagement is to
be used by faculty as part of their annual performance reports,
renewal documents, and tenure/promotion documents
Identifies a process for the regular review and revision of the
program’s assessment plan, learning outcomes, and competencies
Identifies how information gained from the evaluation of
assessment will be used in programmatic decisions

Core Component 3a
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The most common methods used by departments to assess student learning were
direct performance measures such as comprehensive examinations, portfolios, projects,
presentations (used by 96% of the respondents), course/instructor evaluations (96%),
GPA in major/minor (87%), and faculty professional judgment (83%). The methods used
the least by departments were employer surveys (22%), postgraduate student tracking
(52%), and alumni surveys (57%).
The Social Science Department provides a well-rounded assessment procedure for
evaluating student learning. The history faculty members meet each spring to review the
work of third, fourth, and fifth-year history majors. The history program does not rely
exclusively on students’ GPA scores for evaluation. Several classes, in addition to the
capstone course, require both verbal and written student presentations; thus, assessments
are not purely pen and pencil. History courses that are part of the General Education
program assess curriculum embedded outcomes every fourth semester to identify any
trends and make changes. When students present and defend their capstone research
papers, external critics such as library faculty join the class. In addition, the assessments
of history interns are made exclusively by the internship staff. Faculty regularly review
student comments and numerical data from course evaluations to grant consideration to
potential changes for particular courses. History faculty members maintain contact with
alumni and thus are able to survey their professional success.
English Education certification candidates in the Department of Language and
Literature undergo an extensive assessment process, as described in their most recent
accreditation report. National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) standards are
clearly addressed in their courses and documented in accreditation reports. As candidates
complete the English Education program, they submit items for their portfolio, take
a capstone examination, submit a plan of study, participate in an exit interview,
and create a portfolio for the Department of Education. Three items in the portfolio
contribute to assessment: OSAT scores, summative evaluations from practice teaching,
and Culminating Performance Assessment (CPA). If the Department of Language and
Literature has evidence that students are not meeting one of the NCTE standards, they
review their class offerings to address the problem. For example, to meet an NCATE
content standard, the Department of Language and Literature has now made “Young
Adult Fiction” a required course for English Education majors. The department
constantly reassesses pedagogical skills and content knowledge. Many other programs at
SWOSU that receive NCATE certification implement similar assessment and certification
tools as described above for the Department of Language and Literature.
The Department of Language and Literature’s new major, Spanish, has an assessment
plan in place. The plan includes a capstone test, which involves a standardized test,
research, and an oral presentation of a poster. These activities meet the goals articulated
by the Spanish faculty members for majors; these goals mold the rubric for the capstone
evaluation. The department anticipates using the capstone results to assess instruction and
program offerings; changes will occur as needed.
Other examples of student learning assessment at SWOSU include these measures:
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•

The Education department uses postgraduate tracking through Oklahoma Resident
Teacher Program and the SWOSU two-year follow-up survey.

•

The School of Allied Health Sciences uses external licensing examinations, which
are capstones and terminal assessments of accredited programs.
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•

Capstone courses are used by several departments such as Parks and Recreation
Management’s undergraduate program and the graduate programs of Math
Education and Sports Management.

Student and Faculty Data Assess Learning Environment
The SWOSU Assessment Plan describes the processes for evaluating student
achievement. A comprehensive plan for assessment at SWOSU began in 1991 with the
formation of the University Assessment Committee. The committee recommends policies
and procedures for assessment of student academic achievement and student satisfaction
and engagement. The committee encourages and assists those academic units with the
implementation of an assessment plan. One obvious method is to encourage the academic
unit that is attempting to develop a plan to observe the methods and successes of those
programs more advanced in the assessment process. Committee members include three
faculty members from the College of Professional and Graduate Studies, one member
from the College of Pharmacy, three members from the College of Arts and Sciences (all
of whom serve three year terms), the Director of Counseling/Assessment at Sayre, the
Chair of the General Education Committee, the Director of Assessment—Weatherford
campus, and the Dean of Students. The Chair of the committee is a faculty member
appointed by the Provost from the membership. The Associate Provost serves as an ex
officio member. University-wide representation of faculty and administrators provides
input for assessment plan continuing development and implementation. The assessment
plan describes policies and procedures for admission, general education, degree program
outcomes at all levels (associate, bachelor, master, and professional), and overall
satisfaction with university programs and services. Evaluation of student engagement was
added in spring 2008. Faculty decisions drive all phases of the assessment process.
The Assessment Center serves as an assessment data clearinghouse for the
University by collecting and disseminating reports and analyses to faculty, students, and
administrators. The Center also serves as a testing, evaluation, and survey center for the
University.
The focus of assessment at SWOSU is on student academic achievement. Faculty
members use many methods to evaluate the levels of student learning and report the
data collectively to the Assessment Center. Due to the diversity of SWOSU’s degree
programs, several assessment methods are employed: structured exit interviews; focus
groups; Major Field Tests (MFT); senior projects, shows, and performances; graduating
student surveys; portfolios; national registry and licensing examinations; national and
state competency/certification examinations; internships, capstone courses; theses;
and exit examinations. Alumni follow-up studies and employer questionnaires allow
additional evaluations of the degree programs. The methods of evaluation and assessment
are determined by faculty within each of the disciplines. University-wide alumni surveys
provide outcomes data for all degree programs, as well. Surveys of graduates at all
degree levels provide data concerning program quality, academic advisement, quality
of instruction, and preparation for employment. In addition, factors indicating student
success are examined: percentages of entering freshmen who complete degrees; student
and alumni reported satisfaction levels; number of graduates employed in their fields
of study; the number of graduates reporting that they were significantly challenged in
their course work; and the number of graduates who report satisfactory employment.
Assessment data collected by departments are utilized by the faculty to assess student
achievement, curricula, and programs.
Core Component 3a
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Many forms of outcomes assessment reflect the levels of student achievement. An
example is SWOSU students’ track record on licensure and certification examinations.
These are discussed in detail later in this criterion. In most instances, pass rates exceed
state, regional, or national pass rates. Several degree programs utilize standardized
examinations for external measures of academic achievement. Students’ scores on
nationally normed examinations help determine needed curricular revisions. Pharmacy
graduates are an excellent example of graduates in health-related majors who excel
on registry examinations. During the 2007-2008 academic year, SWOSU pharmacy
graduates earned a 94% pass rate on the national licensure examination, compared to a
90% national average pass rate.
The College of Associate and Applied Programs, which offers two-year degrees
at the Sayre Campus, has several successful programs. For example, registered x-ray
technicians teach the radiologic technology program with teaching tools such as an x-ray
manikin, x-ray tube, and venipuncture arm that enhance learning opportunities. Certified
medical technologists also teach the Medical Laboratory Technician program. The Sayre
campus 2008 assessment data further testify to the success of these programs, as is
demonstrated in Table 11.

Table 11: Sayre Campus Assessment Data, 2008
Students Attempting Examinations

% of Students That
Received a Passing
Score

Medical technology students who attempted the American Medical
Technologists Registry Examination

100%

Radiologic Technology students who attempted the American Registry of
Radiologic Technologists Examination

92%

Physical Therapy Assistant students who attempted the National Physical
Therapy Examination

100%

Occupational Therapy Assistant students who attempted the Certified
Occupational Therapy Assistant Examination

100%

The college at Sayre also enjoys a high job placement rate: 92% of the radiologic
technology students have been employed over the last five years and 100% of the
occupational therapy assistant, physical therapy assistant, and medical laboratory
technician students have been employed.
In the Department of Music, each student must pass three levels of applied
music proficiency examinations in their principal instrument or voice and another
proficiency exam in piano. The students enrolled in music performance and music
education must pass a senior recital, and graduate students completing a music degree
must pass a written comprehensive final examination. In 2008, the pass rate was 93%
for all three of these groups. In the last five years, Music Therapy graduates have had
a 100% pass rate on the Music Therapy National Board Certification exam.
Other valuable assessment practices occur across SWOSU’s campus. The School of
Nursing has regular curriculum meetings attended by all nursing faculty, a nurse from
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the community working in service, and student representatives. Every course taught
is evaluated by the course instructors, community representatives, and students. A
summary report of the evaluations is presented at curriculum meetings, and the entire
faculty makes suggestions for improvements.
Most of the courses in the Chemistry Department use an American Chemical
Society (ACS) standardized examination as a final examination and as a course
assessment of student learning. ACS reviews the department for re-certification every
five years. The class norms are matched against national statistics for comparison of
student learning and performance. Faculty receive immediate feedback as to content
areas that need modification. Other assessments in the department include a capstone
course, research thesis, and research oral presentations. The department is considering
using an ACS-developed diagnostic examination designed to assess a graduating
student’s ability to synthesize all the information retained over a four-year chemistry
program and his or her ability to think critically and analytically.
The Math Department uses a capstone course that provides students with a
comprehensive content review. The exit examination is used to assess the program’s
effectiveness both in math content and the development of analytical and problem
solving skills. Exit interviews are conducted with students in order to obtain feedback
on their satisfaction and experience in the program.
Student-Driven/Faculty-Led Changes
In many instances, outside agencies accredit various departments at SWOSU and
make recommendations for improvements in the academic programs; however, many
times, departments make their own changes based on faculty input, student needs,
and technology changes. Measurable progress in the quality of teaching, research, and
service in SWOSU’s departments should occur in very specific ways in a three- to
five-year time frame. A few examples of such situations are discussed in the following
section.
The faculty members in the Department of Psychology are involved in the
development and administration of course and program objectives and the assessment
of those objectives. Faculty members match course assignments with learning
objectives and provide rubrics for assessing them. Faculty also develop exit and
capstone examinations which are used to assess student learning. The pass rate for
the first attempt of the graduate capstone examination is over 90%. Other indices
used are the pass rates for Certification in School Counseling, School Psychometry,
and the Licensed Professional Counselor Licensure for Community Counseling. The
pass rates of students taking the certification and licensing examinations is over 95%.
To further assure a quality program, NCATE and the Oklahoma Teacher Preparation
Commission evaluate three of the four graduate programs. Additionally, based on
feedback from past graduates, their graduate program advisory board, and capstone
course results, the department added a research course to the core of the Community
Counseling program. The department also revised the curriculum to include two
theories/techniques of group counseling courses instead of one. The two courses fit
the differing needs of the School Counseling and Community Counseling programs.
The School of Nursing has a systematic assessment plan in place, which is
available for viewing. All graduates of the Nursing program take the National Council
for Licensure Examination for Registered Nurses (NCLEX-RN). In 2008, the pass
Core Component 3a
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rate for SWOSU students was 96%; the Oklahoma pass rate during the same year was
86% and the national pass rate was 87%. In 2009, the pass rate for SWOSU students
was 91% on the first attempt on the NCLEX-RN and 97 % on the second attempt.
Within the School of Business and Technology, the Bachelor of Business
Administration degree is accredited by the International Assembly for Collegiate
Business Education (IACBE). IACBE reviews programs and continuously makes
curriculum changes. From 2005 to 2007, the School of Business and Technology
merged the MIS (Management Information Systems) and BIS (Business Information
Systems) majors due to low student numbers and course redundancy between those
programs and the Computer Information Systems major. Courses involving software
training have been moved to classrooms with computer workstations so that students
can take advantage of hands-on, interactive learning. In 2008, Microsoft Office 2007
became the software norm for all computer courses taught at SWOSU, including
the general education course “Computers and Information Access.” The School of
Business and Technology uses direct measures of student learning such as the ETS
Major Field Examination in Business, capstone courses, and pre- and post tests to
assess students. Faculty formed an assessment committee in 2008, and the committee
is in the process of refining course/program objectives and assessment procedures.
SWOSU’s School of Business and Technology offers two graduate degrees: a
Master of Business Administration (MBA) and a Master of Science in Management.
The MBA program has grown phenomenally due to recruitment, the economy,
and changed admission policy. The admission policy changed from a strict GMAT
requirement to a broader spectrum of admission criteria. In spring 2009, the MBA
program had five students enrolled. Exactly one year later, in spring 2010, 40 students
were enrolled—a 700% increase. The Master of Science in Management degree began
in spring 2008 with four students enrolled in the program. In spring 2010, 30 students
were progressing through the program, which is an increase of 188%. Recruitment
efforts for the graduate degrees have attracted students from communication/theatre,
physics and engineering, political science, pharmacy, computer science, industrial
technology, and engineering technology.
The Department of Education uses several assessment measures. The pass rate
for the students taking the Oklahoma Subject Area Test is 80%; the pass rate for the
students taking the Oklahoma Professional Teaching Examination for Grades PK
through 8 and Grades 6 through 12 is 80%. The department’s student teacher exit
surveys recently showed a need for more explicit discussion regarding classroom
management procedures. As a result, the Director of Field Experience designed a
Student Teacher Return Day in which classroom management was the focus. The
Return Day was integrated into the first four weeks of student teaching so that preservice teachers could return to the SWOSU campus with specific scenarios to
discuss. This Return Day was in addition to the traditional student teacher return
day in which guest speakers, such as a facilitator for the Ruby Payne philosophy and
the Oklahoma Teacher of the Year, visit SWOSU to speak to pre-service teachers.
Classroom management techniques continue to be a focus for the Education
Department as they strive to equip pre-service teachers with the skills necessary in
order to be successful in their 12-week student teaching experience, as well as in their
careers.
The Department of Biological Sciences routinely reviews its program and requires
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courses and internships that increase students’ scores on national examinations
and enhance students’ success in graduate and professional schools. Department
leadership recommends that faculty members attend national meetings each year
dealing with science instruction. In “Senior Seminar,” the capstone biology course,
students complete term papers and present posters for review to biology, chemistry,
health sciences, pharmacy, and math faculty. The faculty reviewers interview the
students about their projects. This activity is excellent preparation for entry into
graduate and professional school. As part of the curriculum in the “Senior Seminar”
course, the students take a major field examination. The department also uses graduate
tracking for assessment. Data are kept on biology majors who apply to professional
programs such as medicine, dentistry, veterinary science, optometry, etc., or to
postgraduate programs to obtain a master’s or doctoral degree. For the period covering
fall 1997 to fall 2009, 151 out of 159 applicants have been accepted into their chosen
programs, which equates to a 95% applicant success rate for the department.
The success of SWOSU’s biology students is apparent by other means as well.
In the last six years, 30 students have participated in internship programs. Another
testament is that the Center for Educational Policy Research (CEPR) chose
“Biological Concepts,” a general education course, as a national example for best
practices in 2006. Beta Beta Beta, a national honor society in biological sciences,
accepts an average of 10-12 SWOSU students each year. To publicize successful
graduates, a bulletin board displays photos of successful students in a high-traffic
hallway. The Department of Biological Sciences plans to revise its Bachelor of
Science degree, using several recent publications as a guide. An independent review
panel will then review the proposed program. Currently, the department has no formal
accreditation for its programs, but there are several organizations, such as the Council
on Undergraduate Research, that perform similar reviews. The expertise of the faculty
in the department is evident, since eight out of the nine faculty members have a Ph.D.
Seven out of nine faculty members involve students in active research, some in newly
renovated laboratories.
The School of Allied Health Sciences has accreditation agencies for three
of its programs: the athletic training education program, health information
management program, and clinical laboratory science program. Each program is
internally evaluated by self studies and then visited by external professionals. Part
of the program assessment is graduate performance on certification or licensure
examinations. Within the School of Allied Health Sciences, Health Sciences and
Health Care Administration are two programs that undergo internal assessment only.
The school’s faculty members conduct the internal review with regard to curriculum
that is appropriate for preparing students for professional health careers. The high
success rate for students in professional programs has been one criterion used for
assessment in the Health Science Department. Since the students apply to a wide
variety of schools, including medicine, dentistry, optometry, dental hygiene, physical
and occupational therapy, physical therapist assistant, occupational therapist assistant,
physicians associate, radiology, etc., the curricula are diverse and flexible and are
designed to meet the specific program prerequisites.
The Department of Social Sciences recently conducted an internal program review
that led to curricular changes. Highly-qualified faculty members in the Department
of Social Sciences determined that students majoring in history and history education
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needed greater course content exposure to non-western, non-traditional cultures.
Four of the five faculty members hold a Ph.D. in history; the fifth historian holds an
M.A. in history. Since the existing faculty’s training is either in the field of American
or European history, the faculty decided to strengthen the world history general
education course by introducing units of study in Chinese, Japanese, American
Indian, and African history. During the spring and fall of 2007, a low pass rate of
20% on the teaching certification examination in world history and world geography
prompted faculty to examine course content. In an effort to increase the pass rate on
this examination, a second book and a new unit of study were introduced to the social
studies teaching methods course.
Also within the Department of Social Sciences, the political science faculty
members seek to expose political science majors to a greater variety of non-traditional
cultures through field trips and diversity in courses. Although the faculty’s expertise
is in law, international relations, and history, the faculty is committed to including
studies of countries from every continent in the curriculum. One faculty member is a
former Ambassador for Belize to the United Nation. The Social Sciences Department
states a need for a political science faculty member who holds a doctorate degree
in political science. The Criminal Justice program within the Social Sciences
Department is currently organizing an assessment program that will be in place by
fall 2010. In the meantime, the department is demonstrating success through other
evidence. Their graduates are successful in gaining admission to graduate and law
school and becoming employed in the criminal justice field if they so choose.
The Exercise Science program is a new program that has not yet undergone a
program review or an accreditation process. The department is currently implementing
a pre- and post-test for all students majoring in Exercise Science. Every student takes
the pre-test after completing 30 or more hours and the post-test after completing the
internship. The examination is a collection of 50 questions covering the major content
areas in exercise science.
The learning goals for the newly-formed Exercise Science internship student are
•

to observe, practice, and apply theories and techniques learned in the
classroom;

•

to become acquainted with a variety of health settings, programs, and
professionals;

•

to recognize leadership strengths and limitations and to help alleviate
weaknesses through concentrated work experience;

•

to develop interest in exercise science and related professions; and

•

to develop insights and perspectives regarding self and others.

The College of Associate and Applied Programs faculty understand that academic
success is closely related to how well students read, write, and perform mathematical
computations. Although Sayre is an open-admission campus, students undergo
placement testing to match level of instruction with the students’ academic skills
if they score below 19 on the ACT. Faculty members use curriculum-embedded
methods, such as examinations, papers, and projects, for improvement of instruction.
Students’ performance on the National Registry examinations in clinical programs
also provides data for outcomes assessment. Assessment at the Sayre campus benefits
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the students because it provides a means of active involvement for students in the
feedback process.
The Social Work program has an advisory committee that meets yearly. The
committee is composed of recent graduates, as well as professionals from the
community. Feedback from this committee is used to evaluate course and program
objectives and procedures. Practicum portfolios are used to track progress. For the
past three years, graduating seniors took the Area Concentration Achievement Test
(ACAT) for social work, a college outcomes assessment tool. The Bachelor Educators
Program Assessment for Social Work, which includes an alumni survey and employee
component, is used as a pre-test and exit examination.
The Department of Psychology utilizes advisory committees: one for the
undergraduate program and one each for the four graduate programs. The advisory
committees, along with the department’s internal program assessment and evaluations,
continually review and modify their programs. In the last five years, the Psychology
Department has added undergraduate and graduate courses based on student input.
One of the courses added was a two-semester, 6 credit hour course on applied
research on primary prevention. This course acquaints students with all aspects of
applied research and provides a professional experience of implementing a primary
prevention program in an elementary school setting. Other courses in the graduate and
undergraduate program have been added or deleted due to student input and faculty
discussions. The Psychology Department’s graduates have been very successful in
being admitted to graduate programs, with a few graduates having been accepted to
prestigious, rigorous research-based graduate programs. Faculty research projects
in the Department of Psychology include undergraduate and graduate students as
researchers or research assistants: undergraduate psychology student recruits serve
as tutors for the Psychological Statistics class, while graduate assistants help with
classroom activities.
Faculty members in the Department of Mathematics determine curriculum and
strategies for instruction. Modifications in courses occur when evaluation determines
essential concepts are not being covered or students are not learning under the current
method of instruction. For example, the number of credit hours for Basic Algebra, a
remedial course, has changed from 5 to 3 to 4 during the last few years. The strategy
of teaching for that course has gone from the typical lecture style to a computer-based
method of instruction, to instruction involving both methods. Another example is
the designation of one section of College Algebra per semester for students who will
continue with calculus. These specified sections of College Algebra focus on concepts
and skills needed for calculus more than other College Algebra sections that serve
students from all majors.
Several other departments across SWOSU’s campus use student-driven/faculty-led
assessment practices to improve education. In the Department of Parks and Recreation
Management, faculty and administrators routinely review undergraduate and graduate
internship supervisor evaluations, capstone projects, and certification test results to
assess student learning. College of Pharmacy faculty members also continually review
their program and determine pharmacy doctorate curriculum. These assessment
practices produce many benefits. One benefit is that the process itself causes faculty to
examine their views of learning and how they plan to measure student achievement;
another is that the practice enhances teaching and makes student learning more
Core Component 3a
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visible, producing a means of demonstrating overall effectiveness of the institution.
The student-driven/faculty-led practices exercised at SWOSU help promote student
learning and effective teaching.
Entry-Level Assessment
Entry-level assessment ensures that SWOSU is providing opportunities for all
students to succeed by identifying their strengths and weaknesses and providing the
relevant placement, counseling, and learning experiences. Evaluation of entering
freshmen to determine their basic academic skill level, a process that SWOSU began
in 1994, promotes their success. Freshmen who have ACT subject scores below
19 have an option of enrolling in remedial courses (math, reading, or English) or
sitting for the Computerized Placement Tests (CPTs or second level placement
examinations). Faculty-recommended cut scores serve as a determinant for placement
in the three disciplines. Faculty and administration re-visited and raised the math
CPT cut-score from 65 to 75, effective for fall 2006, in order to increase student
success. The English CPT cut-score was also recently re-visited, and the cut-score
was lowered from 75 to 70 for fall 2009. Tests are administered by appointment in
testing laboratories or on a drop-in basis in the Assessment Office. Modifications in
the process are made as deemed necessary. All incoming freshmen on both Sayre and
Weatherford campuses are evaluated by the same criteria. Open admission exists at
the Sayre Campus; however, placement parameters mirror those of the Weatherford
Campus.
At the Weatherford Campus, 822 pre-test CPT’s were administered, while 301
were administered at the Sayre Campus in the 2006-2007 academic year. Students
were allowed an opportunity for one re-test in each subject area. During 2006-2007,
52% of students who re-tested cleared remedial English; 17% cleared mathematics
remediation; and 32% cleared remedial reading. At the Weatherford Campus in
2007-2008, 820 pre-test CPT’s were administered with a 37% pass rate; 300 were
administered at the Sayre Campus with a 40% pass rate. Students were allowed an
opportunity for one re-test in each subject area. During 2007-2008, 50% of students
who re-tested cleared remedial English; 18% cleared mathematics remediation; and
37% cleared remedial reading.
In fall 2006, 267 (30.2%) of SWOSU’s 883 first-time freshmen on both the
Weatherford and Sayre campuses enrolled in one or more remedial courses: 91
(10.3%) in English; 217 (24.6%) in mathematics; and 98 (11.1%) in reading. In fall
2007, 283 of SWOSU’s 917 (31%) first-time freshmen on both the Weatherford
and Sayre campuses enrolled in one or more remedial courses: 106 (12%) in
English; 231 (25%) in mathematics; and 97 (11%) in reading. In fall 2008, 647 of
SWOSU’s 5,127 students on both the Weatherford and Sayre campuses enrolled in
remedial classes: 153 (24%) in English; 360 (55%) in mathematics; and 134 (21%)
in reading. SWOSU’s percentages were lower than the percentage at all Oklahoma
regional institutions. In 2006, SWOSU’s enrollment in remedial courses was 30.2%;
enrollment at all regional institutions was 33%. In 2007, SWOSU’s enrollment in
remedial courses was 31%; enrollment at all regional institutions was 34.4%. The
Annual Student Remediation Report from the Oklahoma State System of Higher
Education provides additional information.
Effectiveness of the entry-level placement process has been verified by tracking
student success levels from 1994 to 1999 as they completed remedial and collegiate
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courses. Reports indicated that student success levels met expectations. A current
tracking study of entering freshmen will reveal more specific success and retention
rates in subsequent academic years. Current data show a 51% success rate in remedial
courses.
A tracking study of a cohort of fall 2001, fall 2002 and fall 2003 entering freshmen
reveals more specific success in subsequent academic years. Data for the 2007-2008
academic year show fall 2001 first-time freshmen with a 50% success rate, including
withdrawals, in remedial courses and a 63% success rate, excluding withdrawals, in
remedial courses. Methods for identifying needs of incoming students are examined
and modified according to findings. Student success rates in various classes will be
monitored as a benchmark for determining the efficacy of both placement criteria and
student academic assistance. The Assessment Committee considers data from tracking
studies to determine whether additional revisions should be recommended.
Students who do not meet regular admission requirements may be admitted into
SWOSU’s College of Associate and Applied Programs. An Alternate Admissions
Program was created to give students the best opportunity for success. The major
aspects of this program include
•

limiting maximum enrollments to 13 hours the first year;

•

clearing deficiencies the first year;

•

enrolling in “College Success,” a study skills class;

•

meeting with an assigned “College Success” mentor for guidance the first year;
and

•

making satisfactory academic progress.

The student data collected from this first year is under review and is available in the
Resource Room.
General Education has Specific Outcomes
SWOSU’s general education curriculum offers a focused approach to general
studies (General Education Report June 2010). All general education courses support
one or more of the following four overall purposes of the program:
•

Basic skills in communication and mathematics

•

Appreciation of scientific heritage

•

Appreciation of the fine arts

•

Knowledge of social and intellectual beings and their institutions

These purposes are elaborated in Criterion 4b.
SWOSU faculty piloted curriculum-embedded assessments of the general
education courses during the 1995-1996 academic year. Full implementation of the
curriculum-embedded process in general education courses was realized during the
following academic year. Since that time, continuous refinement of course objectives,
teaching methods and materials, and evaluation measures has occurred.
Faculty members rely on feedback from formative methods to improve instruction
and modify activities. Sharing the information with students and making the
Core Component 3a
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assessment part of the course requirements creates an environment for meaningful
participation of students.
Data indicate that benchmarks for student achievement are being met in the general
education courses. Faculty report revisions in methods of assessment and instruction,
as well as refinements of course objectives, on an annual basis. The faculty of the GE
courses develop appropriate learner outcomes, which vary widely. Some are direct
measures of student learning while others are indirect. In addition, faculty must assess
those outcomes. At present, faculty members are employing curriculum embedded
assessments to assess their GE classes. Faculty members then file GE Assessment
Reports with the chair of the GE Committee; thus, the faculty is instrumental in the
assessment of the GE Program at the course level.
The flexibility of curriculum-embedded assessment allows changes to be made
and efficacy of changes to be assessed more efficiently. As more evidence develops
from the analysis of course-embedded assessment, data-driven adjustments to general
education courses will acculturate a new generation of SWOSU professors to develop
pedagogy from outcomes-based perspectives.
The SWOSU Assessment Committee, General Education Committee, key faculty,
and administrators commissioned the annual administration of four of the ACT’s
Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency (CAAP) modules: Critical Thinking,
Reading, Writing Essay, and Writing Skills. The CAAP was administered for the
first time in fall 2007. Currently, all students who are enrolled in general education
courses participate in assessment of academic achievement. Eligible juniors also take
CAAP assessments on a voluntary basis. In 2008, out of about 320 students invited
to participate, 36 (11%) actually contributed to this important project. The results of
the efforts from examinees were slightly better than the national average, as well as
improved over last year’s results. On a scale of 40-80, SWOSU juniors received an
average score of 65.0. on the Critical Thinking objective test, compared to the national
average of 62.0. In Reading, students earned an average score of 66.6; the national
average was 62.5. Juniors did slightly better in the reading content area of Social
Sciences than in the Arts and Literature portion of the Reading test. SWOSU students
received an average score of 67.8 on the Writing Skills objective test, compared to
the national average of 64.1. On a scale of 1-6, juniors received an average score of
3.5 on the Writing Essay test; the national average was 3.2. The 2007 results from the
CAAP were very similar to the 2008 results.
Faculty members, the General Education Committee, and the Assessment Committee
share responsibility for reporting recommendations for mid-level assessment revisions
to the University administration. Also included within this line of responsibility are
any recommendations for program changes based on assessment data.
Measuring the Experience of the Mission
The Assessment Center is the clearinghouse for students wishing to take
admissions tests, course placement examinations, various national tests, and advanced
standing examinations. A complete list of the various assessment instruments is
available. Data collection at SWOSU is an ongoing, continuous process. Evidence
indicates that faculty use the information to adjust pedagogy and influence decisions
relevant to curriculum revisions.
Student satisfaction and engagement assessment at SWOSU provide a collection
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of evidence regarding students’ qualitative views of their university experiences. Data
are used to provide a basis for planning improvements of programs and services. The
objectives of the assessment are to
•

elicit information from students at entrance into, during, and after the university
experience to assess services, programs, instructional quality, and self-reported
student achievement;

•

provide opportunities for student input concerning their university experience in
order to create indicators of strengths, challenges, and needs; and

•

capture the experience of all baccalaureate degree-seeking undergraduate firstyear students and graduating seniors.

ACT’s Survey of Student Opinions (SOSO) replaced the Senior Survey and
Graduate Degree Survey on the Weatherford Campus and the Student Satisfaction
Survey on the Sayre Campus in spring 2007. Currently, students are asked to complete
the SOSO, which is made available annually via the internet. Results of past and the
most recent administrations of the Survey of Student Opinion are available.
The SOSO assesses students’ perceptions of the importance of, and satisfaction
with, a full range of programs, services, and environmental factors at the college
they are attending. Assessment of an extended set of background items and a set
of items related to students’ impressions of, and experiences at, the college are
included. A stratified randomly-selected group of SWOSU students were asked to
complete the SOSO via the internet for the first time in spring 2007. The online survey
was accessible to 1,001 students; it was completed by 306 respondents (31%). By
comparison, the most recent Senior Survey (from 2003-2004) had a return rate of
almost 36%. The most recent SOSO in spring 2009 was accessible to 810 students
and was completed by 146 respondents, an 18% response rate. SWOSU ratings
were positive throughout this survey: there were very few areas where SWOSU
scored below the national average. According to the national norm, all SWOSU
services, with the exception of two, are more satisfactory than services at most other
colleges. Personal counseling services and the college orientation program are rated
as satisfactory when compared to those services at most other colleges. According
to these data, students are satisfied with many services that are of importance or
great importance to them, such as financial aid, library programs, and student health/
wellness. Students would most like to see improvements made to parking facilities
and job placement. To address the parking problem, SWOSU implemented a
parking fee to expand and improve the existing parking facilities. To address the job
placement request, SWOSU currently offers a well-publicized job/career fair each
semester. The overall impression of the quality of education at SWOSU is “excellent”
(47%) or “good” (43%) for almost 90% of students. Students feel that SWOSU has
made a “great” or “very great” contribution to their experiences in intellectual growth,
preparation for career, preparation for further study, and personal growth.
The National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) was utilized for the first time
in spring 2008. First-year and senior students seeking a baccalaureate degree are
asked to complete the NSSE. NSSE results revealed that SWOSU seniors are generally
more engaged in almost every area of their college experience than first-year students
or the seniors of the peer institutions and nationally.
During 2006-2007, more than 90 students completed admissions testing for
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graduate school at SWOSU. The results showed a 67% pass rate on the Graduate
Entrance Advisory Examination in Music History and Music Theory, indicating
satisfactory success. Master of Music graduates had a 100% pass rate on recitals
and comprehensive examinations. Nineteen of those taking the MFAT were MBA
graduates. SWOSU students came within one or two percentage points of scoring the
national average. The OSAT was taken by 107 Psychometry, School Counseling and
Educational Administration students, resulting in a 90% pass rate.
During 2007-2008, more than 70 students completed admissions testing for
graduate school at SWOSU. The 24 graduates taking the MFAT averaged a score
slightly above the national average. The OSAT was taken by 45 Psychology,
Psychometry, and School Counseling students, resulting in a 100% pass rate.
The Parks and Recreation Management M.Ed. and the Sports Management M.Ed.
programs were launched in fall 2004, and 15 individuals graduated with these degrees
during the 2007-2008 academic year. Cooperating outside agencies are universally
pleased with the performance of graduates, and students seem pleased with their
graduate experience.
The University Alumni Survey is administered every five years. Program review
and other institutional studies depend on alumni research for information about
the experiences of students after graduation. Decisions at SWOSU concerning
curriculum, academic support, and student services are influenced by analyses of data
collected from former students. In May 2008, 4,370 surveys were mailed to 20022007 graduates of both Weatherford and Sayre campuses. Returns numbered 543,
yielding a rate of 12%; the 2003 return rate was 16%. Less than 5% of respondents
are currently not employed. Almost 70% are employed in the area that they studied
at SWOSU, and 95% still use the knowledge and skills gained in their area. Seven
percent of the respondents reported that if they had it to do over, they would take
additional courses related to business management; 5% desired more accounting
knowledge, and almost 5% selected Spanish. An impressive 97% of SWOSU
graduates reported that they considered their investment in the University to be
worthwhile and that the quality of overall education received was high or fairly high,
especially in the area of their major. Other demographic points of the Alumni Survey
indicated that 50% of the respondents were between the ages of 22 and 27; another
29% were between the ages of 28 and 40. The GPA of 85% of the respondents is
above a 3.0 and, generally, almost half of respondents’ current annual salaries are
above $40,000.
SWOSU’s overall campus assessment is well developed. The examination of data
allows administrators, faculty, and staff to monitor campus life, student satisfaction,
and program effectiveness. Program changes are implemented when needed, as
indicated by modifications by the various departments.
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Core Component 3b: SWOSU values and supports effective teaching.
Teaching is the top priority at SWOSU. This value stems not only from the
University’s mission, but also from the mindset of the faculty, administration, and staff.
Faculty governance focuses strongly on effective teaching. While research is supported
and encouraged, SWOSU recognizes that student learning is the heart of education and
effective teaching is paramount to quality education.
Teaching is a Primary Value
SWOSU is an institution dedicated to delivering an excellent education. In fall 2009,
4,353 full time equivalent (FTE) students enrolled at SWOSU’s two campuses, a 2.8%
increase from the previous year. The average student to faculty ratio is 21:1; the average
class size is 26. Over 1,000 courses are offered each academic year, with fewer than ten
of those courses taught by graduate assistants. Over 210 full-time faculty members, 57%
of whom hold a doctorate degree, teach the majority of the courses at SWOSU.
SWOSU is a teaching institution, and search committees typically communicate
that focus to prospective faculty members. All departments seek qualified faculty with
professional credentials and the ability to make learning contributions to SWOSU. The
Department of Language and Literature describes a typical faculty search at SWOSU
as a hiring process that puts great emphasis on the teaching record of applicants. Each
applicant performs a teaching demonstration before a class so that the search committee
can determine the applicant’s effectiveness. Skilled teachers excel in this activity,
regardless of their scholarship or service record. Most departments follow a similar
procedure.
As a regional university, the primary mission of SWOSU is teaching, and faculty
members take this charge seriously. Certain teaching assignments at SWOSU leave little
time for scholarly activity. For example, multiple preps, classes that require substantial
individual student attention, or classes with laboratory preparation leave little time or
energy for scholarly activity. In many cases, faculty members are asked to teach an
overload due to a shortage of teachers in their department. Such situations either prohibit
the faculty member from conducting scholarly activity or cause the faculty member to
continue with scholarly activity and neglect teaching preparation and grading. When
scholarly activity is limited, both students and the faculty member’s career suffer.
Students are less likely to be included in scholarly activity due to time limitations
or the fact that the faculty member is conducting scholarly activity during off hours.
Ultimately, both teaching and student learning are negatively affected.
Quality faculty members are supported for continuance, tenure, and promotion. Peer
reviews for continuance and post-tenure review procedures, used by more than 75% of
the departments, are the main methods used by SWOSU to assess the quality of teaching.
Course/instructor evaluations, used by all departments at SWOSU, also monitor the
faculty members’ effectiveness in the classroom. The course/instructor evaluations
contain both numerical ratings and written student comments, and the last four semesters
of these data are considered during continuance and tenure/promotion process. Over 20%
of the departments at SWOSU report using the faculty member’s teaching portfolios to
assess the quality of teaching.
SWOSU recognizes excellence in teaching through departmental awards, memberships
in professional organizations, and awards made possible by alumni. One such award is
Core Component 3b
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the prestigious annual Bernhardt Academic Excellence Award that goes to an outstanding
faculty member who exhibits exceptional achievement in teaching, scholarship, and
service. Since 1994, SWOSU alumni Dr. William and Theta Juan Bernhardt have
sponsored the award. A committee of SWOSU faculty members, one student, and two
administrators chooses the recipient. Another SWOSU award given to an outstanding
professor is the Brandy Award. The annual Brandy Award recipient is chosen by SWOSU
students. Students in the College of Pharmacy vote on two awards each year: The
American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy Teacher of the Year and the Preceptor of
the Year in community, selective, and institutional areas.
Numerous SWOSU faculty members have been recipients of awards from outside
entities also. For example, the chair of the Kinesiology Department won the 2009
Virginia Peters Higher Education Professional of the Year Award, an award given to an
academic professional who has influenced students and the profession at the level of
higher education. In 2008, a member of the Department of Biological Sciences received a
teaching award from Loyola University of Chicago.
The School of Nursing exhibits other practices that support effective teaching at
SWOSU. For example, faculty members in the School of Nursing must meet criteria set
forth by the University, the Oklahoma Board of Nursing, and the National League for
Nursing Accrediting Commission. To keep abreast of changes in their area, the faculty
members in the School of Nursing are members of various organizations representing
their specialties. Examples include Critical Care Nurses Association, American and
Oklahoma Nurses Associations, American Psychiatric Nurses Association, and other
organizations.
Quality Teaching Gets Support
Newly hired faculty members undergo a three-session training program to help them
understand the functions of the various departments at SWOSU. These sessions prepare
the new faculty members to be effective advisors and better understand the culture of
SWOSU. The topics covered include university structure, services, procedures, resources,
assessments, and academic administration. The new faculty members meet and hear
presentations from key members of the University community, such as the following
•

President;

•

Provost;

•

Vice President for Student Affairs/Associate Provost;

•

Vice President for Administration and Finance;

•

Registrar;

•

Director of Human Resources and Affirmative Action;

•

Dean of Students;

•

Director of Assessment;

•

Director of Sponsored Programs; and

•

library personnel in charge of instructional and circulation services.

Some departments use mentoring to help new faculty members adjust to their role
at SWOSU. The Department of Psychology in the School of Behavioral Sciences and
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Education is currently planning a mentoring program for incoming faculty members
who have not previously taught. In the Chemistry Department, new faculty members
are encouraged to choose a teaching mentor from tenured faculty to discuss effective
teaching strategies. In other departments, the department chair provides feedback to new
faculty members during the first year.
The faculty at the general education (GE) level determines curricular content and
strategies for instruction. Moreover, faculty members in the GE Program hold earned
doctorates and master’s degrees that qualify them to teach GE courses that are within
their area(s) of interest and expertise. Many GE faculty members are also members of
national professional groups tied to their fields of study. GE faculty members are also
qualified to be nominated for the annual Bernhardt Teaching Award.
Regarding improved pedagogies and enhanced learning, sections of “Elementary
Spanish I” in Sayre take multi-cultural field trips to art and history museums. On
the Weatherford campus, faculty teaching “Elementary Spanish I” often organize
international travel during Spring Break (e.g., Costa Rica). Art Survey faculty also
occasionally organize international trips during that same holiday period.
Conference attendance by faculty members to keep abreast of current knowledge
in their fields is supported throughout the SWOSU departments. For example, faculty
members in the Department of Education document 15 hours of annual professional
development. Education and other departments allot $500 per faculty member for
professional development and scholarly activity, but additional monies are extended when
they are available. During 2008-2009, the School of Nursing has supported considerable
travel for faculty: three faculty members attended a national conference; five faculty
members attended a state nursing convention; and several faculty members traveled to ten
different conferences within the state.
The College of Associate and Applied Programs supports professional development
and financial support to faculty members who attend professional seminars. The program
directors attend a yearly conference to keep abreast of current topics. Many other
departments support and encourage travel for various meetings and conferences. The
Department of Communication and Theatre participate in the annual Kennedy Center
American College Theatre Festival, a state and regional competition.
The Department of Language and Literature encourages travel and provides funds
for professional meetings. Some meetings are related to specialized areas of study, but
often faculty members go to meetings specifically related to their teaching of freshman
composition. Attendance at the meetings results in energized faculty who report on new
ideas and techniques when they return to SWOSU.
The School of Business and Technology faculty members attend professional
conferences and participate in numerous faculty development activities. Through these
and other avenues, many faculty members have developed online teaching capabilities.
The School of Business and Technology supported participation in two state conferences
and one national conference for students and faculty advisors. At the 2009 state
conference, 15 SWOSU students networked and competed against students from other
Oklahoma colleges. Five students competed at the national conference. One student
placed first (out of 50 competitors) in marketing concepts, and one student placed sixth
(out of 28 competitors) in sales presentation. Conferences such as these provide students
and faculty with unique learning opportunities not available in a classroom.
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Support in professional organizations is also encouraged. All faculty in the
Department of Education are members in the Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development. The Department of Kinesiology participates in professional organizations
in the field such as Oklahoma Association of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance (HPERD) and American Alliance of HPERD. Other SWOSU departments such
as Parks and Recreation Management and Psychology support faculty involvement as
officers in professional associations, as well as their attendance in state, regional, and
national conferences. The Department of Art’s faculty members belong to the Oklahoma
Art Education Association, the Oklahoma Visual Arts Coalition, and various museum
boards. Memberships and participation in meetings that pertain to faculty’s areas of
interest increase knowledge and promote collaboration with others with the same
interests. Travel funds are available to support and encourage faculty development and
scholarly activities. When travel occurs, faculty members typically substitute for each
other so that instruction to students continues as usual.
For several years, the Department of Psychology required all general psychology
students to fulfill 1 credit hour of research either by participating in a departmental
study or summarizing a research article. Beginning in the fall of 2009, the requirement
was raised to 2 credit hours. This requirement provides a pool of human participants for
faculty and class research. The Psychology Department changed the delivery method
of some courses and integrated new technologies recently. All of the department’s
classes are equipped with projectors and an Elmo (visual presentation technology). The
faculty members give credit for improved student performance to the addition of the
“clicker” feedback system and other new technologies made available. In recent years,
the Department of Psychology’s limited space for training or conducting research has
hampered students’ ability to work together on projects. Newly acquired space in another
building will make research projects more effective and manageable.
The Department of Communication and Theatre offers internships to all undergraduate
students who desire one. Internships are unique experiences that provide hands-on,
effective learning. The students in the department also learn the practical aspect of theatre
through experience with lights, sounds, costumes, design, and props during rehearsals
and performances of the department’s theatrical productions.
Faculty Earn Good Grades
According to the May 2008 Alumni Survey, alumni view the institution favorably.
SWOSU alumni ranked academic quality 1.75 on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being a “high”
satisfaction level. Alumni respondents are mostly satisfied with both education (1.46)
and faculty (1.46) in their major area. The quality of overall education received a score
of 1.59. Respondents rated grading standards at 1.77. Most services were well received;
assistance with job placement improved from a 3.41 to 2.93. Other evidence that
indicates effective teaching is low attrition rate. For example, the College of Pharmacy’s
attrition rate is below 3%.
Each year, results from almost 24,000 Course/Instructor Evaluation responses show
that respondents generally hold a flattering impression of faculty and courses. On a scale
of 1 to 5 (favorable to unfavorable), courses and instruction rated at an average score of
1.57 for 2008-2009, 1.58 for 2007-2008 and 1.62 for 2006-2007.
Another indication of quality teaching at SWOSU is the graduation rates of 39% in
2006, 35.3% in 2007, and 38% in 2008. The 2008 graduation rate indicates that 38%
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of SWOSU students who were tracked beginning in 2002 and ending in 2008 earned
a degree or completed a program within six years. SWOSU’s graduation rate is higher
than other Oklahoma regional institutions’ rates, which ranged from 24.7% to 36% in
2008. On a broader scale, the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data Systems (IPEDS)
compared SWOSU to other institutions in the United States with the same characteristics.
In 2008, IPEDS reported that a comparison group of 31 institutions also had a graduation
rate of 38% for 2008, the same graduation rate as SWOSU. The fact that SWOSU’s
graduation rate is equal to a national comparison group and is better than a state
comparison group indicates quality service to students.

Core Component 3c: SWOSU creates effective learning environments.
An effective learning environment has many facets, and SWOSU applies various
strategies to assure that students have a good environment. Classrooms across campus
have wireless Internet access. Video projectors, white boards, and interactive television
support the various methods for delivering instruction. Desire2Learn (D2L) creates an
environment that supports both traditional and web-based courses. Faculty advisement
helps students throughout their college experience. Many factors discussed in the
following section contribute to creating an effective learning environment at SWOSU.
Learning Environment Begins with First Contact
The first-year experience plays an important part in a new student’s success. SWOSU
has a well-developed new student orientation program consisting of three components:
an orientation session, mass orientation, and an eight-week freshman orientation class.
All first-time traditional freshmen are required to participate in the program. The program
is coordinated by the New Student Orientation Coordinator with assistance from the
Director of Enrollment Management, Assistant Director of Career Services, Assistant
Director of Admissions and Recruitment, a recruiter, and part time staff. The program
coordinators keep abreast of new delivery methods through participation in the National
Orientation Director’s Association.
Non-traditional students are exempt from the requirement of the freshman orientation
class. Students over the age of 20 have the opportunity to take freshman orientation if
they wish to do so. An ACT score is not required for these students who are admitted to
SWOSU based on their scores from placement tests. On the Weatherford campus, nontraditional students over the age of 24 make up 23% of the student population. The Sayre
campus, however, has a much larger percentage of non-traditional students with almost
40% of the student population being over the age of 21.
Six orientation sessions are offered each year, beginning in March, with up to 250
students attending each session. Each session begins at 9:00 a.m. and concludes around
1:00 p.m. The day starts with a short presentation developed by the Orientation Leaders
(OLs), followed by academic advisement and enrollment with the assistance of SWOSU
faculty members. An Open House is offered, during which many of the student services
departments are available to answer questions about meal plans, housing, curriculum,
financial services, on-campus employment, student activities, auxiliary services, and
other campus-related issues. Tours of the campus and residence halls are offered during
the Open House as well. Students leave orientation not only with their class schedule
complete, but also with their SWOSU identification card and parking permit.
Core Component 3c
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A family orientation session is offered in conjunction with each student orientation
session, as well as an additional session on Move-In Day. The OLs present skits about
campus life and services from their perspective followed by speakers from Campus
Police, Assessment, Violence Prevention, Residence Life, Auxiliary Services, Student
Health and Counseling Services, and the Dean of Students. A new component added in
2008 was a corner of activities for younger siblings during the family orientation session
to keep them entertained and interested in SWOSU.
Mass Orientation, held the afternoon before classes begin, brings 900 incoming
students together. The University President, the Dean of Students, and OLs greet the
students, and a motivational speaker addresses college success.
Each incoming freshman student is required to enroll in an eight-week freshman
orientation class taught by a SWOSU faculty/staff member or an administrator and an OL.
The freshman orientation classes are offered in fall semester only. Each section has a limit
of 24-26 students. Topics covered in the class include alcohol, diversity, study skills, test
taking strategies, academic and career planning, time and money management, SWOSU
history, the library, and VIPER (Violence Intervention, Prevention and Early Response).
New Student Orientation also sponsors Dawg Days events during the first two weeks
of the fall semester to help students get involved in campus activities. Project Blue offers
a fun, festive opportunity for students to meet others, have fun, and win prizes. Campus
tours are offered one evening prior to the start of classes to help students find their
classrooms. OLs are encouraged to attend all Dawg Days events to help students adjust to
college life.
The Sayre campus also offers an eight-week freshman orientation course, Dawg Days,
and individualized tours to students and their families. Approximately 480 students begin
college at the Sayre campus. Since the College of Associate and Applied Programs is an
associate-granting institution, Sayre students have the opportunity to remain SWOSU
students and transfer to Weatherford. Between 2003 and 2008, 54% of Sayre students
transferred to the Weatherford campus.
Learning Environment is a Cross-Campus Effort
SWOSU’s Writing Center entered its eighth year of operation in fall 2010. Tutors are
available approximately 30-60 hours per week, with varying schedules each semester
depending upon the number of trained student consultants who sign up to work during
the semester. The tutors take a course in peer tutoring to become eligible to work in the
Writing Center. The training they receive in the course provides background in Writing
Center theory and expectations for Writing Center work, as it is conceived nationally.
While tutors help with individual papers, the Center’s goals are more global than the
development of a single paper. The emphasis is on helping students become better
writers. Tutors encourage students to understand the value of discussing written work
with others in order to receive feedback, which provides insight for revision.
The Writing Center faculty liaison and tutors encourage instructors to send copies of
assignments and discuss their expectations for particular assignments with trained peer
tutors in the Writing Center. Instructors may also ask tutors to come to their classes to
explain how the Writing Center can help with papers. While tutors never discuss grades
in sessions with students, many students find that their grades do improve as they take
their writing more seriously, spending time to work through ideas and organization in
their discussions with Writing Center tutors. Most students return to the Writing Center
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on their own, even if their first visit was one required by the instructor. Much of the
success of the Writing Center depends upon instructors’ willingness to encourage students
to attend at least one session.
The concept of peer tutoring creates a very different dynamic for learning than that
which occurs in an instructor/student interaction. Students are better able to participate
in their own learning through discussion with a peer. Teachers cannot take the role of an
equal as they discuss papers with students because the issue of the teacher’s authority is
always present in some way. Tutors themselves have found the role of Writing Center
consultant to be very helpful to their own writing as they consider the problems that arise
in student papers and must meet the challenge of articulating questions to help students
work through those problems.
The number of clients serviced by the Writing Center increased from academic year
2007-2008 to academic year 2008-2009, as seen in Table 12.

Table 12: Writing Center’s Services to Students, 2007-2009
Academic Year

Student Clients

Conference Sessions

E-mail Messages

2007-2008

1,130

699

431

2008-2009

1,243

787

456

In fall 2009, the Writing Center offered 78 tutor hours per week. During this single
semester, the Writing Center served 978 students by participating in 605 conference
sessions and responding to 373 e-mail messages. In spring 2010, only 44 tutor hours per
week were offered due to a decrease in funding and an increase in minimum wage. This
decrease is unfortunate, because there is a definite correlation between the number of
tutor hours available and the number of students served. Decreased hours mean decreased
services to students. Research studies indicate that writing centers play a part in retention
and in the development of students’ writing abilities, important components of the
success of any educational institution.
The Career Services Office provides a variety of services to students, alumni, and the
community. Services for students and alumni include assistance and critique of resumes
and cover letters, creating placement files for education majors, mock interviews,
on-campus interviews, four annual career fairs, and presentations to classes or other
groups of students. The community and other prospective employers are invited to
participate in career fairs, make presentations on campus, and/or participate in on-campus
interviews. One of the main goals of the Career Services Office is to provide students
with the tools necessary for conducting a successful job search. Partnering with faculty in
this effort helps SWOSU students increase their job search skills.
The Department of Communication and Theatre extends benefits to the entire campus,
the cities of Weatherford and Sayre, and surrounding communities. The journalism
lab is available for students’ use 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. A weekly newspaper
is published and distributed across both campuses. The recent addition of the Hilltop
Theatre allows students to gain black box theatre experience while the diversified
audience from the campus, community, and surrounding communities enjoy excellent
drama and comedy productions. The third way the Department of Communication and
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Theatre gives real-life hands-on experience to SWOSU is through the broadcast class.
Students produce a 30-minute weekly show which airs on the local cable station, thus
also benefitting the community.
The College of Associate and Applied Programs at the Sayre campus provides
associate degrees to students. The two-year institution ensures access to learning
resources, such as research laboratories, libraries, performance spaces, and clinical
practice sites that are necessary to support learning. Since the campus offers degrees
involving clinical practices, evaluation of clinical sites for learning effectiveness is vital.
Sayre students have access to all university learning resources: library, computer labs,
x-ray lab, x-ray darkroom, analog and digital equipment, and computers in clinical sites.
With the guidance of one of the English professors, the students on the Sayre campus
publish a well-written bi-weekly newspaper called The Watchdawg. The publication
provides experience for students and information to both campuses and the surrounding
community. The newspaper is archived. An important part of the instructional
responsibilities for the Sayre campus is distance learning. The video feed connects the
Weatherford campus, other college campuses, and many area high schools. One-third of
the classrooms on the Sayre campus are equipped for interactive video. In fall 2008, eight
different classes were transmitted to 14 area high schools. The Sayre campus received 27
day and 24 night classes through distance learning. The majority of those classes came
from the Weatherford campus.
SWOSU student experience is enriched through academic and nonacademic means.
The 69 student organizations on campus provide a wide variety of activities. These
include clubs and groups involving academics, music, honors, religion, politics,
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drama, intercultural, and sports. The athletic programs are associated with the National
Collegiate Athletic Association Division II, Lone Star Conference, and the National
Intercollegiate Rodeo Association.
On-the-job training is provided by many student services across campus. These
learning experiences give SWOSU students valuable experience and excellent references
for their future careers. For example, student workers who were employed by the Public
Relations and Marketing Department while they were SWOSU students have since
become public relations directors and newspaper reporters.
Other services also contribute to the learning experience at SWOSU. Services such
as Campus Police, Dean of Students, Health and Counseling Services, and Violence
Prevention assure students of a safe, healthy environment. The Office of Sponsored
Programs (OSP) assists students and faculty regarding grants and scholarly
activity. Information on the OSP’s webpage keeps faculty and students informed
of various grants and training opportunities. OSP also serves as a financial resource
to assist with travel when faculty, staff, or students present their scholarly work at
conferences. The University Bookstore stays involved with campus life by donating
$1200 annually in gift cards, participating in freshmen orientation, supporting the
Parent’s Day scholarship fund, and providing door prizes to various organizations on
campus.
Inclusive Campus Has Support
SWOSU provides an environment that supports all learners and respects the diversity
they bring. Currently, the student population has representation from 32 states and 41
countries. Ethnic diversity is increasing on both campuses. In 1998, the percentage of
white students on the Weatherford campus was 87%. By 2009, this number had fallen to
77%. On the Sayre campus, the percentage of white students fell from 93% in 1998 to
87% in 2009.
Gender diversity is present on both campuses in the faculty and student population.
On the Weatherford campus, 55% of full-time faculty members are male and 45% are
female. In the student population at Weatherford, 44% are male and 56% are female. On
the Sayre campus, 43% of instructors are male, 57% female. In the student population at
Sayre, 32% are male, 68% are female.
An example of a department at SWOSU that makes diversity a top priority is the
Department of Psychology. Their mission statement includes a commitment that the
department will reflect concern for students and promote tolerance and diversity. The
department has the reputation for being available and respectful to students. Successful
recruitment results in a diverse base of students in the department’s various programs,
especially in the graduate program. Faculty members provide numerous avenues for
on-campus and off-campus students to contact them for advisement and course content
assistance. All faculty schedule two hours per day for office hours, and those who teach
online or interactively use chat rooms, e-mail, or telephone to interact with students on a
regular basis. These various methods of communication address the diverse schedules of
students.
A new Cultural Diversity Survey begun in spring 2009 assessed how diversity is
addressed at SWOSU. Faculty who taught general education courses in the three previous
semesters were asked to complete the survey. Over 60% of survey respondents viewed
cultural diversity as important for education, and 67% reported that they discussed
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cultural diversity in class. Complete survey results of the Cultural Diversity Survey are
available to the public.
Criterion Four discusses more information about diversity at SWOSU. The 2009 Fact
Book is also a good source of information.
Closing the Loop
Southwestern Oklahoma State University completed an accreditation review process
in 2000. Since that time, many academic units have completed review cycles by their
appropriate accrediting agencies. Many recommendations from the various accreditation
reviews and the 2000 self study have been addressed, as indicated by the reports from
various departments. Departments use recommendations from program reviews and
previous self-studies, both departmental and university-wide, to enrich the education
process and create a more effective learning environment. In the follow-up to these
reviews, many SWOSU departments have recommendations they are working to address.
Some modifications are completed and others are still in process. The 2008-2009 survey
revealed the following about recommended changes for the various departments: 32%
have been implemented; 45% are in the process of being implemented or are expected to
be implemented in the near future; and 23% are not being considered because of fiscal
constraints.
Effective spring 2009, the Department of Psychology formed an assessment committee
to address identified weaknesses. Student recommendations prompted the addition of
applied courses for the undergraduate program, and weekend classes and interim courses
were provided in order to create opportunities for graduate students to take courses
previously unavailable. Other courses were added to both undergraduate and graduate
programs to meet the changing needs of the profession and the world. The application
and admission process for graduate programs were also formalized and made more
rigorous: they now require a higher GPA, an interview, and a background check, and
provide behavior guidelines. A job announcement bulletin board now lists jobs in the
field for undergraduate and graduate students, and the department is currently exploring
the idea of developing a portfolio process to document individual student progression
through the major.
Several programs at the College of Associate and Applied Programs at Sayre have
made recent changes due to feedback and recommendations. The Medical Laboratory
Technology program strives to provide the most comprehensive, up-to-date instruction.
After a 2007 self study, the instructors modified their syllabi to comply with the standard
set forth by the accrediting agency. The program director works closely with the Medical
Technology Advisory Committee to continue a quality education for students in the
program while maintaining a high placement rate and high employer satisfaction of
program graduates. Another program at the Sayre campus, Radiologic Technology,
made changes in course offerings and course requirements due to recommendations
from a self study. An additional change occurred concerning the American Registry of
Radiologic Technologists examination. New deadlines concerning the completion of the
application and the scheduling of a date for the test assure graduates of being employable
after graduation. Also, due to a recent accreditation self study, the occupational therapist
assistant (OTA) program is now offered cooperatively between the Sayre campus and
Caddo Kiowa Technology Center in Fort Cobb. The OTA program has a plan in place to
increase the students’ ability to relate evidence-based practice to treatment interventions
and to increase the amount of occupation-based activities for long-term care.
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Following a recent review by the National Council for Accreditation for Teacher
Education (NCATE), the Math Department made the following modifications. The
department
•

added a capstone course;

•

added an exit exam for undergraduates;

•

raised the minimum GPA for math majors and math education majors to 2.5;

•

changed the recommended sequence of elementary education math courses in
cooperation with the School of Education;

•

reviewed math courses required for math majors; and

•

piloted a study concerning an honors algebra course.

Due to the same NCATE visit, the Kinesiology Department’s health and physical
education (HPE) program revised two standards: student diversity and student
assessment. In spring 2010, the HPE received notification that their preparation of
physical education teachers received national recognition status.
The Department of Language and Literature has evolved through recent self studies.
The department revamped major requirements in 2003, instituted the Writing Center a
few years later, and developed a Spanish major in 2007.
Following an accreditation visit in 2005 from the National Association of Schools of
Music, the Music Department noted improvement recommendations; some improvements
have been addressed, but one still remains. The 2005 recommendations included the
need for soundproofing the teaching studios in the Fine Arts Center, a project that was
completed in 2008. The other problem that was addressed in 2009 is acoustical treatment
in the large instrumental rehearsal hall. The other recommendation, an intermediate-sized
performance hall that seats 300 people, is more expensive and challenging. The Fine Arts
Auditorium, which seats 1,400, is acoustically unsuitable for choral and smaller ensemble
performances, but a new intermediate-sized hall is prohibitively expensive at this time.
In 2008, the Industrial and Engineering Technology Department underwent an
accreditation visit from Technology Accreditation Commission of the Accreditation
Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET). The visit produced the following
recommendations which were addressed in 2009:
•

Transcript issues involved the description of the program name and discrepancy in
the number of credit hours required for students.

•

Outcomes for the Manufacturing Engineering Technology Program are not clearly
defined and the evidence is anecdotal.

Department leadership attended an assessment seminar hosted by ABET and is
working with the faculty team to clearly document the assessment process to establish
and execute system expectation. The department is reviewing and updating its assessment
process to ensure the critical data are reviewed and part of the continuous improvement
process.
Accreditation visits and program reviews since 2000 for the Department of Social
Sciences indicated that the primary weakness of students majoring in history education
and history was the challenge of researching, writing, and presenting a research paper.
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For example, while over 90% of the program’s graduates pass state certification exams
in history and social studies, sub scores indicate the weakest portion of the exam for
over 75% of the students was the section dealing with constructed responses. The history
faculty agreed to address this significant shortcoming by requiring three fewer credit
hours in a traditional history class. In its place, all future students majoring in history
education and history would be required to complete a new second year course called
“Writing History.” The history faculty hopes that this change improves both student
ability and confidence in the preparation of the research paper in the capstone course.
In 2004-2005, the history secondary education program conducted a program review as
part of an effort to earn National Recognition from the National Council for the Social
Studies (NCSS). The original review was cited for deficiencies that were subsequently
addressed. The process compelled the history faculty to identify how they assess the
national standards outlined by the NCSS in addition to any other assessments they might
be involved in, such as general education assessments. The subsequent program review in
2007, after meeting previous assessment concerns, resulted in a National Recognition for
the History Secondary Education program.
The Criminal Justice program, also in the Department of Social Sciences, underwent a
program review in 2007. The review resulted in a reduction of teaching loads for faculty
and increased writing components in criminal justice courses. Another result was a
commitment from the faculty to attempt to persuade students to remain for a bachelor’s
degree. Currently, many students in the criminal justice program apply to the Highway
Patrol after completing 60 hours.
The Department of Chemistry and Physics’ certification visit with the American
Chemical Society Committee on Professional Training resulted in a departmental retreat
in December 2008. Discussions among the faculty members lead to the development
and implementation of external advisory committees for both the chemistry and physics
programs. The advisory committees consist of members from industry, academia
(outside SWOSU), and department alumni. The committees’ charges are to examine
program effectiveness and make recommendations as needed. Recently, the department
dedicated almost $500,000 from grants and state bond issues to upgrade the laboratory
infrastructure available to all students. The faculty members also made changes in
courses and program content based on recommendations from the accreditation visit.
In 2008, the Oklahoma State Board of Nursing visited SWOSU’s School of Nursing.
The visit resulted in the full five-year approval. Recommendations from the visit included
(1) update and purchase more videos and computer software and (2) improvements in the
faculty minutes to clearly link actions taken with evaluation results. There is standardized
norm-referenced testing for each of the clinical courses in the generic nursing programs
and for pharmacology. The use of the School of Nursing’s systematic program evaluation
plan results in improved curriculum, resources, and pedagogy.
Some more recently developed programs, such as the Kinesiology Department’s
exercise science program and the Communication and Theatre Department, both
implemented in fall 2007, have not completed a self study and are not currently
affiliated with any accreditation agency. The departments are, however, in the process of
developing and implementing assessment plans.
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Core Component 3d: SWOSU’s learning resources support student learning
and effective teaching.
Student learning is an ongoing process and occurs in many places besides classrooms.
Many resources contribute to SWOSU students’ learning environment. A library is central
to the learning environment on any college campus. Other resources such as information
technology also play a vital role. The following section describes the learning resources
at SWOSU.
Library is a Central Resource
Libraries on SWOSU’s two campuses support the University’s mission to ensure
quality education, enable student development, and serve as cultural and educational
resources for western Oklahoma. By making library resources available to students,
faculty, and other patrons, the libraries fulfill their mission of fostering knowledge and
enthusiasm for the library and providing essential information literacy that enhances
academic careers and personal growth. The Al Harris Library at Weatherford and
the Oscar H. McMahan Library at Sayre are centrally located on the two campuses.
The libraries on both campuses provide opportunities for students to obtain skills,
knowledge, and cultural appreciation that lead to effective life-long use of information,
productive lives, and effective citizenship. To this end, materials are chosen that not
only support the curriculum, but also introduce multicultural diversity with items from
many sources and authors. The library staff spends much time assisting students in
finding specific information and helping them develop the skills to find information
independently.
A librarian on the Weatherford library staff serves as liaison with the Sayre campus
library. Sayre staff and faculty consider this arrangement beneficial to students and
faculty. Recent remodeling of the Oscar H. McMahan Library allows space for
approximately 6,000 volumes. The McMahan Library also includes a computer lab with
six workstations, a plasma TV for presentations, several study areas, and many shelved
print periodicals. The library manager also provides instructional presentations for the
students at the Sayre campus.
The Al Harris Library has approximately 314,300 volumes and subscribes in print to
approximately 300 periodicals. The library’s subscription to over 100 online databases
provides the SWOSU community with additional Internet access through the library’s
website to over 39,000 electronic journals and 75,000 electronic books. The library also
maintains a media collection of 3,000 items, a microform collection of 1,226,000 items,
and is a partial United States and full Oklahoma Government Documents depository with
56,000 printed and electronic items. A “news room” and a network of 50 computers are
available for research and instructional use. The library maintains a digital repository of
many SWOSU books and papers. The library provides full interlibrary loan, document
delivery, and courier service, and has a library gate count of approximately 3,400 people
in a typical week. The Sayre campus has full access to the digital databases.
Almost all the electronic resources that the SWOSU Library owns or accesses are
available through the library homepage. This website includes many newly acquired
electronic book, periodical, and streaming video databases, the library’s online catalog,
selected electronic journals, and many other useful items from the Internet, such as
the worldwide union library catalog. The Information Literacy Instruction program is
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available across campus in classrooms and also in the Library Instruction Room that is
equipped with individual computers, distance learning equipment, and display projection
equipment. Each year, over 300 classes are offered to over 4,100 students in the
Instruction Room.
The library provides a text messaging reference service and electronic LibGuides
subject resource services. Library resources are available both off-campus and on-campus
through a computer proxy system.
The Al Harris Library News Room is a new service that provides three plasma HD
televisions that constantly stream news channels for purposes of critical thinking as to
news bias. Sound in the News Room is provided through a wireless audio system. This
area is also used for student meetings, movie nights, and other public service functions of
the library. The library also provides a Media Creation Room where students may create
multimedia projects and copy and repair various types of media. Using laptop computers
and netbooks circulated by the library, students may access the library website on the
wireless environment within the building. Camcorders, digital book readers, podcasters,
cameras, and other electronic equipment may be checked out from the circulation desk.
The library provides photocopy, microfilm, DVD viewers, and accessibility equipment
within the building.
The library offers a full digitization operation with a large digitizer. This equipment
is currently being used to develop an online SWOSU historical collection. The plan is to
make this an online academic repository of the University.
The library is in the process of becoming a virtual federal government documents
depository and already acts as a full Oklahoma state document depository. All federal and
state documents are cataloged either through an electronic service or by a library staff
member.
Although the materials budget has not increased as much as in the past due to financial
restrictions, the library continues to keep up-to-date in materials purchased. Usage of
materials has been monitored over the past several years, and many printed and electronic
journal titles are no longer purchased based on this knowledge. Funds are set aside each
year to allow review of an area of the collection. Both formal and informal collaboration
occurs between librarian faculty and subject faculty concerning library resources for
specific course development.
Changes occurring since the last accreditation visit include
•

a massive reorganization of the periodicals collection to primarily online access;

•

encouragement of library faculty and staff to be more involved in the life of the
university community;

•

addition and complete updating of all library furniture;

•

addition of streaming videos;

•

text-a-librarian service;

•

electronic Web 2.0 LibGuides; and

•

digitization of the university archives.

The Al Harris Library and the Oscar H. McMahan Library contribute to the learning
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environment of the University campus not only through the collections and services
described previously, but by conducting freshman orientation sessions to help students
learn how to use library facilities and listening when students say they want changes in
the environment. Both libraries allow snack food and drinks and have casual reading
areas with comfortable furniture, silent study areas, and group study areas. Posters, art
displays, improved signage, and other visual media are constantly being added around
campus to attract students into the library buildings. Increased wireless connectivity
with mobile computers and digital readers has improved the usage of the library by
students.
ITS Provides Technology and Support Teaching
SWOSU Information Technology Services (ITS) support students, faculty,
administration, and staff in their use of computer technology for instruction, research,
and administrative services on both Sayre and Weatherford campuses. Students, faculty,
and staff have access to the Internet (both wired and wireless), e-mail, Campus Connect
(web-based enrollment and student data access), Desire2Learn (D2L, course management
system), and a wide variety of academic software including word processing, spreadsheet,
database, graphics, statistical, and specialty programs. Many faculty members utilize
the D2L teaching platform to facilitate students’ access to course materials. ITS offers
seminars to faculty members to develop expertise in the course management system.
Windows PC and Macintosh machines are available in various labs and offices
throughout the campus for faculty and student use. Some labs are open to all SWOSU
students and some are designated for special use. The College of Pharmacy has computerbased simulation labs to enhance instruction. Also available is the Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system which supports the administrative functions of the University.
Some departments have special technology for students. The Department of Music
faculty members use Smart Music and other computer applications to enhance applied
music instruction. Eight of 13 music faculty members have Smart Music in their studios
and use it in their teaching. Technologies other than computer applications also enhance
teaching effectiveness in the Music Department. For example, ensemble conductors use
digital recorders, memory cards, and card readers. The Department of Math has two
computer labs utilized by students in various math classes. The use of the software allows
the students to get instant feedback on their work, which leads to analysis of their work
and improved student learning. Students are also exposed to the use of technology as a
tool in both learning and teaching.
The College of Associate and Applied Programs has five computer labs, with a total of
91 computers, for student use. The ratio of computers to students on the Sayre campus is
1 to 5. Ten classrooms with desktop computers connected to projectors for instructional
purposes are available across the campus. Additionally, three laptops are available for use
if a classroom is not equipped with a computer. The Sayre campus’s technology includes
accommodations for disabilities. For example, Big Shot Magnifier software for sight
impaired students, large key keyboard, and trackman wheel mouse are available at the
Sayre campus for students with special needs. Smartboards are also available in several
classrooms at the Sayre campus.
The Weatherford campus offers 39 general and special use computer labs. The campus
has a total of 591 computers available for student use. There are 22 additional computers
and 35 checkout laptops/netbooks available in the library.
Core Component 3d
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The ITS Department contributes to student learning and effective teaching through
various training and support avenues. Faculty training involves orientation and continued
support for D2L and Campus Connect. ITS delivers communication and documentation
to all users (students, faculty, and staff) via e-mail messages and web site updates. The
ITS Helpdesk provides assistance with hardware, software, multi-media equipment,
telecommunications, as well as personal computer usage.
SWOSU’s ITS has an effective problem-reporting system that provides quick
notification and response for computer repair. Each computer in an instructional or open
student lab has a desktop icon labeled “Report Problems to ITS Dept.” The brief form,
when completed by a student or professor, alerts ITS to a problem. Repair requests are
prioritized as follows:
•

High priority—the computer is non-functional and the breakdown inhibits
teaching; the goal is to begin troubleshooting the problem within 24 hours.

•

Medium priority—the user is able to continue working; the goal is to begin
troubleshooting the problem within two to four days.

•

Low priority—students, faculty, or staff are not dependent on the computer; these
tasks are addressed between other jobs.

Physical Resources Benefit Campus and Community
The Department of Communication and Theatre benefits the entire University, the
cities of Weatherford and Sayre, and surrounding communities. First, the journalism lab
is available for students’ use 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Communication students
use the lab to complete a weekly newspaper that is published and distributed across
both campuses. Second, the recent addition of the Hilltop Theatre allows students to
gain black box theatre experience, while the diversified audiences from the campus,
City of Weatherford, and surrounding communities enjoy excellent drama and comedy
productions. The third way the Department of Communication and Theatre contributes to
SWOSU and the community is through the department’s broadcast class. Communication
students produce a 30-minute weekly show which airs on the local cable station. These
valuable, hands-on learning experiences contribute greatly to campus and community
experience, as well as student learning.
Collaborations Increase Student Learning
One of the goals of SWOSU’s 2003 Strategic Vision Plan was to promote a sense
of community, both local and global, through development of strategic alliances and
cooperative agreements.
Reach Higher Oklahoma is a state-wide cooperative degree program for working
adults. Students who enter the program earn a Bachelors of Science in Organizational
Leadership. The goal is to provide working adults in Oklahoma access to a program that
provides the flexibility necessary for degree completion. Eight Oklahoma universities
contribute to this program: Cameron University, Langston University, Southwestern
Oklahoma State University, East Central University, Northeastern Oklahoma State
University, Northwestern Oklahoma State University, Rogers State University, and
University of Central Oklahoma.
Each participating institution offers a different area of focus, of which SWOSU’s
is business. Six of the 13 business faculty members in the School of Business and
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Technology participate in the program by developing, teaching, and assessing online
courses. These faculty members participate in a fall conference and a spring program
evaluation meeting to develop the program in cooperation with the participating faculty
from the other seven regional universities in the state.
Several departments at SWOSU collaborate with outside entities to provide services.
One such example is the Department of Education. The department collaborates with
common education as required by NCATE and the Oklahoma Commission for Teacher
Preparation. Collaborations with professional organizations and agencies promote
effective instruction. The Department of Social Work welcomes input from professional
social work agencies; a professional file instructor, faculty, and students evaluate
the department’s supervised practicum experience. The Department of Psychology
conducts an annual primary prevention program in an elementary school setting as part
of their regular undergraduate curriculum. The Department of Parks and Recreation
Management utilizes facilities at Crowder Lake University Park and partners with
several state and federal agencies to enhance student learning. The College of Associate
and Applied Studies at Sayre has formed a cooperative alliance with Caddo Kiowa
Technology Center in Fort Cobb, Oklahoma, with the addition of the physical therapy
assistant and the occupational therapy assistant programs.
SWOSU’s Adventure Program offers a second chance to young men, ages 13 through
18, who have been recently adjudicated. SWOSU has five program sites funded by the
Office of Juvenile Affairs of the State of Oklahoma. These programs offer behavior
modification training to more than 100 young men per year; each site houses up to 20
residents. All of the programs are required by contract to provide adventure services,
an aspect that sets these programs apart from other facilities throughout the state. The
adventure concept is a valuable tool in that each resident is placed in an uncomfortable
environment that forces communication with the staff and other residents. Each of the
facilities has a certified teacher, two therapists, a director, and support staff to work
with the young men. The programs’ success rate is between 74% and 85% regarding
non-recidivism. The effects of these programs are far-reaching and long-term, not only
for the young men, but for society in general. The economic and psychological benefits
of helping young men turn their lives around to become productive individuals has a
trickling effect over many decades as these young men grow up, have families, and build
careers. The discussion in Criterion Five provides additional information about this
program that is unique to Oklahoma.
Criterion Three Conclusions
Strengths
•

SWOSU encourages programs to adopt processes that use assessment results to
improve pedagogy, revise the curriculum, and influence departmental planning
decisions.

•

Academic programs with strong enrollment/graduation numbers correlate with
employment opportunities for SWOSU graduates.

•

SWOSU’s 2008 graduation rate is 38%, as reported by the Integrated
Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) Data Feedback Report. This
graduate rate is the same as the average for the IPEDS comparison group and the
Core Component 3d
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highest rate among the six regional universities.
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•

SWOSU has support programs and services that are open, friendly, and sensitive
to the needs of faculty and students, and great effort is extended to solve
problems.

•

Administration is available for questions and concerns from faculty and students.
Faculty members feel comfortable initiating contact with administration through
phone calls and e-mail.

•

Faculty members are available to students, encouraging students to ask questions,
discuss issues, and express concerns freely.

•

While SWOSU attracts many top quality students, the University also spends
considerable time, effort, and resources retaining less qualified students due to
regional demographics.

•

Faculty members are collegial and willing to participate in university service.

•

Faculty turnover rate is relatively low.

•

SWOSU has a high level of student satisfaction.

•

SWOSU has high quality faculty and instruction.

•

Areas of Improvement/Planning

•

The Writing Center allocation should be reexamined in order to offer more tutorial
resources to students.

•

All departments and programs have assessment plans in various stages of
development. Faculty are committed to the assessment process and to fully
implementing their departmental plan.

•

Recruitment of excellent students with the higher potential for retention and
success should be a higher priority. Retention strategies should be reviewed.

•

Better communication is needed between colleges and programs regarding course
changes and offerings and other curricular issues.

•

Faculty loads negatively impact student learning and teaching effectiveness in
some departments. Heavy teaching loads often leave little time for scholarly
activities.

•

Spring semester orientation classes would benefit transferring students.

•

During peak times for ITS, even high priority troubleshooting tasks can require
considerable response time due to the limited number of personnel assigned to
troubleshooting duties. The budget should be evaluated for the possibility of
expanding staff numbers by one.
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SWOSU promotes a life of learning for its faculty, administration, staff, and students by fostering and supporting
inquiry, creativity, practice, and social responsibility in ways consistent with its mission.
Student research presentation (photo by Kyle Wright, Web Services)

CRITERION FOUR
Core Component 4a: SWOSU demonstrates, through the actions of its
board, administrators, students, faculty, and staff, that it values a life of
learning.
The mission statement of SWOSU explicitly states that it supports scholarly activity. It
does so by
•

providing a faculty development program;

•

encouraging excellence in scholarship;

•

promoting student/faculty interaction;

•

encouraging participation in intellectual activities; and

•

providing research that enhances knowledge and enriches society.

SWOSU has been an institutional member of the Council on Undergraduate Research
since 2008. In 2009, a university team, with the support of the Council on Undergraduate
Research, drafted a mission statement for Research and Scholarly Activities. This
statement has been approved by the Faculty Senate and the University Administration.
Four goals are identified in that mission statement:
•

Involve more faculty members and disciplines in research and scholarly activities.

•

Increase faculty and student recognition for research and scholarly activities.

•

Provide adequate resources and time for research and scholarly activities.

•

Increase the number of faculty members seeking and receiving externally funded
grants.

Scholarship is also a component of faculty promotion and tenure, as stated in the
Faculty Handbook: “The primary responsibilities of the faculty at SWOSU are divided
into three broad categories: (1) teaching; (2) scholarly activities; and (3) service.
Therefore, evaluations of faculty for promotion/tenure are based upon performance in
these three categories. The emphasis on each category will be dependent upon each
faculty member’s specific responsibilities.”
In its 2000 visit to SWOSU, the HLC evaluation team pointed out that increasing
cooperation with other institutions and organizations was not an explicit goal in the
University’s Agenda for Excellence. Since then, the University has established its
Strategic Vision, with Strategic Goal 4 stating that, by 2010, all academic departments
will be participating in strategic alliances and cooperative agreements.
The traditional university learning experience occurs in the courses students complete
to earn a degree. This aspect of lifelong learning has already been addressed in Criterion
Three. SWOSU also offers other opportunities to develop lifelong learning skills
through research, scholarly activity, and performance. The success of these opportunities
requires the cooperation of the faculty, who traditionally provide such opportunities; the
administration, which provides facilities, funding, and assistance with external funding
agencies; and that of other university units.
SWOSU offers a comprehensive range of programs, the cornerstone of which is
General Education. This program ensures that SWOSU students have a solid foundation
of knowledge and skills to build upon for their degree program. SWOSU’s degree
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programs strive to provide students with the specialized knowledge and skills they will
need in order to compete professionally and to inspire students to continue adding to their
knowledge and skills throughout their lives. This is demonstrated both by the codification
of these intents in the departmental mission statements and in the University’s
responsiveness to the changing needs of the student population.
Scholarship
Table 13 shows the overall production of scholarship of faculty, staff and students for
the last four fiscal years, as reported to the Office of Sponsored Programs. The University
has experienced an increase in the number of individuals participating in scholarship
(61%), the number of publications (8%), and the number of presentations (94%) during
this time.

Table 13: Scholarly Activities Reported to the Office of Sponsored Programs
Participants & Activities
No. of Participants (faculty, staff, students)
No. of Publications
No. of Presentations/Other Scholarly Work

FY
2006
103
39
64

FY
2007
100
32
68

FY
2008
147
32
115

FY
2009
166
42
124

4-Year
Change
+61%
+8%
+94%

For this HLC self study, a survey was conducted to determine the number of courses
offered during the last four years which included undergraduate and graduate research
experiences for students. Eleven departments offer 40 such courses, including
•

Independent Study (offered by Biology, Chemistry, Allied Health, and Physics);

•

Fundamentals of Research (offered by Social Sciences);

•

Nursing Research;

•

Psychological Research; and

•

Introduction to Research (offered by Education).

The total number of students enrolled in these courses each year ranged from 1,582 to
1,708.
The University Research and Scholarly Activity Committee and the Office of
Sponsored Programs host the annual Student Research and Scholarly Activity Fair on
campus each spring. This event is designed to give students the opportunity to present
their research and other scholarly activities in poster or podium presentation formats.
Students from other regional institutions have participated in this fair as well. Many of
the presentations have been or will be presented at other organizational and professional
events at the state, regional, and national levels. The 16th annual fair was held in 2009.
Table 14, which provides a summary of the participation over the last four years, shows
that, while the total number of students participating has declined during the last two
years, the number of presentations and faculty sponsors have increased.
In addition, students are active participants in Oklahoma Research Day, an annual
event hosted by one of the state regional institutions and funded in part by the Oklahoma
Core Component 4a
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Table 14: Scholarly Activity Fair Participants
Participants & Activities
No. of Student Presentations
No. of Students Presenting
No. of Faculty Sponsors

FY 2006

FY 2007

FY 2008

FY 2009

57
117
26

64
115
24

57
80
25

72
100
33

State Regents for Higher Education. In 2009, over 500 presentations were given.
SWOSU’s contributions to Oklahoma Research Day are presented in Table 15. In
comparing the last two years with the first two, the number of presentations has almost
doubled.

Table 15: Number of Presentations, Students, and Sponsors at Oklahoma
Research Day
No. of Presentations

FY 2006

FY 2007

FY 2008

FY 2009

28

24

52

44

Performances and exhibitions are widely advertised in the local media, and the public
is encouraged to attend. Some of the theatre presentations are offered during the school
week so that teachers may bring their classes to the performances. Table 16 shows that
over 80 such presentations are made every year on campus.
SWOSU has administered the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE)

Table 16: Student Performances and Exhibitions
Participants & Activities
Theatre—No. of Students
Music—No. of Recitals
Music—No. of Concerts
Art—No. of Senior Art Shows

FY 2006

FY 2007

FY 2008

FY 2009

35
20
23
7

26
42
22
13

34
25
24
0

37
27
29
11

during the last two years to determine student participation in programs and activities
on campus. Results from SWOSU students are compared with national (NSSE), selected
peer, and other public or Carnegie class institutions.
Two parts of that survey directly dealt with student scholarship. The first inquired
about engaging in practicum, internship, field experience, co-op experience, or clinical
assignments. The left half of Table 17 shows the percentage of first-year students who
indicated that they planned to participate in such activities. There is little difference
between the two years at SWOSU, but percentages were less than at other institutions.
When comparing seniors (see right half of Table 17) who have engaged in such
activities, the percentages in 2008 were significantly higher than other Southwestern
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public or selected peer institutions. In 2009, though, the percentages were lower in all
comparisons.

Table 17: Percentage of Students Who Plan to (First-year Students) or
Have (Seniors) Engaged in Practica, Internships, Field Experiences, Co-Op
Experiences, or Clinical Assignments
First-Year Students

Seniors

SWOSU

Public
(2008)/
Class
(2009)1

SWOSU

Public
(2008)/
Class
(2009)

Selected
Peers

NSSE
2008

Selected
Peers

NSSE
2008

2008

66

72

73

74

55

45*

46*

53

2009

63

73

73

74

46

54

50

52

– Southwestern Public Institutions for 2008 data, Carnegie Class for 2009 data
* - Significant, p<0.01
1

The second part inquired about students engaging in a research project with a faculty
member outside of course or program requirements. Table 18 shows that a lower
percentage of first-year students at SWOSU indicated such interest compared to students
at other institutions. The table also shows, however, that a higher percentage of SWOSU
seniors have participated in these activities versus comparison institutions (although the
differences in Table 18 are not significant).

Table 18: Percentage of Students Who Plan to (First-year Students) or Have
(Seniors) Worked on a Research Project with a Faculty Member Outside of
Course or Program Requirements
First-Year Students

Seniors

SWOSU

Public
(2008)/
Class
(2009)1

Selected
Peers

NSSE
2008

2008

25

33

31

2009

23

31

31

1

SWOSU

Public
(2008)/
Class
(2009)

Selected
Peers

NSSE
2008

32

21

16

19

20

33

20

18

16

19

– Southwestern Public Institutions for 2008 data, Carnegie Class for 2009 data

The Oklahoma Scholar-Leadership Enrichment Program (OSLEP) is sponsored by
the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education and administered by the University
of Oklahoma. Students from Oklahoma colleges and universities study a topic with a
distinguished scholar on that topic.
An OSLEP session was held at SWOSU in February 2009. The focus of this program
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was global water issues: “Water Matters: The Competition for Fresh Water.” The
presenter for this program was Ms. Sandra Postel, Director of the Global Water Policy
Project. Ms. Postel is an internationally known author and speaker on global water issues.
Thirteen students from four universities participated and earned 3 hours of upper level
credit. In addition, Ms. Postel presented a public lecture entitled “Dividing the Waters:
Strategies for a Warming, Water-stressed World.”
The Student Research Excellence Club was established in 2008 to promote awareness
and involvement of students in research projects on and off campus. The club provides
information on research opportunities, potential sponsors, research fairs, and information
on internships, fellowships, and other research opportunities for students.
Financial Support
Office of Sponsored Programs
The Office of Sponsored Programs (OSP) promotes and facilitates scholarly activity
at SWOSU by supporting and administering all activities involving extramural and
intramural sponsored programs. OSP reports to the Senior Vice President and Provost.
The major area of responsibility is extramural activity. Principal investigators are
assisted in the preparation and submission of grant, contract, and cooperative agreement
proposals. To that end, all grants, contracts, and cooperative agreements representing
university obligations must be authorized through OSP. Funding opportunities are
regularly provided to the University community. Thus, OSP serves as the mechanism
whereby SWOSU carries out the programmatic and monetary obligations of these
activities and also acts as a liaison between the granting agencies and the University
to ensure compliance. The OSP web page contains information relating to policies and
procedures, links to funding opportunities, research-related forms, annual reports of
scholarly activities, and additional resources.
In its 2000 visit to SWOSU, the HLC evaluation team stated that, “The success of
the campus generally, and the OSP specifically, in securing extramural funding over the
review period is remarkable.” Extramural funding increased from $226,000 in FY 1991
to $3,300,000 in FY 1999. This success was listed as one of the institutional strengths in
that report.
As Table 19 indicates, extramural funding for the last four years is approximately
twice that in FY 1999, continuing this successful trend. While this table shows increasing
success in acquiring extramural funding since the last accreditation visit, the numbers
have generally remained static over the last four years.

Table 19: Extramural Funding Submissions

No. Proposals Submitted
No. Faculty Involved with Submissions
No. of Awards
Funds Requested
Funds Awarded
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FY 2006

FY 2007

FY 2008

FY 2009

81
39
59
$10,270,078
$6,913,893

79
38
60
$9,112,686
$6,655,446

61
34
57
$7,378,738
$7,529,951

71
37
58
$7,726,697
$6,587,583

Core Component 4a

The OSP also provides Proposal Development Awards for faculty. A total of $12,000
is available annually to assist faculty in preparing a proposal for extramural funding.
Awards may be up to $4,000 each. Table 20 shows that, during the last four years, these
funds have not been used maximally. In fact, only one award was made in FY 2007 and
FY 2009. The form and instructions for requesting a Proposal Development Award are on
the OSP web page, and the University Research/Scholarly Activities Committee holds an
annual workshop to help faculty apply for these awards.

Table 20: Proposal Development Awards

Number of Awards
Funds Awarded

FY 2006

FY 2007

FY 2008

FY 2009

3
$8,891

1
$3,970

3
$10,400

1
$4,000

The OSP also provides Organized Research funds (see Table 21) to the Colleges of
Arts and Sciences and Professional and Graduate Studies. Faculty request these funds
from their Dean (Arts and Sciences or Professional Studies). These funds are particularly
helpful for new faculty who are beginning their scholarly activities on campus. In
addition, some faculty require only several hundred to several thousand dollars of funds
annually to continue their research. It is often difficult to locate funding agencies that
will award such small amounts to support scholarship. Also, it is simply not efficient to
write and process a research proposal for extramural funds when requesting only several
hundred dollars. The Organized Research funds are especially helpful in these instances.

Table 21: Organized Research Funding

Number of Awards
Funds Awarded

FY 2006

FY 2007

FY 2008

FY 2009

21
$47,000

21
$47,000

27
$47,000

30
$52,000

The number of Organized Research awards has increased by 43% over the last four
years. This may, in part, be due to the addition of new faculty who are establishing their
scholarly activities on campus. However, while the number of awards has increased
substantially, the available funding has increased by only 11% over the same period; thus,
the average award in FY 2006 was $2,238, while in FY 2009 it was $1,733.
As more experienced faculty continue to retire and are replaced by new faculty who
will need funding to establish their scholarly program on campus, there will be even more
demand for Organized Research funds in the future.
Finally, OSP provides up to $500 in financial assistance to offset travel expenses for
faculty and students who are giving scholarly presentations at professional meetings. Table
22 shows that the number of individuals receiving awards has remained relatively stable
until the last year when demand increased by 58%. Funding has remained level over this
time. As more faculty develop scholarly programs on campus, they will involve more
students, and thus there should be even more demand for financial assistance in the future.
Core Component 4a
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Table 22: Financial Assistance for Scholarly Presentations

Number of Applicants*
Funds Awarded

FY 2006

FY 2007

FY 2008

FY 2009

39
$15,984

32
$14,128

33
$12,963

52
$15,844

* Faculty, administration, staff, students

The University awarded Guy Hagin Endowments to the Department of Biological
Sciences and the Department of Chemistry and Physics, beginning in 2006. Each
department receives $25,000 per year in support of faculty research. These funds are used
to assist faculty with travel to scientific meetings and for out-of-state research, summer
faculty salary, student wages, startup funds, and supplies. The endowments have been
particularly helpful in acquiring expensive items of research equipment such as a gas
chromatograph/mass spectrophotometer, a high performance liquid chromatograph, and
a fluorescent microscope. The Departments of Biological Sciences, Mathematics, and
Psychology have provided start-up funds for newly hired faculty from their departmental
budgets.
Administrative Support
The full-time teaching load for faculty is 27 hours. Those who are involved with
scholarly activities may receive a 3 hour load reduction. All faculty have the opportunity
to request a load reassignment for scholarly activities.
In addition, four faculty (Allied Health, Biological Sciences, Chemistry and Physics
[2]) have successfully requested 8-12 hours of additional release time from teaching.
This was the result of acquiring extramural funding, a portion of which was used to
reduce teaching load.
SWOSU offers a full waiver of tuition if a course assists in the performance of
the employee’s assigned duties and aids them in acquiring new skills to qualify for
advancement, including general education electives to meet degree requirements. Table
23 shows the number of staff, faculty and administrators who have taken advantage of
these waivers during the last three years. Staff participants represent the vast majority of
employees who use these waivers.

Table 23: Personnel Tuition Waivers
Personnel
Staff
Faculty
Administrators

FY 2007

FY 2008

FY 2009

53
6
3

64
11
0

32
6
0

Physical Space
With the University’s primary mission being teaching, there is relatively little space
devoted to research on campus. Some faculty have resorted to using classrooms as
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research space when these are not in use. While this maximizes use of the rooms, it
prevents faculty from having a permanent work area and reduces efficiency.
Several departments (Allied Health, Biology, Chemistry and Physics) included
research space in recent renovation plans, but even this space is not sufficient. For
example, one research space in Biology is shared by three faculty. This makes it difficult
to accomplish work when all three faculty, along with their students, are present at one
time. In the renovation of the Old Science building, two research labs were added: one for
Biology and one for Allied Health. Burton House garage was renovated for Psychology
research.
To help alleviate the research space problem, faculty from several programs (Allied
Health, Biology, Chemistry and Physics, and the College of Pharmacy) formed a team to
submit a proposal to the National Institutes of Health to request funds from the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) Extramural Research Facilities Improvement
Program to construct a new biomedical research building on campus dedicated to
research. This proposal for $10 million dollars was submitted during summer 2009.
Unfortunately, it was not funded; however, the information contained in that proposal
may be used to develop additional proposals for other funding agencies.
SWOSU is currently renovating Parker Hall, a former dormitory. Upon completion,
it will house the Department of Psychology and the School of Nursing. The College
of Pharmacy is considering reallocation of space to provide more room for research.
Additional space for faculty who need space to conduct scholarly work will be considered
as these and other buildings undergo renovation in the future.
The Physical Plant assists faculty with scholarly activity through installation of newly
purchased equipment, renovation of research space (plumbing, electricity, and cabinetry),
maintenance of facilities, and repairs. Also, the Physical Plant maintains a fleet of
vehicles that faculty may use for field work or to attend meetings off campus.
SWOSU has several facilities off campus which are used for educational and
scholarly activities. An observatory, used primarily for Astronomy class and
occasionally for community viewing, is located approximately three miles east
of campus. Crowder Lake, located approximately 12 miles south of Weatherford,
was transferred to the University in 2003 by the Oklahoma Department of Tourism
and Recreation. Crowder Lake University Park provides a number of educational,
recreational and scholarly opportunities for the University and surrounding
communities, and a classroom building is available for scheduled activities. Finally,
the Deer Creek Field Site, five miles north of Weatherford, provides a forested area and
access to a small stream for field studies. It has been used for outdoor laboratories for
several field courses and as a research site.
Additional Assistance
The Faculty Development Committee is composed of faculty elected by the Faculty
Senate and also includes the Director of Assessment. It offers programs to help faculty
develop teaching and research skills.
As Table 24 indicates, the committee has sponsored up to 24 development events in
one year, with participation peaking at 152 faculty. The average number of participants
increased each year from FY 2006 through FY 2008, but dropped considerably during FY
2009. The number of events also has seen a steady decrease during these four years.
Core Component 4a
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Table 24: Faculty Development Events
Events and Participants
No. of Events
No. of Participants
  Mean No. of Participants/Event

FY 2006

FY 2007

FY 2008

FY 2009

24
111
4.6

20
152
7.6

8
124
15.5

5
46
9.2

The Faculty Development Committee also chooses three to four faculty annually to
attend the Educator’s Leadership Academy/Outstanding Professor’s Academy, which
is sponsored by the University of Central Oklahoma. The purpose of this Academy is
to provide leadership training to educators. Four seminars on a leadership theme are
presented throughout the academic year for participants. The University pays all expenses
for the selected faculty. SWOSU typically sends more faculty each year than most other
institutions of higher education in Oklahoma.
The Al Harris Library has increased the number of databases from 72 in FY 2007 to 98
in FY 2009. This provides 40,000 indexed journals with full text access, thus enhancing
the availability of sources for research purposes. The library also offers interlibrary loan
service and arranged for over 3800 loans in FY 2009.
With the increase in the number of databases and technology in the library, the
librarians have increased the number of faculty development workshops from three in
FY 2007 to the seven scheduled for FY 2010. The library maintains a number of ways
of offering assistance, including a reference desk, phone, e-mail, texting, and instant
messaging.
Recognition
SWOSU recognizes the achievements of faculty, students, staff, administrators, and
alumni in a number of ways.
Faculty
•• As discussed under Criterion Three, each year SWOSU awards one faculty
member the Bernhardt Academic Excellence Award which is presented at an
annual banquet.
•• Retiring faculty are also honored with an engraved clock at the Bernhardt Banquet.
•• The Faculty Senate gives service awards to faculty based on five-year periods of
service.
•• Each year the Office of Sponsored Programs holds a researcher recognition
reception, hosted by the President, to show appreciation for those who have
submitted proposals for extramural funding.
•• The Collegiate Activities Board sponsors the Brandy Award, which is given to a
faculty member chosen by SWOSU students.
Students
•• SWOSU recognizes student achievement in traditional ways, such as
commencement honors, President’s List, Dean’s List, sponsoring honorary
societies, and Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and
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Colleges. The SWOSU Office of Public Affairs typically publishes a list of
these students on the University’s web site and also sends this information to the
students’ hometown newspaper for recognition.
•• In addition, the American Association of University Women and the American
Association of University Professors sponsor annual competitive scholarships for
undergraduates.
•• Some departments also give annual awards or scholarships recognizing the
achievements of their majors.
•• During the last 16 years, students and faculty in Department of Communications
and Theatre have entered 22 of their productions in the Kennedy Center American
College Theatre Festival and ten have been nominated to advance to the regional
festival with four of them advancing. In the individual competition, three students
advanced to the National Theatre Festival, one of whom won the National Sound
Design Award.   
•• Each year several of the students participating in theatre productions have been
nominated for the Irene Ryan Acting Scholarship Competition. The Irene Ryan
Acting Scholarship Competition is part of the Kennedy Center American College
Theatre Festival.
•• Each year, the SWOSU Research/Scholarly Activity Committee selects one
student poster from among those presented at the annual Oklahoma Research Day
to represent the University at Research Day at the Capitol. This annual event,
which is presented to the State Legislature and is open to the public, is sponsored
by the Oklahoma Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research,
the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education, and The National Science
Foundation. It is designed to raise awareness of the outstanding research taking
place in Oklahoma’s colleges and universities.
•• SWOSU is a member of the NASA Oklahoma Space Grant Consortium which
provides scholarship funds for students in science and technology areas at
member institutions. SWOSU matches these funds with an equivalent amount of
its own. Scholarship recipients also perform volunteer service at the Stafford Air
and Space Museum in Weatherford. The number of applications for these funds
has increased 260% (from 15 to 54 applications) in the last four years, and awards
have increased 187% (from 15 to 43) during the same time period.
Staff
•• The Southwestern Support Personnel Organization (SSPO) sponsors an annual
reception to recognize the University’s staff for their years of service. Awards
are presented based on five-year increments of service. Staff who have recently
retired are also recognized. During the fall 2009 reception, 42 employees were
recognized for their years of service, and nine retirees were honored. Also, one
person is selected as Staff Employee of the Year and receives a $500 cash award
funded by private sources.
•• In the past, SSPO has chosen two staff members to recognize each month as part
of their Employee Spotlight program. Photographs and short biographical articles
about the staff are published online, displayed on campus, and distributed to the
local media.
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•• The Collegiate Activities Board gives a Brandy Award to a staff member chosen
by SWOSU students.
Administrators
•• SSPO also presents service wards to administrators based on five-year increments
of service. One person is also selected as Administrator of the Year and receives a
$500 cash award, funded by private donations.
•• The Collegiate Activities Board also selects one administrator for their annual
Brandy Awards.
Alumni
•• SWOSU’s Distinguished Alumni Award, which began in 1976, is given to
nominees who have achieved greatness in their disciplines, careers, and lives.
Each recipient has exemplified what it means to be a graduate of Southwestern
Oklahoma State University. Recipients are asked to speak at SWOSU’s graduation
ceremonies.

Core Component 4b: SWOSU demonstrates that acquisition of a breadth
of knowledge and skills and the exercise of intellectual inquiry are integral
to its educational programs.

SWOSU integrates general education into all of its undergraduate programs through
curricular and experimental offerings intentionally created to develop the attitudes
and skills requisite for a life of learning in a diverse society. To this end, SWOSU has
modified the GE program, instituted specialized programs, expanded the choice of
majors, and created new departments and programs. All of these changes arose from the
assessment of the efficacy of the student’s knowledge base and needs. Because SWOSU
is aware that learning must extend beyond the boundaries of the classroom, the programs
also provide a variety of curricular and extra-curricular activities which support inquiry,
practice, creativity, and social responsibility.
SWOSU’s General Education program is structured to provide all undergraduate
students with a broad foundation of knowledge. By fostering critical thinking skills
and emphasizing diversity, the GE program is designed to spur intellectual growth and
flexibility. It provides a common liberal arts learning experience that enables students to
expand both their vision of the world and their understanding of their place within it. It
transcends the idea that the University experience only prepares students for occupations
and stresses the human need for wide-ranging knowledge that enables the students to
assume the adult challenges of citizenship, to appreciate their cultural heritage and to be
sensitive to that of others, and to develop life-long commitment to learning.
Desired outcomes of the General Education program include
•
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Basic skills in communication and mathematics—the ability to understand the
ideas of others; to communicate one’s ideas through writing, speech, and symbols;
to understand mathematical concepts, principles, symbols, and logic; to think
logically, critically, and creatively; and to use computers and other information
technologies effectively.
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•

Appreciation of scientific heritage—the ability to understand the basic laws
and concepts of science; to have a knowledge of the basic methodologies and
phenomena of natural science; and to recognize the impact of scientific discovery
and the ensuing technology on society.

•

Appreciation of the fine arts—to have knowledge of important individuals and
examples of their works and an appreciation of aesthetic, technical, symbolic, and
historic effects of the fine arts.

•

Knowledge of social and intellectual beings and their institutions—to examine
studies of behavioral aspects of individuals and society; to study past and present
world cultures; to explore current social issues and trends; to see the importance
of health and wellness; to learn the rights and responsibilities of citizens in a
democratic society; to gain understanding of global, social, economic, political,
and ecological interdependence and an appreciation of cultural diversity.

When the NCA follow-up team arrived in 1994 for a focused visit, team
members found that the General Education program had been revised as per their
recommendations.They found the new program more coherent and better defined than
the previous one. They also recognized that internationalism and multiculturalism were
added and integrated into the general education purposes. To further strengthen the GE
program, a Director of General Education was appointed in 1995. The Director chairs
the General Education Committee, which oversees the programs of study and assessment
on both campuses. Faculty members have made considerable progress toward adopting
attitudes that indicate understanding of and support for university-wide concerns (General
Education Report June 2010).
Effectiveness of Graduate Programs
In many ways, graduate education is the basis for strong undergraduate programs.
Those students who have earned graduate degrees from SWOSU and other graduate
programs are the future of higher education. To ensure that students who receive a
graduate degree are ready to assume the greater responsibility that comes with higher
education, SWOSU’s graduate programs focus on research and the acquisition of
knowledge, the application of theory to practice for professionals, and the ability to
generalize knowledge across the curriculum. To assess how effectively the graduate
programs at SWOSU instill an effective knowledge base from which students will
continue their lifelong pursuit of education, the University administers the Graduate
Degree Survey and the Alumni Survey. According to the 2003-2004 Graduate Degree
Survey, the average respondent was “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with course content.
Eighty to 86% of the graduate students reported that opportunities for research,
publication, and presentation were satisfactory. Furthermore, nearly 67% of this year’s
respondents answered, “Yes, Southwestern prepared me for employment.” The complete
Graduate Degree Survey is available for viewing.
According to the Master’s Degree Report in the 2003 Alumni Survey, the master’s
degrees at SWOSU prepared the degree holder with a knowledge base on which to
build a depth of expertise. The responders were from a broad spectrum of the graduate
programs on campus: 4 MBA’s, 60 M.Ed holders, and 19 alumni who hold an M.S. in
the College of Professional and Graduate Studies. Overwhelmingly they believed that
the knowledge base acquired at SWOSU was efficacious: 96% of the alumni still use
the knowledge and skills that were gained at the University. Almost 38% felt prepared
Core Component 4b
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to further their studies using that knowledge base to obtain additional education since
attending Southwestern Oklahoma State University, mainly toward certification and
licensure for the purposes of career advancement.
One of the largest graduate programs offered by SWOSU is the Doctor of Pharmacy
degree (Pharm.D.). About 85 students are admitted to this professional degree program
yearly, and the current enrollment is approximately 350 full-time students. As required
by the Accreditation Council on Pharmacy Education standards and guidelines, the
students are expected to develop a strong base of knowledge and skills in four major
competency domains: professional attributes and attitudes, management of systems and
information, patient-centered care, and public health. Student competency and successful
acquisition of knowledge and skills for each domain are assessed through a variety of
outcome measurements, as well as curricular mapping and review. A key component of
the pharmacy curriculum is the integration of realistic learning modules that promote
critical analysis and problem solving. These modules, known as Pharmaceutical
Care Laboratories, provide practice-like experiences in the areas of pharmaceutical
compounding, prescription dispensing and patient counseling, hospital pharmacy
practice, and development of pharmaceutical care plans. In addition to the Pharmaceutical
Care Laboratories, students are required to complete 300 hours of introductory pharmacy
practice experiences (IPPEs) in the first two years of the curriculum and nine advanced
professional practice experiences (APPEs) during the fourth year. The IPPE and APPE
components provide students with actual practice experiences that provide an opportunity
to apply core knowledge and skills.
Linkages Between Curricular and Co-curricular Activities
Many programs at SWOSU have course requirements that supplement the
undergraduate experience by extending the student’s knowledge beyond major or
core competencies to include “real world” experiences. Examples include experiential
requirements for Engineering Technology, Education, Parks and Recreation,
Pharmacy, Allied Health, Athletic Training Education Program (ATEP), Nursing,
Art, Communications and Theatre, Wildfire Management and Social Work majors.
Although some of these experiences are mandated by national and/or state accreditation
standards, they provide excellent opportunities for students to learn outside of the
classroom.
“Introduction to Engineering” students in the Department of Engineering Technology
create a resume and have it approved and posted on the Bulldog Job Board. Students also
research a potential employer (usually on the web) to develop questions they might ask
during an interview. In addition, students participate in spontaneous projects (e.g., build
a parachute that will safely carry a payload to the ground, etc.) that are meant to simulate
actual job activities.
In “Pharmaceutical Care Laboratory,” students conduct a medication history on a
patient outside of the lab, prepare a case study, and present the case in lab. A physical
assessment of the patient interviewed is completed. Students write weekly notes for
patients whose prescriptions they monitor and then assess the patients during medication
counseling. “Foundations of Clinical Pharmacy” students are required to observe in
emergency rooms for two 4-hour rotations and to write clinical reports about these
experiences. Students are also required to conduct a medication history interview on a
patient outside of class and write a report; in addition, students must also conduct a blood
pressure screening in a public site with at least 10 patients. Students must further perform
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four hours of volunteer work during the semester (e.g., volunteering at the Agape Free
Clinic in Weatherford).
In the School of Allied Health, students in “Introduction to Health Information
Management” (for junior students within the Health Information Management program),
“Health Information Systems,” and “Health Information Applications” (for senior
students) enroll in a national professional association “virtual lab,” a cooperative
arrangement with many vendors offering health information technology applications.
Allied Health students also have a health care internship experience which is a required
component of the programs of Health Care Field Experience, Allied Health Minor,
Health Care Administration (HCA) Minor for the Health Information Management
Program, B.S. in Health Sciences, and HCA Administration Program. The purpose of the
internship is to provide a mechanism for the student to observe the functions performed
in a health care facility, and capitalize on the information they have learned in the
classroom setting.
Upper level and graduate history students in the Division of History participate as
judges of History Day participants. History Day is an education program that engages
students in grades 6-12 in the process of discovery and interpretation of historical topics.
Students produce research papers, performances, exhibits, and multimedia documentaries
based on research related to an annual theme. As judges, SWOSU students apply their
knowledge of history and gain valuable experience networking with area public school
educators.
Art students in “Graphic Design” and Journalism students have hands-on experiences.
The Graphic Design students serve as the staff of the University Design Studio, designing
posters, brochures, and various commercial art projects. While the Journalism students
on the Weatherford campus write, design, and manage The Southwestern, SWOSU’s
weekly student publication, those on the Sayre campus experience the daily hands-on
skills needed to run a newspaper through a cooperative class with The Clinton Daily
Newspaper.
The 2008 National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) found that, by the time
freshmen students at SWOSU took the survey, 68% chose “quite a bit” or “very
much” to indicate their perception of the value of “attending campus events and
activities.” Data support the importance students place on co-curricular activities.
Although this percentage does not increase from the freshman to the senior
population, the time spent engaged in these activities does. Only 31% of the freshmen
engaged in the co-curricular activities spend over 1-5 hours weekly pursuing them.
Forty percent of the senior students engaged in co-curricular activities devote
this same amount of time, while another 13% devote 6-10 hours each week. This
investment of time indicates that they find these activities an integral part of their
learning experience.
SWOSU has implemented an international exchange program, thereby providing
unique opportunities for students by preparing them to live in an increasingly global,
diverse, and technological society. By immersing into a foreign culture and taking classes
for credit, students have an unforgettable international experience and an opportunity to
grow personally. SWOSU students can choose the Art Department’s programs in France
and Italy and the Spanish Department’s yearly trips to Costa Rica.
SWOSU further provides for intellectual inquiry beyond formal class work by
Core Component 4b
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providing ample co-curricular programs to meet the interests and needs of special
segments of the student body. These programs ensure the best learning outcome for each
unique subset of the student population.
SURE-STEP is a program designed to provide an exciting opportunity for graduating
high school seniors who will be attending SWOSU in the fall. During the four-week
program, students have lecture and laboratory courses designed to promote success with
science, technology, engineering and mathematics materials. Students are trained in skills
necessary to cope with college studies, which include use of time management and study
skill techniques.
The President’s Leadership Class (PLC) is a four-year leadership program for
selected academically strong students enrolled at SWOSU at Weatherford. Each scholar
receives four years of leadership training fostering both intellectual and personal
growth. PLC develops leaders who will have a profound understanding of leadership
and its responsible application within organizations, communities, and this state. PLC’s
curriculum allows scholars to develop leadership skills through weekly lectures given by
staff, business, and community leaders. Students use the information learned to lead their
own discussion groups. It also offers opportunities for group projects, community service,
and internships.
SWOSU participates in the Oklahoma Scholar-Leadership Enrichment program
(OSLEP). OSLEP is a unique intercollegiate, interdisciplinary program designed to
develop the scholarship and leadership abilities of Oklahoma’s outstanding college and
university students. Sophomore, junior, senior, and graduate students with a 3.0 or higher
grade-point average may apply and receive two or three credits for the OSLEP seminar.
An OSLEP seminar on global water issues was held on the Weatherford campus in spring
2009.
SWOSU also offers its students significant exposure to the life and learning
enhancement of arts. Cultural and intellectual events expand both their knowledge and
range of inquiry.
Panorama is a series of largely free events planned as cultural enrichment and
entertainment for the student body of SWOSU. It is open to students on both campuses
and to the communities in Western Oklahoma. Programs include theatre, music, public
speakers, performers, and the arts.
Established in 2008, the Library Lecture Series presented by the Al Harris Library
brings notable authors, artists, scientists, and musicians to the campus for the edification
of students, faculty, and the community. The library also conducts a movie lecture series
open to the general student body, the mission of which is to enhance student visual
literacy and critical thinking through the viewing and subsequent discussion of each film.
The Department of Music sponsors numerous musical events each semester. Vocal
and instrumental groups present concerts twice each semester. The marching band and
pep band play for various campus and sports events. Special recitals and concerts occur
periodically each semester. Each fall semester, a musical or opera is performed, and the
annual jazz festival is held on the first or second Friday of each February. All events,
except musical productions and the jazz festival, are free to students. All events are open
to the public.
To provide a program resource for educational theatre, the SWOSU at Weatherford
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Theatre produces four theatrical productions a year. There is also a yearly production of
one-act presentations with student directors.
The literary journal, Westview, is published twice a year by SWOSU’s Department of
Language and Literature. It features poetry, short stories, essays, plays, and artwork from
contributors across Oklahoma, the nation, and the world. Since the journal originates
from SWOSU it is, in itself, an exposure to the literary arts for students as they provide
input. However, the Westview editors also conduct a yearly Writers Festival during which
a well-known writer conducts classes for the Language and Literature students and
speaks about his or her work during an evening forum. This forum is open to all SWOSU
students, as well as to the public.
The Communications and Theatre Department at Weatherford produces The
Southwestern, which consistently wins awards for excellence, investigative
awards, and Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs awards for student writing. This
newspaper not only allows for excellent hands-on understanding of journalism for
the Communications and Theatre students, but also allows the greater student body
access to information gathered and presented by their peers. This department also
produces the Graduate Record, SWOSU’s yearbook for seniors, and the Bulldog
Broadcasting Network, which provides students with hands-on television broadcast
production experience while informing the community about current events. The
Bulldog Broadcasting Network produces a 30-minute television broadcast that includes
segments on SWOSU news, sports, entertainment, weather, and other segments
of community interest. The broadcast is written, directed, produced, and edited by
students.
Finally, a review of the University Calendar provides evidence of the many
offerings provided by the separate departments. Among them are discrete lectures,
special programs, performances, and exhibitions designed to enhance student learning
and to broaden their horizons. For example, the calendar of events from November
2009 includes such diverse offerings as a Recycling Fair and Sale as part of National
America Recycles Day, a “Raising the Standards” art show sponsored by the SWOSU
Accounting, Computer Science, and Entrepreneurship Department, four concerts, and a
Weight Loss Challenge among SWOSU, Koch Oil, City of Weatherford, and the YMCA.
Learning Outcomes Demonstrate Knowledge, Achievement, and Intellectual Inquiry
Surveys conducted by SWOSU indicate that the curricular and co-curricular
features of the undergraduate program are effective in enhancing the students’
breadth of knowledge and understanding of the need for intellectual inquiry. Students
responding to the university-wide Course/Instructor evaluations consistently “agree”
or “strongly agree” that the course they evaluated expanded their knowledge,
comprehension, and/or skills. Students responding to the 2008 National Survey of
Student Satisfaction (NSSE) gave positive responses to similar questions. Fortynine percent of seniors surveyed selected “very much,” the highest choice on the
4-point scale, when asked how much SWOSU had contributed to their acquiring a
broad general education. This response is 3 percentage points higher than that of
seniors from selected peer institutions of Carnegie—Undergraduate Instructional
Programs. Fifty-eight percent chose “very much” when reporting how much SWOSU
contributed to their ability to think “critically and analytically.” SWOSU seniors’
response to this question was higher by 9 percentage points than those at comparable
institutions.
Core Component 4b
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Other questions on the 2008 NSSE shed light on the extent to which the SWOSU
curriculum advances student’s intellectual inquiry. Nearly 80% of the senior student
population have been engaged “often” or “very often” in projects or papers that
involve synthesis of information from various sources. Seventy-three percent of
seniors had worked on projects that integrated “ideas or concepts from different
courses.”
The Survey of Student Opinions (SOSO) assesses students’ perceptions of
the importance of, and satisfaction with, a full range of programs, services, and
environmental factors at the college they are attending. SWOSU students indicate that
they have a favorable impression of the worth of their experience at the University, with
89% stating that they believed the “quality of the education at SWOSU” was “excellent”
or “good.” According to the survey results, students see their experience as a motivating
force in their lives and feel that their education prepared them to deal with possible
career changes, indicating an understanding of the necessity of life-long learning. The
SOSO further indicated that students feel SWOSU has made a “great” or “very great”
contribution to their intellectual growth (with a mean of 1.80), preparation for career
(1.84), preparation for further study (1.90), personal growth (1.88), and social growth
(2.09) [Values1=highest, 5=lowest].
The 2008 Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency (CAAP) test was added
as another component of institutional assessment to the University’s general assessment
process in 2007 to assess critical thinking, reading, essay writing, and basic writing skills.
Although the compliance with the test was below 20% on both years, the outcomes for
those taking the test demonstrate that SWOSU students are benefiting from the programs
in which they are enrolled. On a scale of 40-80, SWOSU juniors received an average
score of 64.3 on the critical thinking objective test compared to the national average of
62.3. In reading, SWOSU students earned an average score of 64.0; the national average
was 62.5. SWOSU juniors did slightly better in the reading content area of Social
Sciences than in the Arts and Literature portion of the reading test. SWOSU students
received an average score of 66.2 on the Writing Skills objective test compared to the
national average of 64.0. On a scale of 1-6, juniors received an average score of 3.3 on
the Writing Essay test; the national average was 3.2.

Core Component 4c: SWOSU assesses the usefulness of its curricula to
students who will live and work in a global, diverse, and technological
society.
SWOSU devotes particular effort and resources to regularly assess how best to prepare
students for the intellectual challenges of their future careers and lives. In particular,
SWOSU strives to make the university experience relevant, equipping graduates with the
skills and outlook to live, work, and participate in an increasingly global, diverse, and
technological society.
SWOSU’s commitment to this effort is expressed in dedication to missions on both
the Weatherford and Sayre campuses (see Core Component 1), particularly as they affirm
the commitment to support and foster understanding of diversity. SWOSU continues
to develop a diverse student body that engages in student scholarly activity. Academic
departments engage in careful assessment of departmental and course relevancy and
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content reviews. SWOSU also provides opportunities for students to obtain the skills,
knowledge, and cultural appreciation needed to inform their entry into effective
citizenship.
Regular Academic Review of Course and Program Relevancy
Both campuses of SWOSU are committed to providing the student body with
coursework and programs that reflect the changing nature of Oklahoma and the world.
To that end, SWOSU has an ongoing Assessment Plan which documents evaluative tools
for assessing student achievement and a mission to utilize that information to update
and refine programs offered on both campuses. These new programs and changes in
departments anticipate or fulfill emerging student needs.
Begun in September 1991, the SWOSU Assessment Plan documents processes for
evaluating student achievement by describing policies and procedures for entry level,
general education, degree program outcomes at all levels (associate, bachelor, master, and
professional), and assessing overall satisfaction with university programs and services.
Faculty decisions drive all phases of the assessment process, and the plan is overseen by
the University Assessment Committee.
The focus of assessment at Southwestern Oklahoma State University is on student
academic achievement; assessment is primarily a tool for enhancing teaching, making
student learning more visible and producing a means of demonstrating the overall
effectiveness of the institution. Factors indicating student success are examined:
percentages of entering freshmen who complete degrees; student- and alumni-reported
satisfaction levels; number of graduates employed in their fields of study; number of
graduates reporting that they were significantly challenged in their course work; and
number of graduates who report satisfactory employment.
Assessment leads to change. SWOSU has opened completely new programs of
study to accommodate growing needs. This flexibility and willingness to extend the
University’s mandate to serve both student and community interests demonstrates the
university’s continuing commitment to the currency and relevancy of the programs. The
following are examples of modifications in the University’s programs.
The inception of the degree in Hospitality, Restaurant, and Gaming Management
demonstrates SWOSU’s commitment to having current and relevant courses. Students
of SWOSU can now pursue a two-year degree in Hospitality, Restaurant, and Gaming
Management from SWOSU’s Sayre campus. As Oklahoma is projected to need 21,000
more workers in this industry in the next decade, a program in this field offers area
residents a chance to gain marketable skills to meet workforce demands.
The inception of the department of Parks and Recreation Management (PRM) in
the fall of 2003 demonstrates SWOSU’s commitment to relevancy. This recreation
degree program had been housed within the former Department of Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation (HPER). However the increasing growth in all divisions
of this department, particularly Recreation Leadership, and the surge in employment
opportunities due to demand from federal land management agencies, increased need for
law enforcement on the federal public lands after the 9/11 attacks, and the increased need
for natural resource law enforcement, warranted the development of a new department
to better provide potential SWOSU students the education necessary for these jobs. The
PRM Department currently has 212 declared majors (Fall 2009), almost four times the
majors enrolled at the creation of this department (Fall 2003).
Core Component 4c
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The inception of the Interdisciplinary Studies Program offers maximum flexibility for
self-improvement and career enhancement for students who wish to design their own
course of study, change their majors late in their academic career, return to SWOSU
with new career objectives, or attend the University on an irregular basis. Today’s
rapidly changing society and workforce demands a flexible, broadly-educated academic
generalist. SWOSU students graduating from the Interdisciplinary Studies Program
have been offered this educational opportunity. This degree fosters the receptivity
to new information and innovation that many employers seek in employees, since
interdisciplinary graduates are well prepared, flexible, adaptive, and readily able to
acquire more specialized skills in the workplace. Not all careers profit from highly
concentrated courses of study, and, increasingly, students are selecting broad-based
programs to meet their educational and career goals. For example, a solid foundation in
chemistry, biology, and engineering technology is invaluable to graduates seeking work
in environmental science, while multinational companies often need employees wellversed in business, international politics, and languages.
On a smaller scale, certain departments have changed focus to consolidate(thus
increasing cohesion within the department and decreasing waste) or they have grown out
of existing departments, acknowledging the growth potential of students in those areas
and allowing for further specialization.
The School of Business and Technology is an example of the first type of
departmental reconfiguration. They consolidated three departments (computer science/
entrepreneurship, marketing/management, and accounting/finance), forming two
departments (accounting/computer science/entrepreneurship and marketing/management/
finance), effective the summer of 2009. This modification eliminated a chair’s position
and combined the six majors into two departments, thereby increasing the coherence of
interdepartmental communication and facilitating student advising.
In the spring of 2007, the Department of Language Arts split into the departments of
Language and Literature and Communication and Theatre. This decision was based on
student growth in the expanding field of communication studies. It was determined that
a separate department of Communication and Theatre would better serve this population
because it would enhance the credibility of the program, improve marketing, and aid in
recruitment.
Within certain departments, major areas have been further defined, and some were
derived from minor programs. An example of the former is the delineation of the English
major in the Department of Language and Literature. English students can now specialize
in writing, as well as in literature or English education. More broadly, entire programs
have grown out of student needs. Examples are the Spanish major and the Master of
Science program in management, the latter of which is designed for working adults who
wish to advance their careers with additional training in management, as well as increase
their technical expertise.
To ensure that students at SWOSU are prepared to meet the global, diverse and
technological society that they will enter upon graduation, the core mission of SWOSU
is to commit to diversity (see Criterion One, Core Component 1b for more extensive
coverage) and technological expansion. Most importantly, SWOSU as a whole values
the diversity of thought and perspective which is derived only from a diverse student
body and acknowledges that the university experience is enhanced by the presence of a
wealth of cultures—the presence of no one gender, creed, race, level of ability, or age
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group makes for a complete human learning experience. To this end, the University has
implemented several strategies that focus upon those goals.
The Al Harris Library promotes diversity on campus through the judicial development
of its book, periodical, media, and online collections. This selection process is governed
by a Collection Development Policy which ensures that “the library strives to provide
information that represents the diverse and varied background of the University
community.”
SWOSU offers both complete courses designed to enhance students’ understanding of
diversity and courses that have significant components to prepare students for working
and living in a diverse society. With the “World Cultural Geography,” “World History,”
and “World Languages” courses, the general education requirements include 7 credit
hours devoted to giving the students a foundation in “understanding the character of
global society,” with an option for 3 credit hours more.
To assess this important element of the curriculum, SWOSU has implemented a
Cultural Diversity component in the GE Program Survey, deemed necessary as a way
to recognize diversity elements that have been included into GE courses that are not
necessarily diverse in origin. Many of the faculty continue to supplement basic courses
with coursework designed with significant diversity components. This enrichment of the
basic course curriculum helps students appreciate and respect the diversity of the global
society. The survey demonstrates faculty commitment. Over 80% of the faculty surveyed
believe in the importance of cultural diversity in the education process, 67% choose
textbooks that emphasize cultural diversity and 80% “discuss cultural and/or group
differences” as opportunities arise in class.
Within the curriculum at SWOSU, diversity has become an integral part of the
focus on students understanding and engaging as citizens of a productive and everchanging society. Once the students have chosen a major, many other courses expand
the groundwork laid by the GE program’s emphasis on diversity. These courses are
designed specifically to address this concern within SWOSU’s varied majors and
graduate programs. Among these are “Diversity in American Literature,” “Spanish
American Writers,” “World Folk Literature,” and “World Literature” courses in Language
and Literature; “Introduction to World Music” in the Music department; “Exceptional
Child,” “Multicultural/Special Populations,” and “Contemporary Issues in Education”
in the Education Department; “Multicultural Concepts” in the Psychology department;
“Intercultural Communication” in the Communications and Theatre department; and
“Principles of Marketing,” which emphasizes global marketing techniques in Business
Administration and Marketing.
Another venue open for students of SWOSU to gain the knowledge and skills
necessary to live and work in a global society is through the study abroad programs.
The international exchange program provides unique opportunities for students at
both SWOSU and universities abroad. SWOSU now offers exchange programs with
universities in Mexico, Costa Rica, Taiwan, Jordan, and Korea. Although only a minority
of the students have availed themselves of these programs so far, interest is growing.
According to the 2008 National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE), students are
increasingly aware of the need to participate in the global community: 22% of freshmen
plan to take advantage of the study abroad system, while a mere 6% of seniors had done
so. This is testament to the encouragement of faculty and availability of these programs.
SWOSU students now recognize this as a viable option and an opportunity to enhance
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their educational experience in their quest for global citizenship. Another option for
students of the regional universities is the Brad Henry International Scholarship program,
which provides a $10,000 stipend for students selected to participate in semester-long
study or research programs affiliated with Swansea University, Wales. Students must
be distinguished academically and by their character and leadership at their individual
institutions to apply.
Technology
To function in a global and technological society, students’ experience and facility
with technology must be fostered; therefore, a goal of SWOSU is to make technology so
broadly disseminated throughout the curriculum and environment on both campuses that
it will be as expected as desks. To that end, many technological advances have been made
since the last accreditation process.
Faculty, staff, and students have access to the Internet, e-mail, and web-based
enrollment and courses. SWOSU’s Weatherford campus has over 1,900 total network
ports and over 80 wireless access points across campus. The Sayre campus has over 200
total ports, with wireless internet also available.
The ITS department contributes to student learning and technological ease through
various training and support avenues and a communications network that includes
e-mail messages, web site updates, and the Information Technology Services Helpdesk.
Technical support is provided for wireless networking access and use of multi-media
equipment, telecommunications, hardware devices, and personal computers.
SWOSU has dedicated instructional rooms across campus for specialized learning
environments. Rooms are continually upgraded and expanded as use and funds dictate;
currently there are 39 general/special use labs across campus with a total of 591
computers for individual student use. Many of these are outfitted with a wide variety
of academic software, including word processing, spreadsheet, database, graphics,
statistical, and other specialty programs.
The Al Harris Library is one of the largest providers of electronic and technological
resources and equipment on campus. In addition to stationary computers, the library also
circulates laptops, netbooks, video cameras, audio processors and e-book readers. It also
provides a media creation room for faculty, students, and staff, complete with specialized
media-related software.
Another notable improvement to SWOSU technology was the inception of
CampusConnect in 2002. This web-based application facilitates advisement and offers
students the ability to enroll for classes and view/print their own personal registration,
billing, and financial aid information.
SWOSU students are further served through Distance Learning expansions, a
streaming media server, the presence of and training for Desire2Learn, and new
multimedia equipment in the classroom.
Distance Learning surveys indicate that the students enrolled in this type of class
(Computer-Assisted Instruction, Interactive TV courses, Telecourses and Web-based
courses) overwhelmingly find that they have “felt comfortable with the technology
involved in this type of classroom setting.” For the complete surveys, see Distance
Learning Condensed Item Analysis Reports on D2L.
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To satisfy GE requirements, all students must take “Computers and Information
Access.” Along with the course curriculum which facilitates the students’ comfort with
technology, this course demonstrates its use and application through a webpage which
includes all teaching materials, including PowerPoint slides, web-based tutorials for all
topics covered in the course, and a web-based management system, myitlab.com, which
has the latest technology in web-based projects to facilitate students’ learning.
Both campuses offer programs in computer science, including an associate program in
Computer Science, bachelor’s programs in Computer Science, Engineering and Industrial
Technologies and a variety of applied science fields. In addition, other programs which
have explicit curricular emphasis on technology include such diverse fields as Graphic
Design, Mathematics, and Music (“Introduction to Music Technology”).
Curricular Evaluation Involves Constituents’ Knowledgeable in the Area of Study
SWOSU is committed to evaluating how well the students are prepared for jobs
and lives in an increasingly global, diverse, and technological society. To that end,
SWOSU has assessment tools that provide information on educational effectiveness;
these are discussed fully in Criterion Three, Core Component 3a. Also, SWOSU asks
that the departments evaluate their own competency. In these reviews each department
evaluates the relevance of its program—including examination of the degree programs,
majors, minors and curricula of the program—and modifies each when deemed necessary
to better the educational outcome for each student generation, both undergraduate and
graduate. This objective is accomplished through various methods.
External Advisory Boards
Made up of interested and qualified parties from a combination of community
members and alumni, these external boards offer suggestions as to the usefulness and
applicability of course work to the world outside of academia that SWOSU students
will encounter. Departments from widely different fields utilize these: Language and
Literature, Business and Computer Science, Technology, Pharmacy, Psychology, Health
and Physical Education, and Nursing.
Internal Surveys
A number of departments use internal surveys. These include two main types: surveys
given on a course-by-course basis and senior exit surveys.
Although many programs rely on the student/teacher evaluations discussed as part of
Criterion Three, entities such as Distance Learning and the Library Instruction Program
have developed their own evaluations to supplement or substitute for this information.
In Distance Learning, these surveys are used to demarcate and evaluate aspects of the
program that are not surveyed on the common university-wide assessment and are meant
to help the Distance Learning staff and faculty promote better student satisfaction and
respond more quickly to perceived weaknesses. Alternately, since library instruction is
supplemental to other courses and thus not assessed by regular student/teacher evaluation,
instructional librarians have developed a body of survey assessments that specifically
assess the variety of instruction offered. This helps the Instructional Services Librarian
respond to the diverse needs of the student body (students from such wide ranging fields
as Pharmacy, English, History, Parks and Recreation, and Nursing all have classes in the
library) that this program serves.
Senior Exit Surveys are used in a variety of departments to assess the depth of
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student knowledge of the global community and issues of diversity, as well as the
strengths and weaknesses of the curriculum as perceived by this particular population
of students. Examples of programs using the Senior Exit Surveys are the Departments
of Communication and Theatre, Social Work, Health and Physical Education, and
the School of Business and Technology. The new department of Communication and
Theatre uses an excellent tool which serves as an exemplar of the others on campus. In
particular, students are asked how they perceive the applicability of the curriculum to its
value in the “real world,” and can offer both curricular and technological suggestions for
improvement.
External Accrediting Bodies
Many departments on campus are also assessed and certified by external bodies which
inform faculty as to the efficacy of their programs at SWOSU. A sampling of departments
university-wide shows a high level of outside assessment. The National Council for
the Accreditation of Teachers of Education, the teaching profession’s organization to
help establish high quality teacher, specialist, and administrator preparation, serves as
an external accreditor for the many education specialties across campus. Among those
served by this body are departments teaching English, Art, History, Mathematics, and
Music education majors, as well as the School Counseling, Psychometry, and Psychology
majors. The National Association of Schools of Music assesses the Music department.
The national agency for the accreditation of professional degree programs in pharmacy,
the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education, evaluates the Pharmacy program
at SWOSU. The BBA degree with options in Accounting, Finance, Management,
Marketing & Entrepreneurship is accredited by the International Assembly for Collegiate
Business Education. The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology is the
outside assessment body for the Manufacturing Engineering Technology degree, and the
Wildland Fire Program includes a number of courses designed to allow students to gain
federal certifications through the National Wildfire Coordinating Group.
Finally, results of the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) and the
Survey of Student Opinions (SOSO) provide SWOSU with insights into the overall
effectiveness of the education provided to prepare students for their lives in a world that
is increasingly global, diverse, and technological. According to NSSE findings, 60%
of senior respondents (2008) thought that SWOSU contributed “quite a bit” or “very
much” to their understanding of “people of other racial and ethnic backgrounds”; 59% of
them believed that their experience at SWOSU had facilitated working with others of a
different ethnicity; and 58% believed that their education “often” or “very often” helped
them have “serious conversations with students who [were] very different from [them] in
terms of their religious beliefs, political opinions, or personal values.” The first responses
were statistically better than the NSSE comparison group of other Oklahoma regional
universities, while the third was not. This lack of communication, when seen through the
light of SWOSU’s demographics, may not indicate a significant disinclination towards
communication with dissimilar people so much as it points out the relative mono-culture
that still exists at this university. However, this problem is continuing to be addressed
both in the mission and recruitment goals (See Core Component 1b).
These same seniors also felt better prepared to cope with the rapidly changing world of
technology. When asked on the NSSE how much SWOSU had contributed to their ability
to use computing and information technology, 51% chose “very much,” the highest rating
on a four-point scale, exceeding both the response of selected peers and the compiled
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NSSE respondents. Ninety-one percent of these respondents were better acclimated to
using computers in a working environment by their experience at SWOSU; they chose
“quite a bit” or “very much” when asked about “using computers in academic work.”
The responses to the SOSO survey compare favorably to those of the NSSE.
Responses indicated that students were satisfied with most of the aspects of college
environment that are of “great” or “very great” importance to them, including racial
harmony, computer support, the availability of computers when needed and computer
labs.
Student Creativity and Scholarship Receive Support from the SWOSU Mission
SWOSU realizes that education is not an end unto itself. In fact if not solidified by
implementation, knowledge is at best trivial and at worst transitory. The student must be
nurtured and guided into using the academic information gleaned in the classroom setting
to some aim. Thus scholarship and creation are an integral part of the SWOSU experience
for the students.
The Capstone Experience was implemented to serve as a concluding experience
in which students are expected to integrate personal studies with those of their major,
and to extend, critique, and apply knowledge gained in major classes. This experience
focuses on and addresses the types of questions and issues faced by the discipline.
Through demonstration of the command of the subject that the capstone necessitates, the
capstone is an effective assessment of the student’s knowledge base. Many programs at
SWOSU have implemented a capstone experience or similar experiences for their senior
students, examples of which are Kinesiology, Parks and Recreation Management, Health
Information Management, Social Work, Education, and Spanish. The Biology Senior
Seminar requires students to prepare a poster presentation of their research to students
and faculty, while the Pharmacy department requires a portfolio to document and assess
curricular skills and milestones. The “Senior Exhibit” for Art majors asks students to
prepare and present a body of work produced as an undergraduate. According to the 2008
National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE), 68% of the seniors surveyed either were
looking forward to this experience or had completed a capstone experience.
A variety of fields taught at SWOSU offer either a practicum or an internship. Among
these are the Psychology Department clinical courses, the practicum in Exercise Science,
and the student teaching program in Education. The 2008 NSSE Report was again
instrumental in considering the growth of experiential learning at SWOSU. By the time
freshmen are surveyed, many acknowledge the importance of these courses in knowledge
acquisition; 66% plan to complete a major that includes “practicum, internship, field
experience, co-op experience, or clinical assignment.” This percentage increases so that
by the time seniors take the survey 55% have already completed such a course, while
32% have made plans to do so.
Most departments throughout the University have channels for research and
independent study which extend beyond class-room experience.
•• The SWOSU Annual Scholarly Activities Fair is a forum for SWOSU students
to present research in a poster format. The fair highlights research activities and
fosters inter-field appreciation.
•• SWOSU students participate in Oklahoma Research Day, a state-wide celebration
of intellectual interests and research. This outlet provides an opportunity for
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regional university students from all disciplines to showcase research from their
field of study and to interact with others, both in and outside of their field. This
encourages depth of knowledge and respect for fields of endeavor other than their
own.
•• Music Therapy Expo is a joint production of the Oklahoma Music Therapists
and SWOSU Music Therapy Student Association. Poster and video presentations
created by participating Oklahoma music therapists with student interaction focus
on clinical applications of music therapy in early intervention, pediatric medicine
and adolescent acute physical rehabilitation, adult physical rehabilitation,
psychiatrics, developmental disabilities, at-risk youth, long-term care, hospice,
and private practice.
•• The Mathematics department offers several opportunities throughout the year for
students to present their work through both local and state poster presentations,
to present talks to students from other disciplines, and to participate in regional
mathematics meetings.
•• The Art department prepares students for and chaperones them to the Annual
National Student Show and Conference. Students are encouraged to compile and
present a portfolio of their work for professional feedback.
•• The Biology department has numerous research possibilities for students. Among
these are course work and research in marine biology offered during two 6-week
summer sessions at the marine laboratory in Ocean Springs, Mississippi, the
Bioblitz Biological Survey, and the Blue Thumb Monitoring Program.
•• Chemistry and Physics department faculty also actively engage in a number
of research projects in which students participate. These projects include
computer molecular modeling, materials research, synthesis of inorganic
compounds, recombinant DNA techniques, enzyme kinetics, protein purification,
organometallic chemistry, wind power analysis, and photochemistry.
Students Master Knowledge and Skills Necessary for Independent Learning in
Programs of Applied Practice
SWOSU’s faculty promotes the internalization of knowledge, not mere rote learning.
Only those who can independently utilize the knowledge gained in class can have the
skills necessary to thrive in the global, diverse, and technological society. To promote
mastery of the knowledge and skills needed, SWOSU offers several learning experiences
beyond that of the classroom. To assure that students are offered these experiences and
are encouraged to explore them, SWOSU assesses skills associated with independent
learning through the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE).
Many courses incorporate critical thinking skills which serve students as they master the
knowledge in coursework and build upon it in independently applied practice. For example,
the General Education program includes courses in “Introduction to Public Speaking,” in
which students build critical thinking skills by constructing their own texts and evaluating
those of others, and the general studies courses such as the 33 self-paced “Computer
Assisted Instruction” courses, the content and self-motivated quality of which teach time
management, foster independent learning, and integrate practically applied practice. In the
majors and minors courses, many classes are structured to motivate independently applied
practice. Particularly applicable for independent endeavor are the applied technique courses
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and the independent study courses offered by almost every department.
Besides the regular coursework, many departments offer internships, practica, and
other opportunities for the exercise of independent thought. In fact, according to the 2008
NSSE, 87% of seniors responding were preparing to or had completed a “practicum,
internship, field experience, co-op experience, or clinical assignment.” These examples
highlight but a few such experiences:
•• Student teaching in the education majors and intern teaching programs such as
student biology lab instructorships offer students a chance not only to use their
knowledge base but also to think independently while still under the guidance of a
mentor.
•• Accounting internships offer directed experience working in an organization at
a level requiring professional duties and responsibilities which are tied into the
class experience through a detailed journal and report.
•• Health Science offers on–the-job exposure in the health care industry through
their “Health Care Field Experience” course and provides various internships in
Allied Health, Health Care Administration, and Health Sciences
•• Computer Science students have pursued and received internships in various
companies, such as Federal Aviation Administration, Freightliner Specialty
Vehicles, Hertz Data Center, JC Penny, and WalMart Information Systems
Division.
•• Criminal Justice majors are strongly encouraged to participate in an internship
program. In the past, students have successfully completed internship work
in the Oklahoma Department of Corrections regional office, U.S. Marshals,
Department of Public Safety, Weatherford Police Department, Oklahoma City
Police Department, Oklahoma Indigent Defense System, Oklahoma Criminal
Justice Resource Center, Foss Lake Adventure Program (FLAP), area probation
and parole offices, and juvenile services.
•• The Writing Center on campus is staffed by students trained in a specialized
course which presents techniques for working one-on-one with people, as well as
composition theory and actual practical experience. These trained Writing Center
student consultants gain real-world experience and independent thinking skills as
they work to improve papers, speeches, and presentations brought to them.
Finally, according to the 2008 NSSE, 78% of SWOSU seniors believe that the
University has contributed “quite a bit” or “very much” to their ability to learn
“effectively” on their own. Thirty-three percent of them were planning to or had
completed “work on a research project with a faculty member outside of course or
program assignments,” statistically more than in either the selected peer schools or the
compiled NSSE respondents. Sixty-eight percent had read one to ten books for personal
edification the year of the survey. Eighty percent found SWOSU had contributed “quite a
bit” or “very much” to their individual initiative by promoting study time and facilitating
students’ ability to complete “significant amounts of time studying and on academic
work.” This demonstrates that faculty places a premium on self-motivated study time.
Curricular and Co-curricular Opportunities Promote Social Responsibility
In addition to numerous opportunities for gaining confidence in professional skills
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offered, SWOSU enhances student life experience though curricular and co-curricular
offerings which promote social awareness and responsibility. Chief among these
opportunities are the course offerings of SWOSU. Many courses across campus integrate
units which foster social awareness; however, SWOSU also offers courses that overtly
promote and link social awareness to discrete areas of learning. Among these are the GE
requirement of “World Cultural Geography,” which studies populations, technologiceconomic systems, and socio-cultural beliefs and practices; “Concepts of Physical
Science,” which develops student awareness of the interrelationships between science
and society; “Introduction to Sociology,” which covers the fundamental concepts of
sociology, the foundations of group life and social change, processes, and problems;
and “Technology and Society,” which introduces the student to new and emerging
technologies in relation to his/her economic, social, and global impact on society.
The results of the 2008 NSSE clearly indicate that students are being directed toward
socially responsible actions and stances. By the time students are seniors, 59% of them
indicate that their experience at SWOSU contributed “quite a bit” or “very much” to an
ability to “contribute to the welfare” of their individual communities. More tellingly, 73%
of these seniors have done “community service or volunteer work,” significantly more
than students at selected peer institutions (62%) and the NSSE comparison group (60%).
The office of the Dean of Students is a clearing house which promotes social
responsibility on campus. The mission statement of the Dean of Students clearly
articulates that the goal of its office is to promote student life, leadership, and social
responsibility through “campus activities, campus organizations, leadership development,
and student-related ombudsmanship.”
Student organizations are also involved in creating opportunities for civic
responsibility. Examples of the variety of student clubs that offer outlets for social
causes and promote a responsible and socially oriented student worldview include the
Young Democrats, whose mandate is to “encourage political awareness and a sense
of civic responsibility”; the Southwestern Spanish Club, which has been involved
in numerous community outreach projects; the Catholic Student Association, which
mandates service; and various Greek organizations which promote social awareness
through their charters. As will be discussed in-depth in Criterion Five, most student
organizations are actively involved with community service both on campus and in the
surrounding communities.

Core Component 4d: SWOSU provides support to ensure that faculty,
students, and staff acquire, discover, and apply knowledge responsibly.
The mission statement of SWOSU states that the University “provide(s)
opportunities for students to obtain skills, knowledge, and cultural appreciation that
lead to productive lives and effective citizenship.” This is accomplished, in part,
by providing faculty “an organizational and intellectual environment...that ensures
freedom of individual expression and inquiry.” Students at SWOSU are provided
a curriculum “that develops communication and analytical skills; a comprehension
of the arts, humanities, and cultural diversity; and knowledge of the scientific/
technological world and of ... historical heritage. Moreover, “student orientation,
advisement, enrichment, and participation in organizations and activities contribute
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to...growth and development” and are part of the responsibility of SWOSU to its
student population. In each of these areas, the University recognizes the importance
of providing “support to ensure that faculty, students, and staff acquire, discover, and
apply knowledge responsibly.”
Expectations of ethical and professional behavior are discussed in the Faculty
Handbook, the Staff Handbook, and the Student Handbook. The policies discussed in
this section are available on the University’s web site.
The University has statements on Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action
Compliance and also harassment to ensure that all individuals on campus are free of
discrimination. It also has established policies on hazing and safety to ensure a safe
campus environment.
Responsible, Ethical, and Professional Acquisition of Knowledge
In its primary mission of higher education, SWOSU provides information, advice, and
practical experience in ethically and professionally acknowledging the published works,
references, and sources of others. This is accomplished through many academic and
support units of the University including, but not limited to
•

citation guides published by the library;

•

guidelines published in the Student Handbook;

•

established plagiarism policy; and

•

information distributed by instructors in their courses.

Additional resources available to students, faculty, staff, and administrators
include the Policy on the Reproduction of Copyrighted Works by Educators and
Students and the Checklist for Conducting a Fair Use Analysis Before Using
Copyrighted Materials developed by the University Intellectual Property Committee.
This Checklist references guidelines established by instructors, departments, and
colleges.
Further examples demonstrating the practical use of ethical and professional
acquisition of knowledge include the following:
•

The University provides a Student Writing Center to assist students with their
writing assignments, including tutoring in the proper use of references and
acknowledgement of source materials.

•

The Student Handbook delineates the University’s expectations of ethical
behavior and the consequences of unethical actions by students, particularly
cheating and plagiarism.

•

The SWOSU computing policy states that computing resources will be used
only for appropriate activities and that users will do no harm to the University
computer system or the systems of other users.

•

The University has established a conflict of interest policy “to protect the
credibility and integrity of the University’s faculty and staff in order that the
public trust and confidence in all sponsored activities is ensured.”

These examples represent the academic and support programs provided to develop
skills and professional attitudes toward the ethical acquisition of knowledge as well
Core Component 4d
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as the procedures and policies that ensure the ethical acquisition of knowledge is
maintained.
Responsible, Ethical, and Professional Discovery of Knowledge
Research conducted at SWOSU is subject to specific policies, procedures, approval
processes, and oversights to ensure ethical discovery of knowledge. All research
conducted using human subjects must be approved by the Protection of Human Subjects
Institutional Review Board. This board reviews all research involving human subjects
before research can begin. Moreover, prospective members of this committee must
undergo National Institutes of Health (NIH) approved training and certification before
serving on the committee. All animal research that falls under the NIH/USDA guidelines
must be approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, which also
operates under established federal guidelines. Both of these groups ensure that such
research is conducted in an ethical fashion with all rights of the subjects protected.
Additionally, as students participate in any research project, they are instructed in matters
concerning a subject’s rights and welfare.
Students, staff, and faculty who participate in research are protected by the
University in an ethical and responsible manner through the oversight of additional
committees. The Biosafety Committee reviews all research that is conducted with
potentially harmful infectious agents or recombinant DNA to ensure the safety
of the campus community and the environment. In addition, the Radiation Safety
Committee establishes policies on the safe use, handling, storage, disposal, and
monitoring of all potentially hazardous radioactive materials on campus.
To ensure that ethical conduct is maintained in the discovery of knowledge,
oversight is provided for students, faculty, and staff. Students are evaluated by the
faculty supervising the research. The ethical conduct of any staff involved in the
discovery of knowledge is reviewed in annual employment evaluations by their
superiors as described in the Staff Handbook. Throughout the Faculty Handbook,
references are made to the high intellectual standards that are expected of faculty.
Ethical conduct of faculty is evaluated through continuance, promotion and tenure,
and post-tenure reviews. The layers of these different reviews include peer (within
the department for continuance, promotion and tenure, and post-tenure; and across
the University for promotion and tenure), departmental chair, associate dean/dean,
and provost/president reviews.
Responsible, Ethical, and Professional Application of Knowledge
Acquisition and discovery of knowledge are of little benefit to society unless they
are applied. As a service component to the community, state, and society in general,
SWOSU applies knowledge and protects the intellectual property of the university
community in an ethical and professional manner.
The importance of community service and responsible application of knowledge
are stressed to students through a variety of programs across campus. Students are
encouraged to volunteer in the community, and many courses, departments, and
colleges require extra-curricular or co-curricular components. Examples of these
types of activities are discussed in detail in Criterion Five. These activities combine
class content and knowledge acquired in the educational process and apply that
knowledge in a service to society. Additionally, many student organizations have
fundraisers and programs that support community involvement and good citizenship
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through philanthropic projects. Moreover, volunteerism may be used as a component
for admission to certain academic programs across campus.
The dissemination of knowledge, either acquired or discovered, by both
students and faculty is encouraged and supported by the University through travel
funds, allowing responsible presentation of research findings, artistic works, and
performances at state, regional, national, and international meetings. Therefore,
the University, as an entity, is acting in a responsible manner in supporting the
dissemination of knowledge to society and learned communities. Additionally,
the University hosts the annual Student Research and Scholarly Activity Fair at
which students may present the results of their scholarly activities. Similarly, the
Department of Language and Literature publishes Westview semiannually, providing
the opportunity for University writers to disseminate the results of their intellectual
endeavors.
“The University, in carrying out its research and scholarly activity portion of
the mission, encourages and expects members of the University community,
faculty in particular, as well as administrators, staff and students where appropriate,
to engage in research and other forms of scholarly activity recognized by
each discipline. The University expects the highest level of integrity of all its
constituencies who conduct research and participate in other forms of scholarly
activity. In addition, the University wishes to protect the integrity and reputation of
the institution and its scholars from false and unproven accusations of misconduct
without due process” (Policy and Procedures for Responding to Misconduct in
Research and Scholarly Activities).
The University also acts responsibly in protecting the intellectual properties and
rights of its students, faculty and staff. The Intellectual Property Committee has
established specific guidelines that are designed to identify and protect the owner of
intellectual property and the University.
Intellectual property is the inherent value produced by human creativity and
invention, protected by law from unauthorized exploitation by others, and includes
patents, copyrights, trademarks, and other proprietary information. Southwestern
Oklahoma State University is committed to providing an environment that supports
the research, pedagogical, and service activities of its faculty, staff, and students.
The University is committed to the creation and dissemination of knowledge not
only to the students attending the University but also to the larger society. SWOSU’s
Intellectual Property Policy (IPP) is intended to encourage a healthy system of
rewards and incentives for the creation of intellectual property while at the same time
giving proper consideration to the responsibilities that the University has as a public
university. The Intellectual Property Committee hereby articulates three components
of its IPP: (1) Patents, (2) Copyrights, and (3) On-Line or Web-Based Intellectual
Property. SWOSU’s IPP has been developed with the intent to promote and
encourage excellence and innovation in scholarly research, teaching, and service by
identifying and protecting the rights of the University, its faculty, staff, and students.
SWOSU practices social responsibility through several programs and committees
that are designed to apply knowledge in a socially conscious and responsible manner.
These include the aforementioned Biosafety and Radiation Safety Committees,
which have an impact on the environment. Similarly, the Campus Environmental
Committee has promoted environmental awareness, conservation, and recycling in a
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responsible manner. The establishment of the federally funded Violence Intervention,
Prevention and Early Response (VIPER) Program at SWOSU is yet another example
of the responsible application of knowledge in protecting the University community.
SWOSU also “promotes an intellectually open campus through the free exchange
of ideas in written, spoken, and other forms of expression. This freedom of
expression is guaranteed by the United States Constitution, supports diverse points
of view, and reflects the University’s commitment to excellence in education. To that
end, Southwestern Oklahoma State University specifically authorizes the distribution
by students of written materials, which do not solicit sales on campus, within the
limits” as discussed in its Distribution of Student-Sponsored Publications on Campus
policy. Material that is libelous, obscene or will substantially disrupt university
activities is prohibited from being published or distributed, including material on the
University web site.
These examples, committees, policies, and support cited above illustrate that
SWOSU both encourages and supports the ethical and professional acquisition,
discovery, and application of knowledge by students, staff, and faculty and does so in
a socially conscious and responsible manner.

Theatre students (photo by Public Relations & Marketing)
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Criterion Four Conclusions
Strengths
•

SWOSU has appropriately credentialed faculty.

•

Faculty and students engage in research and scholarly activities.

•

Current technology is available to faculty and students.

•

SWOSU has an established program of support to assist faculty in the search for
extramural funding.

Areas of Improvement and Planning
•

SWOSU should sponsor programs or speakers that address issues of ethics and
social responsibility for students, staff, administrators, and faculty.

•

SWOSU should improve faculty funding for development as resources become
available.

•

SWOSU should continue to examine ways to improve student participation in
surveys.

•

SWOSU should place the policies and documents of the Radiation Safety
Committee on the University web site.

Collegiate Activities Board students plan projects (photo by Cindy Dougherty)
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CRITERION FIVE
SWOSU has the capacity and the commitment to engage with its identified constituencies and communities.
Cheyenne Arapahoe Tribal College graduation (photo by Kyle Wright, Web Services)

CRITERION FIVE
As the premier regional university in Western Oklahoma, SWOSU fills a vital niche
in serving the educational, economic and cultural needs of its constituents. Students,
faculty, and staff generate and are provided with educational and cultural experiences
inside and outside of the classroom. The surrounding community is enriched by
interactions with SWOSU via public programs, continuing education, research projects,
performances, and exhibitions. Businesses also benefit by entering working and researchrelated partnerships with SWOSU. Employers and SWOSU graduates provide feedback
relative to current and future needs in training students. Finally, SWOSU personnel and
students provide current and future economic opportunities to the city of Weatherford, to
Western Oklahoma, and to Oklahoma, whether by serving as consumers, employees, or
employers. Overall, in adherence to its Mission, SWOSU strives to enable all constituents
“to obtain skills, knowledge, and cultural appreciation that lead to productive lives and
effective citizenship.”

Core Component 5a: SWOSU learns from the constituencies it serves and
analyzes its capacity to serve their needs and expectations.
SWOSU Mission Molds Partnerships
SWOSU has a commitment to being responsive to the needs of its constituents. As
detailed in Criterion One, four Strategic Goals were identified in an effort to better fulfill
SWOSU’s Mission by 2010. Each goal had the underlying theme of meeting constituent
needs and improving constituent satisfaction. To accomplish this, SWOSU provides
opportunities for feedback so that students, faculty, and staff may more effectively meet
the changing needs of both its internal and external constituencies. SWOSU is committed
to building mutually beneficial relationships with future students, current students,
parents, faculty, staff, alumni, the Board of Regents, secondary schools, other educational
institutions, businesses, community-based organizations, regional or higher-level
organizations, and government at all levels. In the end, such alliances and cooperative
agreements can increase the opportunities for constituents to have diverse experiences,
greater success, and satisfaction.
Environmental Scans
Formal and informal discussions, advisory groups, and organized surveys enable
SWOSU to identify and respond to constituent needs. “Let’s Talk About SWOSU” is
an open meeting held over the lunch hour on a monthly basis. This meeting provides an
open forum for SWOSU faculty, staff, students, and community members to interact with
SWOSU’s President and other administrators. Anyone may anonymously submit written
questions or suggestions via a suggestion box located in the Administration building or
online. These are addressed by Administration.
The Student Government Association (SGA) consists of members elected from the
general student population, as well as representatives from each student organization.
The SGA holds weekly meetings during the school year to provide recommended policy
changes to the SWOSU President based on the current needs and opinions of the student
body.
Former SWOSU students have multiple opportunities to provide feedback to SWOSU.
Alumni may interact in person with SWOSU members when visiting the SWOSU
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campus, at any general SWOSU event, or at alumni-specific events. Alumni may also
provide suggestions by mail, phone, e-mail, or via the online “Suggestion Box.”
The SWOSU Foundation is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization whose mission it
is to fund student scholarships and supplement university resources. A strong level of
communication exists between the Foundation and SWOSU to ensure funding efforts are
in line with SWOSU’s academic needs and priorities, as well as to meet the expectations
of donors. To achieve this, the Board of Trustees holds open meetings at least twice a
year, and individual Board members attend various SWOSU meetings. Furthermore,
the Foundation’s annual report is audited by an outside organization and is available for
viewing online.
The SWOSU President, administrators, faculty, staff, and students are involved in
a variety of off-campus organizations and boards, further providing opportunities to
develop a greater understanding of and response to community needs. Examples include
the Weatherford Area Chamber of Commerce, Weatherford Rotary Club, Weatherford
Lion’s Club, Weatherford Kiwanis, Weatherford Arts Council, Thomas Stafford Air
and Space Museum, and local troops of the Boy Scouts of America and Girl Scouts of
America.
SWOSU is actively involved in the City of Weatherford’s “Vision 20/20.” In 2009,
SWOSU members participated in community meetings which identified the future
direction of the area’s educational, cultural, service and economic opportunities.
SWOSU’s role was recognized in providing service and volunteerism, continuing
education, employment opportunities, and consumers to Weatherford and its surrounding
communities. Future planning involves building a community Event Center on the
SWOSU campus, with funding approved to be shared between the City of Weatherford
via extension of a one-cent sales tax and SWOSU student fees. Even today, SWOSU
remains intricately involved in implementing Vision 20/20 due to several of its members
serving on committees.
As discussed in Criteria Three and Four, constituents are regularly asked to provide
their perception of the education and career preparation provided by the University.
Feedback is obtained from students who complete internships/practica, exiting seniors,
alumni, and mentors/employers of current and former students. This provides insight
needed to continue improving instruction and advisement in ways that may otherwise
have gone unrealized by SWOSU faculty.
Advisory Boards, consisting of constituents from specific career paths, formally
provide guidance to SWOSU programs based on the contemporary issues and future
needs of those fields.
Ultimately, SWOSU strives to use this feedback to be sensitive and responsive to its
constituents’ needs. Whether formally or informally, every academic unit continually
assesses the viability of its offerings, considering faculty turnover, student and alumni
input, accreditation agencies, changing demands of the workplace, and informal job
analyses carried out by those who also work part-time in their respective fields. In turn,
SWOSU’s efforts to first maintain and then improve upon the quality of its programs
better serve the educational, economic, and cultural needs of its constituents. These
examples also illustrate that SWOSU strives to be accessible to its constituents, whether
in person or online. Such visibility both on and off campus provides a sense of personal
attention, accountability, and trust to its constituents.
Core Component 5a
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Partnerships are Key
External grants provide opportunities to partner with regional schools, businesses,
agencies at all levels, and communities.
Upward Bound is a pre-college program designed to provide the motivation and
academic skills needed to prepare rural students in western Oklahoma for success at the
post-secondary level. Funded by the U.S. Department of Education, up to 76 participants
from small schools are recruited annually as early as the 9th grade with the goal to remain
in the program through high school and bridge to an undergraduate education at SWOSU.
Several SWOSU faculty members teach summer courses and supervise field trips, and
most of the summer program counselors are SWOSU students. Table 25 illustrates
program achievements from the 2005 through 2009 school years:

Table 25: Program Achievements, 2005-2009

% matriculated
to the next grade
level

% retained
in Upward
Bound from the
previous year

% graduating
seniors who
completed the
Upward Bound
program and
enrolled in
postsecondary
education

% of those who
enrolled in
postsecondary
education who
enrolled at
SWOSU

2008-2009

100

70

67

46

2007-2008

100

71

80

75

2006-2007

100

71

85

35

2005-2006

96

84

78

62

Year

The Adventure Programs exemplify an ongoing partnership between SWOSU and the
Office of Juvenile Affairs. The programs provide behavioral, educational, occupational,
and wilderness activities to approximately 130 state adjudicated delinquent male youths
between 13 and 18 years of age. The Adventure Programs have expanded to operate
five residential group homes across the state at Foss Lake (FLAP), Crowder Lake
(Cedar Canyon Adventure Program), Lawton, Nash (Salt Fork Adventure Program), and
Tenkiller Lake. The success rate of the programs is between 74% and 85% regarding
non-recidivism. The Adventure programs also allow opportunities for research, practica,
internships, and employment for SWOSU students prior to and after graduation in the
fields of parks and recreation, social work, psychology, and education. The map in Figure
1 provides a visual of the locations of these five group homes.
SWOSU has developed a unique partnership with the Thomas Stafford Air and
Space Museum in Weatherford. As a member of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) Oklahoma Space Grant Consortium, and as funded through
NASA, SWOSU awards the NASA Space Grant Scholarship to students in the science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) disciplines. Scholarships range from
$200 to $3,000. As discussed in Criterion Four, this provides the opportunity for students
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Figure 1

to partner with SWOSU faculty members to conduct research and present project findings
at regional, state, and national meetings. Students also perform a minimum of 10 hours of
volunteer service at the Stafford Air and Space Museum. Table 26 presents the growing
number of student scholarship recipients from the 2006 through 2009 school years.

Table 26: Student Scholarship Recipients, 2006-2009
Scholarships Awarded

2006-2007

2007-2008

2008-2009

2009-2010

23

26

51

30*

* as of 2/10

The Center for Economic and Business Development (CEBD) was established at
SWOSU in fall 2000 to be a direct link for assistance in economic development to
individuals, businesses, and local governments in western Oklahoma. The CEBD is
supported by SWOSU and external grants from the U.S. Small Business Administration.
Specific aims of the CEBD include developing business plans and strategies; assisting
businesses in the procurement of loans; providing a forum to disseminate information;
coordinating interaction among regional and community-based organizations; providing
economic impact analysis; and assisting faculty in securing funding and consulting
opportunities for applied research and market analysis. In these ways, the CEBD fosters
economic development, job creation, development of entrepreneurial skills, and diversity
in the region. The CEBD not only houses an economic modeling and research team,
but also administers the regional offices of the Oklahoma Small Business Development
Center (OSBDC), Oklahoma Manufacturing Alliance (OMA), western Oklahoma
Business Commercialization Center, and Southwest Oklahoma Impact Coalition (SOIC).
From 2002 to 2009, the CEBD served over 2,500 different clients and received over 3
million dollars in external funding. Cumulative economic impacts of the combined efforts
of the CEBD in terms of job creation or retention and economic impact, including sales
increases, increased investments, and loan placement, may be seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2

!
Workforce Development Grants enable the Department of Entrepreneurship and
Computer Systems in the School of Business and Technology to partner with area
businesses to provide paid student internship programs. Partnerships have been developed
between SWOSU and Specialty Vehicles (2006-2007), Hudson Technology Solutions
(2008-2009), New Park Drilling Fluids (2008-2009), and Precision Design (2009-2010).
SWOSU student interns provide technical support under the supervision of the business
partner in designing, testing, and implementing software programs which enhance the
operational efficiency of the business. SWOSU students are provided the opportunity
to “learn and earn” while obtaining skills which enhance their employability after
graduation. Such opportunities also prepare and encourage SWOSU students to pursue
advanced degrees and/or careers in scientific and technical fields that support Oklahoma
high-tech companies. To date, six SWOSU students have participated in this program,
and two were hired after graduation by the company that provided the internship.
The SWOSU School of Nursing was awarded grants in 2008 and 2009 from the
Oklahoma Organ Donator Education and Awareness Program Advisory Council. Nursing
students had the opportunity to enroll in an elective course entitled “Increasing Awareness
of Organ and Tissue Donation.” The course focused on educating future nurses about issues
concerning organ and tissue donation and gave students the opportunity to educate their
peers and area high school students about donation. In further support of this program,
additional monies were awarded from the Oklahoma Lions Sight Conservation, Inc.
The Weatherford Arts Council partnered with SWOSU in funding the development
of a public art tapestry for the communities of western Oklahoma. Beginning in 2009,
SWOSU students, faculty, and community members worked together to create a blueprint
and weave the tapestry.
These examples illustrate how SWOSU employs external grants to provide viable
partnering opportunities with internal and external constituents. In turn, SWOSU and
its partners synergistically enhance the educational, research, service, economic, and
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cultural experiences of SWOSU members and surrounding communities. Copies of grant
applications, including needs assessments, program evaluation, and letters of community
support, are included in the Resource Room.
Outreach Programs Via Distance and Continuing Education
To meet the changing needs of constituents from a wide geographical area, SWOSU
has continued to improve the quality of distance education and has adjusted some
programs to offer new educational opportunities to traditional and non-traditional
students in western Oklahoma, as well as state- and nation-wide.
The SWOSU Distance Education Center provides the opportunity for both traditional
and non-traditional students to complete electronically-delivered courses which originate
on the SWOSU campus and are electronically delivered to off-campus sites. Interactive
Television (ITV) allows SWOSU instructors to communicate with students on campus and
at remote sites simultaneously, providing both with the equivalent of on-site instruction.
Distance Education also uses ITV to provide SWOSU courses to high school seniors and
upper division master’s courses to graduates. Distance Education serves over 80 sites
across the state and works with both two- and four-year institutions. Telecourses are
college courses that are essentially ordered by students and include broadcast segments
over the Oklahoma Educational Television Authority channel, textbooks, study guides, and
videotapes/DVDs/CDs. Telecourses require testing on campus, and a SWOSU instructor is
available for assistance. Web-based courses provide students the option of taking SWOSU
courses online and generally consist of online testing. Courses offered via ITV, Telecourse,
and online are identified as such in the general course schedule; furthermore, the Distance
Education website highlights these programs and course offerings.
Distance Education courses enable students to overcome time and distance
limitations while furthering their education, earning course credit to apply toward degree
completion, and/or completing prerequisites for professional programs. SWOSU has been
approved to offer constituents with an R.N. the opportunity to earn their B.S.N. via a
completely online curriculum. The majors courses of four graduate (M.Ed. in Education

Table 27: Outreach Totals of Distance Education
2006-2007

2007-2008

2008-2009

2009-2010

No. ITV sites

60

70

87

89

No. ITV courses offered

221

261

280

194

No. ITV students served

2168

2347

2553

2470

No. Telecourses offered

34

27

31

27

No. Telecourse students served

684

387

409

390

No. Web-based courses offered

4

23

36

79

No. Web-based students served

85

312

681

1358

No. Courses Total

259

311

347

316

No. Students Served Total

2937

3046

3643

4218
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Administration, M.B.A, M.S. in Management, and M.Ed. in School Counseling) and two
undergraduate programs (B.S. in Organizational Leadership and B.B.A. in Management)
can be taken primarily through Distance Education. Furthermore, many SWOSU
departments have adapted individual courses to be offered online. The continued increase
in both the number of course offerings and enrollment in these courses indicate the
growing demand and perceived value of Distance Education to SWOSU constituents (see
Table 27).
SWOSU offers Continuing Education (CE) courses to provide life-long learning
opportunities to SWOSU and community members. CE courses enable constituents of all
ages to achieve personal, family, civic, or professional goals. The CE courses also enable
SWOSU and community members the opportunity to share their talents and abilities.
Some CE courses offer the opportunity for participants to earn CEUs (Continuing
Education Units). CE course information is easily accessible on the SWOSU website.
The total number of CE courses offered and participation is presented in Table 28, and
individual course data can be found in the Resource Room.

Table 28: Continuing Education Courses
2008-2009

2007-2008

2006-2007

Number of CE courses taught

8

12

15

Total number of participants

79

96

124

An additional means of continuing education at SWOSU is provided by the
opportunity to enroll in regular credit-bearing courses without having to work toward
a degree program. For example, SWOSU and community members enroll in Business,
Spanish, Art, and Music courses to expand their knowledge and/or to express their artistic
abilities.
As discussed in Criteria Two and Four, SWOSU faculty and staff may take up to
6 credit hours for free each semester. This has made continuing education even more
attainable, and many SWOSU faculty and staff work toward earning bachelor’s and
master’s degrees from SWOSU.
Overall, SWOSU strives to be responsive to constituent needs so that it may continue
to provide relevant educational opportunities.
Constituent Satisfaction
SWOSU involves constituents in the evaluation of its services; therefore, the
University conducts a variety of surveys to gauge constituents’ satisfaction. Surveys are
administered, analyzed, and reported by the SWOSU Assessment Center. Results are
made public online and are available upon request.
To serve its most immediate constituency, SWOSU conducts an annual Survey of
Student Opinions (SOSO) to monitor student satisfaction with campus services and
university environment, the latter including quality of instruction, facilities, costs, and
opportunities for campus involvement and employment. Individual results of SOSO have
been discussed in Criteria One and Three. As summarized in Table 29, below, SWOSU
students overall were “satisfied” (1 rating) or “very satisfied” (2 rating) with what
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SWOSU has to offer. Furthermore, the SOSO report determined that SWOSU student
satisfaction ratings were higher than the national average in most of the individual
categories (see Table 29).

Table 29: Student Satisfaction with Campus Services and Environment,
2006-2009
2008-2009
(n = 146)

2007-2008
(n = 144)

2006-2007
(n = 306)

Service

2.24

2.16

2.31

College Environment

1.99

1.92

2.02

Other SOSO questions involved impressions of the University experience. According
to the spring 2009 survey results, student responses averaged between “strongly agree” (1
rating) or “agree” (2 rating) to the following statements, with the average score shown in
parentheses:
•

SWOSU is equally supportive of women and men (1.57).

•

I would recommend SWOSU to others (1.61).

•

I am proud of my accomplishments at SWOSU (1.63).

•

SWOSU is equally supportive of all racial/ethnic groups (1.72).

•

SWOSU has helped me meet the goals I came here to achieve (1.76).

•

My experiences at SWOSU have helped motivate me to make something of my
life (1.85).

•

My experiences at SWOSU have equipped me to deal with possible career changes
(1.96).

•

SWOSU welcomes and uses feedback from students to improve itself (1.99).

Ninety-three percent of respondents indicated that SWOSU was their first (72%)
or second (21%) choice. If they could start over, 78% would “definitely” (42%) or
“probably” (36%) choose SWOSU again. The overall impression of the quality of
education at SWOSU is “excellent” or “good” for 86%.
As discussed under Criterion Three, all SWOSU students have the opportunity to
evaluate each class and instructor at the end of each semester. Course evaluation consists
of closed-format questions rating student satisfaction plus the opportunity to write in
comments. SWOSU student feedback for individual instructors is not only important for
instructional and course improvement, but also plays a large role in decisions made for
the Continuance, Tenure, and Promotion of SWOSU faculty members. Since fall 2006,
SWOSU students have consistently rated their instructors and instruction received to be
above average in all categories of questions asked, with the mean of the means across
campus presented in Table 30.
The National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) is made available each year
to freshmen and senior SWOSU students to evaluate their impressions of teaching
methods and quality of instruction received at SWOSU. As discussed in Criterion One,
Core Component 5a
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Table 30: Course Evaluations

No. Student Responses
Average Score

Fall
2009

Spring
2009

Fall
2008

Spring
2008

Fall
2007

Spring
2007

Fall
2006

11,228

10,745

11,955

10,717

11,866

11,265

12,215

1.56

1.57

1.56

1.58

1.57

1.62

1.62

NSSE results indicate that seniors rate SWOSU comparable to comparison groups in
the categories of Level of Academic Challenge and Enriching Educational Experiences.
Seniors rate SWOSU significantly higher than the comparison groups in the categories of
Active and Collaborative Learning, Student-Faculty Interaction, and Supportive Campus
Environment. According to the NSSE results, seniors value their educational experience at
SWOSU.
Alumni Surveys are conducted approximately every five years to assess former student
satisfaction with SWOSU. In a 2008 survey, SWOSU alumni appeared to be satisfied
with the quality of education and support received from SWOSU. Views of academic
quality ranked 1.75 on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being a “high” satisfaction level. Alumni
respondents were mostly satisfied with both education (1.46) and faculty (1.46) in major
area, and the quality of overall education received a score of 1.59. Most services were
well received; assistance with job placement improved from a 3.41 in 2003 to 2.93 in
2008. Almost 70% of alumni were employed in the area that they studied at SWOSU,
and 95% still use the knowledge and skills gained in their area. Ninety-seven percent of
SWOSU graduates reported that they considered their investment in the University to be
worthwhile.
SWOSU assesses employee satisfaction by conducting an Annual Evaluation of
Administrative and Support Services of administrators, faculty and staff on both
Weatherford and Sayre campuses. On the Weatherford Campus, mean responses
averaged between “excellent” (1 rating) and “very good” (2 rating) from 2007 to 2009.
Furthermore, as compared to 2000, there was an increased trend in SWOSU employee
satisfaction.

Table 31: Employee Satisfaction Rating, Weatherford Campus
2009
(n = 184)

2008
(n = 216)

2007
(n = 210)

2000
(n = 243)

Executive Management

2.23

2.34

2.21

2.60

Management of Colleges (Dean’s Level)

2.22

2.07

2.05

2.49

Management of Schools (Associate Dean’s Level)

2.17

2.04

2.11

2.97

Other (Support Services)

2.15

2.18

2.15

2.36

On the Sayre campus, little difference was found in SWOSU employee satisfaction
ratings across years except for that of the Dean, who received a slightly lower satisfactory
(3 rating) in 2008 and 2009. However, results may not be fully representative due to the
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lower number of Sayre campus employees participating in the 2008 and 2009 surveys as
compared to the 2007 and 2000 surveys.

Table 32: Employee Satisfaction Rating, Sayre Campus
2009
(n = 11)

2008
(n = 17)

2007
(n = 20)

2000
(n = 25)

Executive Management

2.01

2.19

1.93

1.76

Dean

2.91

2.94

2.30

1.32

Other (Support Services)

1.99

1.91

2.06

2.06

Overall, surveys of SWOSU employees and current and former SWOSU students
provide invaluable feedback so that SWOSU may continue to meet the needs and
expectations of its constituents.
Diversity Sensitivity
SWOSU is sensitive to diversity and, through its actions, promotes diversity on
campus.
SWOSU ensures access for students with varying mobility, visual, or hearing abilities,
or learning disabilities. As discussed in Criteria Three and Four, ADAAA (American
Disabilities Act as Amended) on the SWOSU campus is administered by the Dean of
Students. Students have the opportunity to request specific academic, campus housing,
and other accommodations.
SWOSU is an AA/EEO (Affirmative Action/Equal Employment Opportunity)
employer, as discussed in Criterion Four. In accordance with this policy, the Office
of Human Resources regularly publishes and posts online an “Employment Practices
Review” with updated and detailed information on workplace issues. SWOSU employees
who are supervisors and new employees are required to complete seminars covering
safety issues, ethics, and sexual harassment.
SWOSU recognizes the influence that the growing population of Hispanic peoples has
on the SWOSU campus, in Weatherford, and in Oklahoma. Examples include:
•• Spanish Major—in 2006, the Department of Language & Literature developed
this major in response to the increasing demand for courses in this area.
Additionally, individual courses have been developed in other fields (such as
health and criminal justice) in order to help SWOSU students become more
conversant in Spanish with specific applications.
•• Spanish Fair—in 2009, SWOSU faculty and students from the Department
of Language & Literature, in conjunction with Sigma Delta Pi, the Collegiate
Hispanic Honor Society, and the Spanish Club, organized this event for local high
schools.
•• Spanish Guitarist—Maestro Soler of Barcelona, Spain, was brought to the
SWOSU campus as part of 2009 Hispanic Heritage Month and sponsored by the
SWOSU College of Arts and Sciences, Department of Language & Literature,
Sigma Delta Pi, and Department of Music.
Core Component 5a
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SWOSU sponsors a variety of student organizations which add to the exposure to and
appreciation of different cultures and ideologies. Examples include the Southwestern
International Students Association, the Asian Student Association, the Black Student
Association, the Spanish Club, and the Sexual Orientation Diversity Alliance. Other
examples include the Baptist Collegiate Ministry, Campus Crusade for Christ, the
Catholic Student Association, Chi Alpha, the Latter Day Saints Student Association, and
the Lutheran & Episcopal Student Association. Aside from promoting diversity, these
campus-sponsored organizations foster relationships and support among students.
The Student Government Association (SGA) and Collegiate Activities Board (CAB),
along with individual campus organizations, implement activities to recognize and
educate students about diversity at SWOSU. These include
•

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day breakfast and essay contest. As a result of efforts
initiated by the SGA in 2008, SWOSU officially closed its campus in recognition
of Martin Luther King, Jr. Day in 2010;

•

Black History month lectures, films, guest speakers, and entertainment;

•

March of Dimes basketball tournament benefit;

•

Veteran’s Day recognition; and

•

Constitution Day projects, forums, and distribution of mini-constitutions.

The Weatherford Chapter of the American Association of University Women (AAUW)
is comprised primarily of current and former SWOSU administrators, faculty, and staff.
The mission of AAUW is to advance equity for women and girls through advocacy,
education, and research. The Weatherford AAUW holds open monthly meetings which
help to educate its members on relevant topics such as health promotion, financial skills,
and community programs. AAUW involves SWOSU students by offering student affiliate
memberships, awarding an annual scholarship, and selecting one SWOSU student to
go to the AAUW National Convention. Additionally, AAUW promotes breast cancer
awareness and hosts an annual luncheon on the SWOSU campus which is open to the
public and features local professional women. Future efforts of the organization include
starting a student affiliate program on the SWOSU campus.
SWOSU administrators, faculty, staff, and students work together to provide the best
possible learning, employment, and residential environments on campus. Overall, these
measures illustrate SWOSU’s ability to effectively listen and respond to constituent
needs.

Core Component 5b: SWOSU has the capacity and commitment to engage
with constituents and communities.
SWOSU keeps connected with its constituents via traditional media, electronic
media, personal contact, and general outreach efforts. As described in Core
Component 5a, the use of surveys enables SWOSU to receive feedback from internal
constituencies. Furthermore, external constituencies are able to provide suggestions
to and communicate with SWOSU via advisory committees, surveys, and formal and
informal discussions.
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SWOSU hosts events to engage with high school counselors, parents, prospective
students, alumni, and the general public. Planned events provide opportunities for faceto-face interaction with members of the SWOSU campus. Participant feedback indicates
that this interaction is appreciated by SWOSU alumni, supplies information needed by
prospective students, and encourages future generations to pursue a college education at
SWOSU.
SWOSU has hosted a State Fair booth at the Oklahoma State Fair for the past 29 years.
The booth in part resembles SWOSU’s Old Science building façade; this part of the booth
was designed and built by students from the Department of Industrial and Engineering
Technology. Administrators, faculty, staff, and students volunteer to work two to three
hour shifts over the ten days of the fair. The booth houses vibrant pictures, a laptop with
access to SWOSU’s webpage, and promotional materials designed to attract and inform
the public about the educational, athletic, and cultural activities available at SWOSU.
Alumni are provided the opportunity to renew their membership and to sign the guest
log. Table 33 provides the numbers of booth volunteers, personal contacts, and alumni
signatures from the past three years. Note that countless other members of the public
viewed the SWOSU booth while passing by.

Table 33: SWOSU State Fair Booth
2009

2008

2007

Total SWOSU volunteers

125

115

120

Total contacts recorded

3626

4024

3580

Signatures in Alumni Guest Log

383

360

367

SWOSU sponsors a variety of open houses on its campus, to which the public and
alumni are invited. Examples include the opening of the Wellness Center in 2005; the
SWOSU-Sayre Library open house and introduction of its new library manager in 2008;
the annual College of Pharmacy open house; and annual activities planned to welcome
back alumni at Homecoming.
SWOSU Saturday is a day-long, recruiting event which invites prospective students
and parents from around the state to Weatherford. Representatives from all SWOSU
programs and departments, along with administrative offices such as Financial Aid,
the Dean of Students, and the SWOSU Foundation, assemble and staff informational
displays in the Wellness Center. SWOSU students provide tours for the campus visitors.
Participants can attend a home SWOSU football game for free. Prospective students who
visited the SWOSU Weatherford campus numbered 278 in 2009, 238 in 2008, and 277 in
2007.
Sayre Career Day is a fall recruiting event held on the SWOSU Sayre campus. In
addition to receiving information about attending SWOSU, participants are fed lunch,
supplied with SWOSU-labeled give-aways, and may be nominated by their school
counselor for a $350 Sayre campus scholarship. In fall 2009, 240 high school students
from 12 area schools had the opportunity to hear from SWOSU and related faculty about
14 different degree programs.
Core Component 5b
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SWOSU Interscholastic Meet (SWIM) is an academic competition held on the
SWOSU Weatherford campus for junior high and high school students. Tests are given
by faculty members in the areas of art, biological sciences, business, computer science,
language arts, mathematics, physical sciences, social sciences and technology. Students
compete for individual awards and, in some cases, scholarships. Schools compete for
recognition based on school size (600 or more students, 151-599 students, and 150 and
less students for Class I, II, and III schools, respectively). SWIM participants are given
the opportunity to visit the Weatherford campus while classes are in session and to
interact directly with faculty within their disciplines of interest. Furthermore, SWOSU
departments send out information about their programs to high school students who
participate in their testing component. SWIM is one of Oklahoma’s longest-running
competitions, and, based on SWOSU’s administration of 2,100 tests to students from
73 Oklahoma schools in spring 2009, it continues to be popular. Since spring 2007, the
competition is held on a weekday to make it more convenient for participants.
Timed Writing and Research Project (WARP) is an annual high school competition
held on the Sayre campus. Participants spend the morning researching and organizing
a two-to-three-page paper. After lunch at the Bulldog Café inside the Student Union,
SWOSU scholarships are awarded to prospective students judged to have written the
three best papers. Timed Warp provides yet another opportunity for high school students
to experience SWOSU, and an average of 28 students from six schools have participated
annually over the past three years.
Prospective students who miss the opportunity to participate in planned events can
find information on the SWOSU website and are welcome to set-up individual SWOSU
campus tours. Admissions information, a campus tour request form, a virtual campus
tour, and other prospective student information are all accessible online. SWOSU hosted
827 individual Weatherford campus visits in 2009. Additionally, staff from the Office
of Admissions and Recruitment travel to high schools across Oklahoma to present
information about SWOSU to prospective students, parents, teachers, and counselors.
Once students decide to come to SWOSU, they are further engaged through the New
Student Orientation (NSO) program. Via an application and interview process, the NSO
office selects current SWOSU students to assist with freshmen activities. These future
Orientation Leaders (OLs) complete a 2 credit hour, Student Leadership course during the
spring semester and receive additional training prior to the start of the fall semester. For
their efforts, OLs receive scholarships during the spring and fall semesters and out-ofstate tuition waivers, as needed.
NSO Orientation Sessions are scheduled on the SWOSU campus during the spring and
summer semesters to assist incoming SWOSU students and their families. Participants
attend a general informational session, tour the campus, and visit with SWOSU faculty
and staff to enroll in classes for the upcoming fall semester. Additionally, participants
have the opportunity to first interact with OLs who will become their mentors in the
upcoming freshman year. In 2009, six clinics were held from March through August, with
a total participation of 833 incoming freshmen.
The NSO office organizes a variety of activities just prior to the start of the fall
semester to welcome freshmen and familiarize them with the Weatherford campus.
The OLs assist freshmen moving into residence halls. On the Saturday prior to the
start of classes, the NSO hosts “Project Blue,” which engages freshmen in a variety of
activities on campus, and the OLs provide campus tours so that students can locate their
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classrooms. On the day prior to the start of classes, the NSO sponsors the mandatory
Mass Orientation session, during which a keynote speaker delivers a college success pep
talk.
The NSO office is responsible for the content and administration of GSTDY 1001
“Freshman Orientation.” This is a mandatory, 1 credit hour course designed to ease the
transition of freshman to life on the SWOSU college campus. Administrators, faculty,
and staff volunteer their time to team-teach this course with student OLs. In fall 2009,
34 sections of Freshman Orientation were taught, and 762 out of 857 students completed
the course with a “Satisfactory” grade. In fall 2010, freshmen will be given the option to
complete this course in either four or eight weeks.
The NSO office is also involved in the planning and implementation of Dawg Days
in collaboration with the SWOSU Dean of Students, community members, SWOSU
Admissions office, students who are part of the Collegiate Activities Board (CAB)
and SGA, SWOSU security personnel, and other SWOSU students, faculty, and staff
volunteers. Dawg Days offers campus and community activities to freshmen and
returning students, beginning as soon as the fall semester starts and continuing through
the first several weeks of the fall semester until Fall Break.
The NSO program facilitated retention of incoming SWOSU freshmen by efficiently
familiarizing them with campus life and providing them with information about the skills
to succeed in college. Furthermore, these activities provide planned opportunities for
freshman to interact socially and to gain a sense of belonging from the very first moment
that they step onto the SWOSU campus and into the Weatherford community.
Structures and Processes for Campus Communication
Administrators, faculty, staff and students are able to communicate in a variety
of ways. Meetings provide the opportunity for participants to relay information, air
concerns, and plan for the future. Agendas are dispersed prior to meetings and minutes
are taken. Off-campus faculty and staff from the Sayre Campus or pharmacy clinical
practice faculty from Oklahoma City, Tulsa, and Lawton are able to participate via
videoconferencing or telephone conference calls. In these ways, SWOSU members can
have a voice in determining University direction. Examples include
•

a university-wide, annual fall faculty meeting;

•

meetings held regularly at the departmental or school level;

•

regular meetings of the Council of Deans, the deans monthly meetings with
department chairs and division chairs, Faculty Senate, SWOSU Support Personnel
Organization (SSPO), and Student Government Association (SGA); and

•

university committees, which meet as needed to address specific issues.

The general relay of information among SWOSU administrators, faculty and staff is
accomplished as follows:
•• Bulldog Buzz uses e-mail to communicate news and information specific to
SWOSU;
•• Campus E-Clips, a monthly newsletter highlighting news and information in
higher education state-wide;
•• SWOSU Faculty Senate minutes are made available online (plus an e-mail
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notification is sent out when approved minutes become available);
•• campus-wide e-mail announcements of issues requiring employee response,
upcoming events, or accomplishments;
•• online interactive Event Calendar, which can be viewed and added to by
employees; and
•• the SWOSU website, which features “News” and “Events” links on its homepage.
SWOSU students are able to obtain the information they need and communicate
with SWOSU administrators, faculty, staff, and fellow students in a variety of ways.
A free student newspaper is published weekly on both the SWOSU Weatherford (The
Southwestern) and Sayre (The Watchdawg) campuses, with the latter made available
online. Students can electronically access current news and events and course information
via the SWOSU Current Student website. Each student receives an e-mail address
upon enrollment at SWOSU. A student may choose to use this e-mail address or to
have university e-mail forwarded to their own personal account. Student access to
e-mail enables the Financial Aid office to send out notices of scholarship opportunities;
departments and student organizations to send timely information; students to
confidentially e-mail requests and questions to their instructors; and instructors to reply
to students prior to the next class meeting. Desire2Learn software provides even more
opportunities for students and teachers to communicate outside the classroom. Through
this program, students access course announcements, participate in online discussions,
submit documents, and complete online assignments and tests.
SWOSU possesses the physical groundwork for electronic communication. SWOSU
administrators, faculty members, and staff members are supplied with personal
computers, and computer labs are available across the Weatherford and Sayre SWOSU
campuses. SWOSU has network access campus wide.
Structures and Processes for Community Communication
SWOSU communicates with community members in a variety of ways. SWOSU
events, accomplishments, and job openings are publicized via the Weatherford Daily
News and the Daily Oklahoman. Free access to this information is available online via
the SWOSU website. Regular press releases are sent locally, regionally, and statewide to
news services and radio stations. Individual student’s accomplishments are published in
their hometown newspapers. Former SWOSU students can remain apprised of current
happenings by visiting the Alumni Website, and members of the SWOSU Alumni
Association receive Echoes from the Hill alumni magazine.
A local Weatherford radio show, Conversation Corner, regularly showcases campus
events and interviews SWOSU employees. Furthermore, local radio stations increase
visibility and community participation by broadcasting SWOSU athletic events such as
football and basketball games. Signs are posted in community businesses to advertise
upcoming art, musical, theatrical, and athletic events.
Evolving Communication Strategies
SWOSU is constantly working to be as current as possible both in what information
is available and in what ways this information is presented. SWOSU regularly updates
its website to display current news and links. The logo was updated in 2001 to portray a
more marketable image of SWOSU. In 2004, SWOSU implemented the Campus Connect
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software program to enable access to vital student information in a secure (password
protected) environment. Campus Connect may be found via a link on the SWOSU home
page. Students can check their class schedule, access unofficial transcripts, enroll online
(after completing 30 hours of coursework), monitor financial aid status, review business
and health holds, and update personal information via this program. Advisors also have
access to student information and can assist directly with enrollment through Campus
Connect. In 2008, SWOSU changed its online teaching format from Blackboard to
Desire-2-Learn. Also starting in 2008, SWOSU provided the option for administrators,
faculty, staff, and students to receive emergency alerts via phone texting. This system is
meant to provide an immediate means of communication. In 2009, SWOSU redesigned
the student webpage to highlight important information in a more straightforward
manner.
In general, SWOSU applies an open door policy in which students, staff, faculty,
administrators, and community members are encouraged to communicate with each
other at any time. By taking advantage of the greater availability and utilization of
electronic and wireless technologies for communication, SWOSU is increasingly able to
provide more timely and in-depth communication opportunities to internal and external
constituencies.
SWOSU Partnering with the Community
SWOSU administrators, faculty, staff, and students are involved in many activities in
concert with community needs and efforts. These occur at the class, departmental, and
university levels in both required and volunteer capacities.
In the classroom, SWOSU is developing a strong Service Learning (SL) program.
SWOSU faculty members incorporate SL activities into their course objectives
and require students to participate in an organized activity which meets identifiable
community needs. In turn, students reflect upon the success and value of the service
activity, enabling them to gain a greater understanding and appreciation of what was
accomplished. Aside from students earning course credit, the value of SL projects is
synergistic when considering how the community benefits from service provided by
SWOSU; how faculty members can teach more effectively by incorporating handson learning experiences; and how promoting student involvement in the community
enhances the ethic of volunteerism in the short and long term.

Table 34: Service Learning Participation, 2006-2009
No. of
Departments
Involved

No. of SL
Projects

No. of
Faculty/
Staff

No. of
Students
Involved

No. of
Student
Volunteer
Hours

2008-2009

7

25

16

1,144

15,608

2007-2008

9

20

12

201

4,201

2006-2007

14

25

16

327

16,873

Year

In 2005, SWOSU appointed a faculty member to promote and actively document
service learning experiences. In 2007, SWOSU hosted a Service Summit Breakfast to
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enable non-profit organizations and community groups to learn about ways SWOSU can
help with service, especially via SL. The SWOSU SL Director created a database in the
Office of Sponsored Programs (OSP) to record SL projects. This information helps to
generate the National Campus Compact Annual Survey. Additionally, the SWOSU SL
Director participates in meetings off-campus and serves on the advisory committee to
the Oklahoma Campus Compact. The SL Director has coordinated seminars on-campus
to better educate SWOSU about initiating and conducting SL projects. Forms to conduct
SL activities are available online, and an official SWOSU SL website is planned in
the future. Fittingly, the brochure for the SL program was developed via the efforts of
students completing a SL project. The SL totals of SWOSU are reported in Table 34. The
SL Director noted the rate of reporting was down in the 2007-2008 school year.
A number of the SL projects are sustainable, in that they occur annually or are ongoing
projects. Overall, there is much community partner satisfaction in working with SWOSU
in SL. The benefits for the community partners in working with SWOSU are evident in
the following SL projects:
•• Students in the Foundations of Education course volunteer their time to the
Federated After School Project and tutor, lead games, and direct crafts for middle
school students in Weatherford.
•• Nursing students in the Fundamentals of Nursing course regularly conduct blood
pressure testing clinics.
•• Biology students in ecology and field classes assist in the Deer Creek
Conservation Project involving 4th graders and the Blue Thumb water
conservation project.
•• Music Therapy students are regularly involved in serving clients in nursing
homes.
•• American Literature students and Technology students design and create exhibit
material which are then exhibited at the Stafford Museum the Stafford Museum.
•• Marketing students competed to create the best promotional strategy for attracting
new physicians to the Weatherford Regional Hospital, and a number of their ideas
were adopted by the hospital board.
•• Parks and Recreation students are involved in many SL projects in several classes
which serve area schools, the Great Plains YMCA and the Oklahoma State Parks.
•• Sayre Computer and Information Access classes and Web Site Design classes
offer their services to local businesses in the creation of databases, PowerPoint
presentations, and fliers.
•• Journalism students designed laminated tour guides for the Augusta Metcalfe
Museum in Cheyenne.
•• Chemistry Senior Seminar students team-teach science lessons to Weatherford
Elementary School classes.
•• Kinesiology students conduct the Muscle Makers Program in Weatherford
Elementary Schools.
SWOSU is involved in many co-curricular service projects. These are not considered
to be SL activities because they are not done for course credit, but instead involve
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the volunteer efforts of SWOSU clubs, organizations, and individuals. In 2007-2008,
53 SWOSU sponsors reported that 1,287 students had participated in 31,871 total
volunteer hours. In 2008-2009, 30 SWOSU sponsors reported 2,113 students involved
in conducting 30,001 total volunteer hours. This may be an underestimate of the actual
level of volunteerism which takes place at SWOSU because reporting of co-curricular
activities is voluntary. Examples of SWOSU administrator, faculty, staff, and student
participation in co-curricular activities include the following:
•• Agape Free Health Clinic
•• Special Olympics
•• Art in the Park
•• Habitat for Humanity
•• Voter’s registration drives
•• Health Check biennial blood testing clinics
•• Burcham Elementary School Fundraising Carnival
•• Washita National Wildlife refuge deer and bird counts
•• Custer County Heart Walk
•• Cleaning up trash at city parks
•• Tutoring at East Side Academy
•• Heartland Museum
•• Weatherford Food Pantry
•• Blood pressure testing clinics
•• Campus-wide blood drives
•• Early Bird Reading Program at Burcham Elementary
SWOSU also works with the community at the departmental level. The Department of
Biological Sciences runs a greenhouse which provides both educational and fundraising
opportunities to students. Students have the opportunity to either volunteer or to earn
2 hours of independent study credit by enrolling in a Plant Propagation class. After
approximately 12 weeks, a plant sale is held as a fundraiser for the Biology Club and the
Biology Club Endowment Fund. Furthermore, the greenhouse provides all the bedding
plants for the campus to help to provide beautification.
The Social Sciences Department hosts the annual History Day competition for District
II area schools. Members from the community and SWOSU work together to host
History Day, serving as coordinators and judges for contests. Students compete in Junior
and Senior divisions involving historical papers, individual and group exhibits, group
performances, and group documentaries. The first and second place winners of each
category advance to the state contest. In addition, the American Association of University
Women provides special awards to presentations featuring influential women.
The College of Pharmacy (COP) has developed partnerships with medical institutions
to conduct the Pharmacy Practice program. Under a contractual basis, 12 faculty
members of the COP currently reside off-campus at hospitals located across the state of
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Oklahoma. These arrangements allow SWOSU faculty members to develop a practice
in a specific discipline that is used to mentor SWOSU Pharmacy students on site at the
partnering medical institution. Pharmacy Practice faculty are required to provide at
least 10% service to their host institution in exchange. In addition, the COP develops
cooperative arrangements with pharmacists who are not SWOSU faculty members to
provide additional medicine rotations for SWOSU students. A list of the COP’s current
full-time Pharmacy Practice faculty and of the current sites to which SWOSU provides
payment for medicine rotations is provided in the Resource Room.
In 2008, the Department of Psychology began a program entitled “Applied
Research in Primary Prevention” to provide more hands-on experiences to SWOSU
undergraduates. Students enroll in two courses (PSYCH 4393 Advanced Seminar in
Psychology and PSYCH 3193 Applied Psychology) to receive classroom instruction
and field training from psychologists and graduate students. Students gain hands-on,
professional experience in delivering a primary prevention program in an elementary
school or community setting. Students also design, collect, and evaluate research
measures to determine the effectiveness of the prevention programs. This program entails
participation between the Weatherford Public Schools, the University of Oklahoma
Health Sciences Center, and SWOSU.
Additionally, many SWOSU departments require practica and internships as part
of their degree program, as described in Criterion Four. These activities provide the
opportunity for students to apply classroom learning to “real world” experiences, as well
as provide service to the practicum or internship site and surrounding community.
At the University level, community members serve on SWOSU committees such as
the Animal Care and Use Committee, the Protection of Human Subjects Committee,
and the Biosafety Committee. These committees review project proposals that involve
animals, humans, and potentially infectious organisms. The community member
provides representation for a profession in a related field and thereby provides a unique
perspective.
Another university-wide example of SWOSU partnering with the community is
the President’s Leadership Class (PLC), which involves select SWOSU students in
discussion groups, community service projects, internships, and lectures with SWOSU,
business, and community leaders. University students gain a greater appreciation and
desire to be responsible citizens and leaders in their communities.
Career Services also partners with the community in job advertisement and placement.
This office maintains the Bulldog Job Board, an online service on which employers
advertise their jobs for free. SWOSU students and alumni use this service to upload their
resume, search for jobs, and, by registering, receive e-mails about workshops, upcoming
job fairs, on-campus interviews, and other related topics. SWOSU hosts several career
fairs throughout the school year, and a variety of employers are represented. These are
open not only to current students, but also to SWOSU graduates and to the community at
large. Furthermore, SWOSU departments and schools display employment opportunities
in buildings across campus.
The Wellness Expo, which is hosted annually by the Weatherford Chamber of
Commerce, is held in the SWOSU Wellness Center on the Weatherford campus and
is open to the entire community. In fall 2009, students and faculty representing four
departments (School of Nursing, College of Pharmacy, Department of Biological
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Sciences, and Music Therapy) hosted booths to provide information, interactive
demonstrations, and health services to participants.
SWOSU is one of the partners in the Walking for Wellness project that is sponsored
by the City of Weatherford Parks and Recreation Department. The program is designed
to encourage more people in the Weatherford area to take up walking on a regular basis.
To be included in the free program, participants are required to submit a monthly walking
log, and one submission location is the SWOSU Campus Mailroom. Volunteer cochairpersons of the program are two SWOSU faculty members.
SWOSU Athletics are supported by area businesses, community members and
alumni. Season schedules are available online, and signs displaying pictures of
SWOSU student athletes and game dates are posted around the community. Area
businesses and campus and community organizations set up booths or run concession
stands during SWOSU athletic events to supply information about and/or to raise
money for different causes. SWOSU Athletics also help to host sporting tournaments
and the fall Homecoming event in Weatherford, bringing in visitors which stimulate the
local economy.
Overall, SWOSU has adequate resources to support engagement with constituents and
communities. Many of these events and activities are supported by grants, community
donations, and alumni contributions. In addition, student fees help to ensure continuing
student services may be provided. SWOSU employees and students, along with
community members, are willing to volunteer their time. The continuing nature of these
partnerships illustrates not only their importance to internal and external constituencies,
but also their sustainability even through difficult economic times.

Core Component 5c: SWOSU demonstrates responsiveness to constituencies
that depend on the university for service.
Educational Partnerships
In meeting the needs of its constituents, SWOSU does not work in a vacuum, but
rather has formed a variety of educational partnerships. SWOSU works with the public
school system, other regional universities, and other two- and four-year institutions to
respond to state legislature requests, proposed legislation, and mandates, as well as to
propose and champion higher education funding requests.
SWOSU is involved in educational partnerships which promote transferability of
college credit. In 1987, for example, SWOSU merged with the two-year Sayre Junior
College (the first merger of its kind in Oklahoma), enabling students to earn course
credits on either campus, credits which may be applied to an associate’s or bachelor’s
degree attainable at SWOSU as a whole.
SWOSU, along with other universities and colleges in Oklahoma, participates in
the Course Equivalency Project (CEP) to ensure transferability of college credits. The
CEP meets annually, and, as needed, faculty representing different SWOSU disciplines
and other state institutions are contacted to update equivalency matrices. The SWOSU
Office of the Registrar provides an online link to the CEP website, which includes the
Oklahoma State Regents Equivalency chart.
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SWOSU recognizes Advanced Placement (AP) courses as taken by high school
students, who can thus receive college credit based on meeting score requirements of
AP tests. The SWOSU Assessment Center evaluates scores attained to determine which
course number(s) and how many credit hours have been earned. A table is provided
on the Center’s website which reflects available examinations for credit and the credit
recommendation by SWOSU departments relative to scores received.
SWOSU offers concurrent enrollment of high school students, which enables high
school students to earn college credit at SWOSU prior to high school graduation. To
participate, high school students must have a minimum of a 23 on the ACT, or have a
cumulative GPA of 3.0 and rank in the top half of their graduating class. In 2006, the
Oklahoma State Regents approved tuition waiver for high school students to take up to
6 credit hours of college classes per semester at Oklahoma undergraduate institutions
following their junior year and prior to graduation in their senior year. SWOSU at Sayre
expanded its course offerings to Elk City High School by sending an instructor to their
facilities.
In 2010, SWOSU developed a program delivery agreement with Redlands
Community College in El Reno, Oklahoma. This will provide students who have earned
A.A. degrees in Pre-Education with the opportunity to complete B.S.Ed. degrees in
Elementary Education, Early Childhood Education, or Special Education at SWOSU
by completing SWOSU courses provided via Distance Education. A similar agreement
is being developed to bridge the B.B.A. in Management degree. Future agreements are
being considered with Western Oklahoma State College in Altus, Oklahoma. In this
way, SWOSU shares its commitment to increase opportunities for student access to and
success in higher education.
Other educational partnerships involve cooperative agreements which provide
community support (and, indirectly, educational and scholarly activity opportunities).
The Athletic Training Education Program (ATEP) partners with the athletic programs
of area high schools and SWOSU itself. ATEP students work to prevent, recognize,
manage, and rehabilitate injuries that occur during football, volleyball, soccer and
basketball practices and games. ATEP also partners with Integris Clinton Regional
Hospital, Regeneration Physical Therapy, Human Performance Center, Oklahoma
Center for Multi-Specialty Surgery, and Southwest Orthopedic and Reconstructive
Specialists, where students service patients during clinical rotations. In turn, these
hands-on experiences provide the clinical education required of the accredited ATEP
program.
The Department of Education participates in literacy programs in the Weatherford
area. SWOSU students provide educational and social experiences to pre-school children
in the local Head Start Program. Students also offer summer tutoring assistance to
Weatherford grade school children. In turn, future SWOSU teacher candidates gain
hands-on experience in practicing their skills in teaching language, reading, social, and
even gardening skills.
The Social Work Program entered into a federally funded agreement with the
Department of Human Services (DHS) entitled “Child Welfare Professional Enhancement
Program” (CWPEP) in an effort to encourage students to pursue careers in the social
work profession. SWOSU students receive a stipend to help to cover educational costs
if they agree to accept employment with DHS in child protection services. In addition,
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CWPEP provides a travel budget for faculty to be used for continuing education. From
2004 through 2009, CWPEP supported 35 students.
The Department of Language and Literature developed an agreement with the
DHS in Custer and Dewey counties to permit students majoring in Spanish to assist in
interpreting and communicating with Spanish speaking clients.
Faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences serve as Scholar Speakers for the
Oklahoma Humanities Council. These faculty share their expertise by providing
presentations over various historical topics at different locations across the state. These
events are open to the public and typically garner 25 to 30 attendees.
SWOSU Encourages Students to Pursue a College Degree
SWOSU administers camps for grade school, junior high, and high school students
which provide academic and social experiences on the SWOSU campus. Participants
live in SWOSU dormitories, eat in cafeterias, have access to campus facilities, take part
in planned activities both on (i.e., scuba diving) and off (i.e., Crowder Lake) campus,
and take classes as taught by SWOSU faculty. SWOSU students serve as counselors and
teaching assistants. The camps often conclude with competitions or shows which test or
display what participants have learned. Overall, participants get a taste of college-life and
become informed about the programs available at SWOSU. External grants help to fund
many of these programs, which are described below.
The Summer Science & Mathematics Academy (SSMA) is designed to give 32 high
school juniors and seniors a two-week academic and social experience on the SWOSU
campus. This program is designed to motivate students toward pursuing a higher
education in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) disciplines.
SSMA has been in existence for over 30 years, and it continues to be funded by the
Oklahoma Regents for Higher Education and the Toyota Foundation.
The ExxonMobil Bernard Harris Summer Science Camp (EMBHSS) is a two-week
summer program that involves 45 to 50 middle school students in the STEM disciplines.
In addition, participants are invited back to campus twice during the school year for
“Saturday Academies.” SWOSU has been funded for and conducted the EMBHSS camps
since 2002. In summer 2009, SWOSU’s EMBHSS camp was one of 30 across the nation,
and the only one held in Oklahoma.
The Oklahoma Giants Summer Academy provides high school students the
opportunity to explore two of Oklahoma’s resources, wind and natural gas, at SWOSU.
SWOSU Department of Industrial & Engineering Technology has partnered with Western
Farmers Electric Cooperative, Florida Power & Light, Chesapeake Energy, and the
Oklahoma Energy Resources Board to provide multiple offerings of this Academy during
the summers of 2007, 2008, and 2009. The Academy was funded by the Oklahoma
Regents for Higher Education.
The Athletic Training Camp offers high school students the opportunity to explore a
career in this field. Approximately 35 to 50 students participate in this three-day program
each summer as implemented by SWOSU ATEP faculty and students.
Music Camps have been a SWOSU tradition since 1956. Over the course of the
summer, SWOSU Department of Music offers several unique camps to pre-college age
students interested in honing specific vocal and instrumental skills. Traditionally, 475 to
500 participants attend Band Camp, 250 to 300 attend Middle School Band Camp, 200 to
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250 attend Choral Camp, and 15 to 20 attend Guitar Camp. Specialty camps like Guitar
Camp are offered based on community request and may not be held every year.
SWOSU hosts other events on its campus for pre-college age students. These also help
students to bridge the gap from where they are currently to pursuing a college education.
Examples include
Physics Day, an annual fall event for area high school students is hosted by the
SWOSU Department of Chemistry and Physics and the SWOSU chapter of the Society of
Physics Students (SPS). Students travel to the Weatherford campus to experience physics
through hands-on activities and thought-provoking demonstrations as led by faculty
members and assisted by SPS members. In fall 2009, 85 high school physics students
from eight area high schools participated in this event.
A regional robotics competition for high school students, FIRST Tech Challenge
(FTC), was hosted by the SWOSU Department of Industrial & Engineering Technology
in 2009. This was dually being funded by NASA and by FIRST, an organization begun
by Dean Kamen, the inventor of the Sedgway personal transportation device. The FTC is
currently the only competition of its kind in Oklahoma.
The Model United Nations (MUN) conference is hosted on the SWOSU campus by
the Department of Social Sciences every November. This two-day event brings in 70
to 80 area high school students who are chosen as delegates to represent their schools.
The first day is used to form resolutions to be discussed and voted on during the second
day. Each student receives a Certificate of Participation, plus awards are given to the
Outstanding Delegation and individual Outstanding Delegate.
A speech tournament is organized by the SWOSU Department of Communication and
Theater every spring. Approximately 125 students from twelve 3A and four 4A schools
travel to the SWOSU campus to participate.
OnSite, an annual art competition for area high school juniors and seniors, is hosted by
the Art Department. Students compete in six different art areas (black and white drawing,
color drawing, acrylic painting, watercolor, graphic design, and ceramic form).
High school students, SWOSU students, SWOSU members, and community members
are recruited by the SWOSU Music Department to rehearse for and participate in public
concerts, such as the All-Senior Honor Band and TubaChristmas.
Not all programs require pre-college age students to travel to Weatherford. In 2008,
the SWOSU Department of Language and Literature started “The Outreach Program” in
which SWOSU faculty volunteer to provide college-level lessons to high school students.
Lessons to date have ranged from teaching writing skills to interpreting poetry and
Shakespearean plays. The benefits are two-fold: rural high school students receive quality
training within a SWOSU faculty member’s specialty, while faculty have the opportunity
to discuss the advantages of pursuing a college degree, specifically at SWOSU.
Prospective students can find opportunities to fund their college education at the
Office of Student Financial Services (SFS) website. These include, but are not limited to,
financial aid, grants, scholarships, federal work study, and loans. SFS strives to provide
accurate and timely assistance in obtaining the money needed for students to reach their
educational goals. Over 70% of SWOSU students receive a part of the $30,000,000 of
financial assistance paid out by the SFS annually.
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SWOSU Meets Specific Educational Needs of Constituents
Students who enroll and enter college are generally assumed to be emotionally and
academically prepared to handle the demands of college life. However, many high school
students in western Oklahoma come from rural settings and small graduating classes.
Their educational and life experiences have been limited. SWOSU recognizes these
challenges and has developed courses and programs to address these needs.
The Alternative Admissions Program addresses the needs of students who are at high
risk of not completing college. In fall 2009, 143 students were first admitted into this
program at SWOSU. To build camaraderie, students were enrolled in the same sections of
remediation courses (i.e., Fundamentals of English, Basic Algebra, and Improvement of
Reading). They also took College Success (GSTDY 1441), a course designed to improve
time management, note- and exam-taking skills, and motivation. Students were assigned
to a faculty mentor, to whom they continue to be accountable. The program is sequential,
in that students are encouraged to complete their first year at SWOSU with passing
grades and to remediate all deficiencies. Next, the Alternative Admit Program offers
the opportunity to earn an Associate’s Degree from SWOSU after students complete 60
hours of general education courses. Students may then matriculate into a four-year degree
program at SWOSU to ultimately complete a Baccalaureate Degree. SWOSU’s goal is to
help those who want help to reach the next level of success.
SURE-STEP was designed to ease students’ transition into college, but specifically
within the STEM disciplines. SWOSU and four other Oklahoma universities received a
2 million dollar grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF) to implement SURESTEP. SURE-STEP began with a four-week summer program in which transitioning
students participated in lecture and laboratory courses designed to promote success with
STEM college material. They also learned time management and study skills. Students
participated in active research during the summer program and during their freshman
year. Students who maintained designated requirements were also awarded a 6 credit hour
waiver to SWOSU and a stipend during their first year of college study. From 2004 to
2008, 66 students participated in the SURE-STEP summer program. Of those students, 62
attended SWOSU as first-time freshmen in the fall semester immediately following the
summer bridge program, and 49 came back to SWOSU for their sophomore year. That is
a 79% one-year retention rate, as compared to a 64% one-year retention rate of the 4,149
freshmen who started on the Weatherford campus during the same time period.
SWOSU recognizes the needs of nontraditional students, too. As discussed under
Core Component 5a, SWOSU has increased the number of ITV, telecourse, and online
offerings. Additionally, SWOSU provides evening, short session, and weekend courses.
Such options provide the flexibility needed by off-campus students and working adults to
advance their education.
SWOSU Enables Students to Earn a Marketable Degree
SWOSU offers professional training programs which enable constituents to learn a
trade and/or to become a licensed professional upon passing a qualifying exam after
completing one to six years of schooling at SWOSU. As stated in Criterion One, SWOSU
offers 15 accredited programs.This is the most among Oklahoma’s regional universities.
Examples include
•

Associate in Applied Science degree in Medical Laboratory Technician or
Radiologic Technology at SWOSU Sayre;
Core Component 5c
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•

Associate in Applied Science Degree in Physical Therapy Assistant or
Occupational Therapy Assistant at SWOSU Sayre, after completing one additional
year of training in conjunction with Caddo Kiowa Technology Center in Fort
Cobb, Oklahoma;

•

Aquatics Certification, Outdoor Education Specialist Certification, B.S. in Park
Law Enforcement, B.S. or M.Ed. in Parks & Recreation Management, and M.Ed.
in Sports Management offered through the Parks & Recreation Management
program at SWOSU Weatherford;

•

B.S.N. in Nursing at SWOSU Weatherford; and

•

Pharm.D. at SWOSU Weatherford.

SWOSU’s course offerings and degree programs also enable students to complete prerequisites at SWOSU and then to competitively apply to specialty or graduate programs
at other institutions. For example, between 2007 and 2010, 31 out of 37 SWOSU students
who applied to Medical, Dental, or Optometry schools were accepted into professional
programs. Remaining students went on to receive a graduate education or obtained
employment in a related field.
Bridges Connect Diverse Communities
SWOSU recognizes the need to promote educational opportunities beyond a high
school diploma for Native Americans, as well as the need to preserve tribal languages
and culture. In 2006, SWOSU, in partnership with the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes,
established the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribal College (CATC), which is now housed
on its Weatherford campus. In spring 2008, the College officially inaugurated its first
president, Dr. Henrietta Mann, a Cheyenne tribal member, distinguished SWOSU alumna,
and nationally known leader in Indian Education. Currently, SWOSU and CATC offer 23
courses and Associate degrees in Tribal Administration, General Studies with Emphasis
in American Indian Studies, and General Education Studies. Students can receive course
advisement, general encouragement, and free tutoring from CATC. A SWOSU Native
American Club has been recreated, and a student Pow-Wow and Native American student
conferences are held on campus annually. The College recognized its first class in 2008,
when students graduating with an Associate in Science degree participated in the College
program. CATC currently advises 100 students, with a growing enrollment.
The Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation (LSAMP-STEM) is an on-going,
NSF-funded program which addresses the low number of minority students pursuing
advanced degrees in the STEM disciplines. SWOSU students are recruited during their
junior and senior years to participate in a Scholar Seminar series designed to help prepare
them for success in graduate school. More advanced students are placed with a faculty
mentor to carry out a research project. Since 2003, 15 students have participated in
LSAMP-STEM, and 11 have gone on to attend either graduate school or professional
programs.
Students in the SWOSU Department of Communication and Theatre produce the
annual Children’s Production. This event serves over 1,200 participants from Weatherford
and surrounding schools. This is the first time that many elementary students are exposed
to any kind of live theatre experience.
As described previously in Core Component 5a, SWOSU administrators, faculty, staff
and students hold leadership positions in local organizations, coach sports teams, mentor
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Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, and more. SWOSU employees are an integral part of the
City of Weatherford’s “Vision 20/20.” SWOSU recognizes the synergism of building
bridges among diverse communities—what is good for the community is good for the
University, and vice versa.
SWOSU also builds bridges outside of western Oklahoma. SWOSU administrators,
faculty, staff, and students provide service to a variety of activities at state, national, and
international levels. Examples may be found in the Resource Room, demonstrating the
lead roles held by SWOSU employees and students.
SWOSU Develops Partnerships with Integrity
SWOSU administrators, faculty, staff and students practice philanthropy in a variety of
ways. Whether in the community or on campus, SWOSU members strive to increase the
well-being of humankind through acts of volunteerism and/or raising donations.
Working with SWOSU’s Physical Plant and the City of Weatherford Street &
Sanitation Department, the Collegiate Activities Board (CAB) placed recycling bins on
campus in 2007 in an effort to get students and the public recycling. All proceeds go
toward a work program for disabled and disadvantaged adults at the Life Circle Jones
Health, Inc. Workshop. CAB also started composting on the SWOSU campus with the
help of the SWOSU Physical Plant and sponsored a Recycling Fair and Sale as part
of National America Recycles Day in November 2009. The focus of the event was on
home-made and environmentally friendly items and actions. CAB also planned events to
recognize Earth Day in April 2010.
The Biology Club coordinates Books for Africa. Club members place six large
receptacles in various buildings across campus into which students, faculty and staff
are encouraged to donate books. Since 2006, the Biology Club has collected over 3,000
books and shipped over 270 cartons in partnership with Better World Books.
The Phi Delta Chi professional pharmacy fraternity conducts the Medication
Collection Project to promote the proper disposal of medications. Student fraternity
members collect medications from pharmacies in which collection boxes offer consumers
the ability to properly dispose unused or expired medications. SWOSU estimates that
hundreds of thousands of medication doses have been collected through the project,
instead of ending up in landfills and waterways.
The School of Nursing is involved in a variety of volunteer health-related services.
Nursing students provide health and developmental assessments annually to students of
the Head Start program. Nursing students volunteer to work in the Medic Tent during
the Oklahoma City Memorial Marathon held in April of each year. Nursing students also
conduct health fairs at churches, missions and area schools; provide educational programs
to area high school students on subjects such as hand washing, lice, breast and testicular
cancer, and nutrition and exercise; and educational programs to the general community
on subjects such as first aid, pregnancy management, and blood-borne pathogens.
The Department of Education has partnered with the Federated Church of Weatherford
to conduct the After School Program. This program is funded by a start-up grant (Kid’s
Café Grant) to serve elementary and middle school children who are in need of tutoring
and a safe environment after school, as most participants come from one-parent and
latch-key homes. SWOSU students volunteer to conduct recreational and academic
activities.
Core Component 5c
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The Department of Communication and Theatre performed a concert at the local
coffeehouse in 2008 and 2009 (entitled “Steaming Cup of Love, Parts 1 & 2”) to raise
money for a needy family and the local food bank. The second concert was performed
in memory of the SWOSU faculty member who had coordinated the activity but died
unexpectedly.
SWOSU holds the annual Custer County Relay for Life on its campus in the
Wellness Center. Teams composed of members from the surrounding community
and SWOSU students participate in the overnight event to support cancer research,
recognize cancer survivors, and remember those lost to cancer. SWOSU holds
fundraisers and events over the course of the year in preparation for this event.
Examples include cancer awareness t-shirt sales, Pink Out at the basketball game, the
City of Weatherford Mayor’s declaration of April 13, 2007, as “Tough Enough to Wear
Pink Day,” and the annual 5K Walk/Run.
Other examples of partnerships with integrity can be found with SWOSU’s service
learning and co-curricular activities, as discussed previously in this Criterion under
Core Component 5b. Overall, SWOSU administrators, faculty, staff and students
exhibit a strong sense of humanitarianism in their actions both on and off campus.

Core Component 5d: Internal and external constituencies value the
services provided by SWOSU.
Internal Constituencies Value SWOSU
A variety of facilities and services are available and used by university students and
employees.
The new Wellness Center supports the fitness of student athletes along with the
general student population and University employees via access to equipment, workout
areas, intramural sports, and group exercise classes. Furthermore, other events (i.e.,
Custer County Relay for Life, pre- and post-football game gatherings, and graduation
ceremonies) are supported by the Wellness Center.
The Student Union provides sustenance via a food court having four restaurants,
a cafeteria, and Bulldog Beanery coffee shop. The Student Union, along with the
University Conference Center, hosts a variety of University and community meetings,
banquets, and receptions (i.e., retirement and new faculty).
The Library provides books, videos, and online services to University students
and employees. In 2009, the library added netbooks to its list of hardware (including
laptops) that can be checked out for use.
The University Residence Halls provide on-campus housing for a maximum of
1,225 students. Oklahoma and Stewart Halls are for women, and Jefferson, Neff, and
Rogers Halls are for men. There are 32 university-owned, one-bedroom apartments
available to full-time upper level students or students with dependents.
The Black Box Theatre opened in Fall 2008. This state-of-the-art facility brought
technological improvements (lighting, scene design, sound) and opportunities in
theatre production to the SWOSU campus.
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There are Computer Labs housed in ten different buildings across campus
(Stafford, Art, Education, Campbell, Chemistry/Pharmacy/Physics, Library, Science,
Music, Stewart, and Technology Buildings). Most labs are available to students for
homework when not being used for instructional purposes. All labs and the library
have Microsoft® Office, Internet access, and printing capabilities for writing papers
and doing research. Some labs have software which is specific for the students in their
respective majors. Most labs contain a special desk which is wheelchair accessible or
can be raised to a standing position.
The University Press is an on-campus print shop that provides printing and copying
services for faculty and staff of Southwestern Oklahoma State University. The
University Press also provides services to city, state, and not-for-profit organizations.
Other available services include the SWOSU Alumni Association, SWOSU
Foundation, Assessment Center, Auxiliary Services, Career Services, Counseling
Services, Health Services, Human Resources, Mailroom, Sponsored Programs,
Veterans Affairs, and VIPER, or Violence Intervention, Prevention and Early
Response.
External Constituencies Value SWOSU
The College of Pharmacy (COP) is a primary example of SWOSU’s provision
of programs to meet the educational needs of licensed professionals. Pharmacists
must obtain 15 hours of continuing education each year. In response to this, the COP
provides three primary means to make sure that SWOSU helps pharmacists meet these
goals. First, faculty in the COP present numerous lectures yearly via the Pharmacy
Foundation.The Foundation’s offices are on the SWOSU campus, and there is a close
working relationship between the Foundation and the COP. Secondly, the Foundation
presents three 15-hour seminars yearly in Weatherford, Tulsa, and Oklahoma City.
It also hosts travel seminars, such as one to Seattle over Fall Break of 2009. These
seminars give pharmacists from all over the country the opportunity to gain continuing
education credits. In addition, all attendees are surveyed to evaluate the seminar series
and to elicit future topic ideas so that their continuing educational needs can be met.
The need for these seminars may be demonstrated by attendance; for example, an
average of 50 participants attended the April 2009 seminar. Thirdly, the COP supports
the activities of Pharmat, a national provider of continuing education correspondence
courses. The offices of Pharmat have been housed at SWOSU since 2006, and the
editor and financial officer are COP faculty members. The SWOSU COP faculty
members are frequently chosen as authors for the courses.
In 2006, the Department of Psychology hosted a play therapy workshop for the
community and for licensed professionals. Specifically, master’s level Licensed
Professional Counselors (L.P.C.s), Licensed Behavioral Practitioners (L.B.P.s),
and Licensed Clinical Social Workers (L.C.S.W.s) could earn 6 hours of CEUs
for participating in the workshop. There were approximately 38 participants. The
Department of Psychology is currently planning on offering an ethics training during
the Spring 2010 semester in an effort to meet the 3 credit hours of ethics training
needed by L.P.C.s and L.B.P.s.
The Science and Mathematics Association of Rural Teachers (SMART) program is
a year-long program intended to increase content knowledge, update teaching methods,
and assist in the creation of standards-based mathematics and science lessons for K-12
Core Component 5d
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teachers in western Oklahoma. SMART includes a four-week Summer Institute and
six Saturday sessions (three in the fall, three in the spring). University faculty conduct
classes in Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science, Geology, Mathematics,
Physics, and the Health Sciences. Participating teachers receive stipends, teaching
supplies to be used for school in-services, and about 200 contact hours of teacher
development. They can also earn up to 5 graduate class credits from SWOSU. Aside
from giving K-12 teachers direct, hands-on experience and continuing education in
the STEM disciplines, SMART helps to increase networking and decrease isolation
of rural teachers in southwestern Oklahoma. In fact, continuing collaborations have
formed among the teacher participants, and between the participants and SWOSU
faculty. Twenty-one school districts and educational organizations from Oklahoma
are partnering with SWOSU. The SMART programs are the only Mathematics and
Science Partnership (MSP) programs in the state of Oklahoma to be funded each year
offered.
Another summer institute program is KESAM (K-8 Scholars Appreciating
Mathematics). This program was developed to provide grade school teachers with
hands-on exercises to be able to bring new knowledge and enthusiasm back to their
classrooms. The Hands on, Brains on Journey of Excellence program is part of the No
Child Left Behind Act of 2001, and KESAM is funded by the Oklahoma State Regents
for Higher Education. SWOSU administers the program. Each year, up to 80 teachers
are selected across the state of Oklahoma to participate in four, two-week workshops
held across the state; one session is held on the SWOSU campus in Weatherford. Data

CATC graduation ceremony (photo by Kyle Wright, Web Services)
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collected from previous participants shows that participation in KESAM leads to a
significant gain in the teachers’ student success rate in mathematics scores and greater
student interest, understanding, and enjoyment of math.
Additional examples of continuing education programs are found in the
Department of Music, which holds workshops every summer for in-service training
of teachers; the Department of Industrial & Engineering Technology, which holds
PI (Professional Improvement) meetings with Technology Teachers; and the Health
Information Management Program, which conducts continuing education seminars
with professionals in the field. In addition, there are several master’s level programs at
SWOSU which provide opportunities for teachers or professionals in the field further
their credentials.
Constituents Use University Facilities
A primary example of this is the Custer County Relay for Life, which has been held
indoors at the SWOSU Wellness Center since April 2007. Area businesses and campus
organizations participate in this annual event that celebrates survivors, remembers
loved ones, and raises money for the American Cancer Society. The Custer County
Relay for Life used to be held outside in a local park, but the event would obviously
be affected by inclement weather. Having this overnight event inside the SWOSU
Wellness Center better supports community participation, enables planned events and
recognition efforts to be carried out as scheduled, and promotes fundraising efforts.
Other examples of University facilities available for use by the public include the
Conference Center, Library, Black Box Theater, Wellness Center, Student Union, Fine
Arts Center, and even individual classrooms.
Community Uses University Programs
The University hosts a variety of programs which meet continuing education needs
of the Community. As described in Criterion Four, the Al Harris Library sponsors the
Library Showcase series. This series brings in authors, musicians, educators, and other
professionals who perform and speak to the community at large. Another example
is Law Day, as hosted by the Department of Social Sciences each April. This event
features a prominent speaker who discusses timely topics faced by both politicians
and the public. The latter event attracts over 200 participants annually and has been
documented to be a positive learning experience by over 90% of respondents. Both of
these programs are free and open to the public.
Examples of campus-wide events include Panorama, SWOSUPalooza, and Miss
Southwestern. The Panorama series annually brings in from three to five outside
entertainment venues to the Weatherford campus. These range from music and
dance to lectures and comedy, as proposed by a Panorama Committee and voted
upon by the students. Panorama is partially supported by an endowed lectureship
sponsored by AT&T. SWOSUPalooza is a free, outdoor musical event featuring
select bands which play on the SWOSU campus. In April 2009, a carnival featuring
rides, games and concessions was added to the event to celebrate its 10th anniversary.
The University also presents the Miss Southwestern and Miss SWOSU Outstanding
Teen Pageants. Participants may win scholarships and various gifts and certificates
from area businesses. All of these events are open to the public and are either free or
offered at a greatly reduced rate as compared to if one were to attend these events at
a non-university sponsored venue. There is no doubt that SWOSU provides cultural
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experiences that otherwise would not likely be brought to Weatherford or western
Oklahoma.

Miss Southwestern and Miss SWOSU Outstanding Teen pageant (photo by Kyle Wright, Web Services)

Community Values University Services
External constituencies value the continuing education, facilities, services, and
culture provided by SWOSU. This can be demonstrated in a variety of ways, including
the donation of monies for scholarships and in support of SWOSU events; participation
in SWOSU events open to the public; membership in the SWOSU Alumni Association;
voting to pass bond issues and state funding requests; recognition of emeritus faculty;
and building SWOSU’s reputation throughout the community, state, nation and world.
Civic and Business leaders also value the time and expertise offered by SWOSU
employees and students, who are an integral part of the community. As discussed
previously, University members also belong to area organizations, such as the
Weatherford Chamber of Commerce, Arts Council, Friends for Life Animal Sanctuary,
Rotary Club, Kiwanis, to name a few. University members have also become involved
in the planning for Weatherford’s future by being active in the Vision 20/20 meetings
and city survey.
There can be no doubt that SWOSU supports the local economy. Local jobs are
created and supported due to the number of employees, students and visitors requiring
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goods and services. Employees, students and visitors generate revenue through
purchased goods and services, the demand for housing (whether renting or buying) and
payment of taxes. SWOSU itself provides job opportunities to external constituencies.
In fact, SWOSU is the largest employer in the city of the Weatherford, and it is
estimated that $30,000 is generated per student to the local economy.
SWOSU’s economic impact may be demonstrated simply by the fact that many
businesses support the educational efforts of university students, who are also part-time
employees, by being flexible in scheduling their work hours. Furthermore, a variety
of businesses and organizations are run by or hire SWOSU graduates. Area businesses
and organizations are generally willing to partner with, provide letters of support,
and donate funds, services, and goods to SWOSU employees and students. Civic and
business leaders support bond and funding requests for SWOSU infrastructure and
programs, being cognizant of the synergistic effect between University and community
growth and development.
In 2009, SWOSU purchased the Goldmann’s Mainstreet Hardware building on
Main Street in downtown Weatherford. Currently, SWOSU is pursuing options for
this space that include a joint tenancy with the Weatherford Chamber of Commerce. It
will likely house a city of Weatherford and Oklahoma information center for visitors,
thus providing opportunities for area education and business advertising. Plans for
this space also include exhibiting art from SWOSU students and faculty, alumni,
and local artists and traveling art exhibits. This would help to enhance the cultural
enrichment of the community. Lastly, SWOSU itself will be provided with enhanced
visibility, communication and recruitment opportunities in the middle of town. Overall,
this provides an all-encompassing example of SWOSU providing service to and
engagement with the community.
Criterion Five Conclusions
Strengths
•

SWOSU clearly defines its constituencies and listens to them in order to discern
their needs.

•

SWOSU is engaged in significant regional partnerships in K-12 education,
economic development, service learning, and health care.

•

SWOSU creates a wide array of connections with its constituents and devotes
substantial resources to engage both its internal and external constituents.

•

SWOSU is engaged in numerous activities that serve the region’s needs for
rural economic development, entrepreneurship, healthcare, and education.

•

Internal and external constituents value the services SWOSU provides,
as evidenced by attendance at campus events and the level of satisfaction
demonstrated in surveys of students, alumni, and employers.

Areas of Improvement
•

There is a lack of systematic process for activating, analyzing, and archiving
alumni survey information; consequently, the ability to share this information is
hindered.
Core Component 5d
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•

SWOSU should ensure that advertising of continuing education classes is
adequate and that topics are timely or of value to the public, thus enhancing
community involvement.

•

SWOSU should set up a standing committee to assess and track civic
engagement and service learning.

•

SWOSU should improve faculty reporting of student and employee
volunteerism and SL activities.

•

SWOSU should ensure that there is at least one required course with a Service
Learning component in every disciplines.

•

SWOSU should ensure that Distance Learning education meets the rigorous
standards of traditional classroom education.

•

SWOSU should modify its measures to keep its employees up-to-date with
rapidly evolving technologies.

The football team participates in service learning activities (photo by Kyle Wright, Web Services)
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CONCLUSIONS
SWOSU is a Future-Oriented Organization
SWOSU has established a record of accomplishment of strategically responding to the
future learning needs of Oklahoma students and others. This track record is validated by
the
•

process and implementation of strategic planning during the past 12 years that
reflect the University’s mission and vision;

•

higher number of nationally accredited academic programs than its regional
university Oklahoma peers and others;

•

types of new academic programs added in the past ten years;

•

strength of the financial reserve;

•

commitment of faculty and staff to the University; and

•

community, state, national, and international outreach in which students, faculty
and staff participate.

SWOSU’s core programs in health and the sciences, education, business, computer
science and engineering, music, mathematics, social sciences, fire fighting management,
park law enforcement, languages, literature, communications, hospitality and gaming,
and art are responsive to societal and economic trends, both to provide successful
placement and advancement for graduates and to support the workforce needs of
Oklahoma and the region. These newly developed and time-tested programs all honor the
University mission.
Over the past ten years, SWOSU has made substantial investments in infrastructure
and technology to support existing and new programs and services for students, faculty,
and staff. Several million dollars have been invested in campus network infrastructure,
hardware, and server upgrades, lab and computer modernization, and software
implementation. In addition, along with a legislated state bond that provided monies to
improve physical infrastructure, SWOSU supplemented program improvements with
renovations to classrooms and faculty offices and more cost efficient heating and cooling
systems. While state funding has declined, SWOSU successfully used funding from
program revenues, cost recovery operations, special state allocation resources, and grants
to continue to operate smoothly. The SWOSU Foundation also plays a critical role in
assisting with the funding of student scholarships, physical infrastructure needs, and
future operations development and planning.
SWOSU has made student academic achievement, assessment, and continuous
improvement among its highest priorities. All academic programs, student services,
functional units, and operational areas have committed themselves to the development
of measurable goals that support SWOSU’s mission and the strategic plans of its key
academic and non-academic areas.
SWOSU is a Learning-Focused Organization
The fundamental mission of SWOSU is to serve as an educational resource to
western Oklahoma and the region. This commitment to student learning is evidenced
by the University’s small class sizes and committed and friendly faculty and staff. The
accreditations outlined in this self study attest to SWOSU’s excellence in the academic
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areas. Additionally, those academic areas that do not hold external accreditations have
conducted program reviews that provide support of their excellent educational outcomes.
Beyond SWOSU’s specialty programs, providing students with a well-rounded liberal
arts education and fostering a passion for lifelong learning are the bases for SWOSU’s
requirement that all majors complete a general education requirement that meets the
standard set forth in policy by the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education. This
program challenges students to explore a diverse range of disciplines as they become
educated citizens of the world. Each area plays a significant role in promoting the
development of students’ ability to use critical thinking and communication skills, to
appreciate the scientific heritage, the fine arts, and to better understand human behavior in
society.
In order to support this pursuit of lifelong learning, students enjoy access to research
funds and development opportunities both on campus and in the community. Students
participate in student government, clubs and organizations, and seminars and workshops
in ways that develop their skills at communication, critical thinking, leadership
development, and applying new knowledge to understand and work with others,
including faculty, staff, and community members.
To support this pursuit of lifelong learning, SWOSU values effective teaching.
SWOSU demonstrates its commitment to excellent instruction through the hiring and
evaluation of qualified faculty, and the allocation of resources to support effective
teaching and student learning.
SWOSU has taken significant steps in institutionalizing a culture of student learning
and effective teaching through assessment. Assessment plans through goal articulation
and outcomes have been developed and implemented for its academic majors, general
education areas, Student Affairs, and most ancillary areas.
SWOSU is a Distinctive Organization
SWOSU has a clear mission that is published and articulated by most University
faculty and staff and some students. SWOSU is recognized throughout the community,
region, and United States for its excellent pharmacy program. Additionally, SWOSU has
other programs in nursing and allied health programs that also are recognized for their
excellent graduates who enter the workforce and/or graduate school. The rigorous science
core programs support the science majors and all the health programs. They all contribute
to the “educational, economic, and cultural environment and support scholarly activity”
of the University mission.
SWOSU is distinctive in serving as an educational, cultural, and economic
development resource for western Oklahoma and the region through its outreach to
Native American constituents with the tribal college support and economic development
center resources. Its constituents throughout western Oklahoma seek out SWOSU to
provide these services.
SWOSU is a Connected Organization
SWOSU fulfills its role as a state financially assisted university by playing a vital role
in serving many constituencies. Through its connections, SWOSU provides students,
Conclusions
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faculty, and staff opportunities to fulfill service learning and community service and
engage community and regional members in partnerships within these opportunities.
SWOSU provides course offerings across the state to students that otherwise might
not engage in higher education with its hybrid course offerings and online programs.
This allows both the University and community and regional area to participate and
share resources that are of mutual benefit. SWOSU fulfills its mission of student
and institutional engagement by continuously learning from its constituents through
employer, business, and alumni surveys, reaffirming its commitments to them, and being
responsive to their needs.
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Bulldog football (photo by Kyle Wright, Web Services)

APPENDIX A
SWOSU INSTITUTIONAL SNAPSHOT
1. Student Demography Headcounts
1A. Undergraduate Enrollments by Class Levels (Freshman-Senior)
Class Level
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Total Undergraduates

Fall 2008
1,689
828
729
877
4,123

Fall 2009
1,778
884
681
927
4,270

Source: Institutional Research

1B.1. Male Undergraduate Students by Degree Seeking and Non-degree Seeking Status
(showing totals, with breakdowns by gender and by race/ethnicity per IPEDS report)

Fall 2008
Gender and Race/Ethnicity
MEN
Nonresident Alien
Hispanic/Latino
American Indian/Alaska
Native
Asian
Black/African American
Native Hawaiian/Other
Pacific Islander
White
Two or more races
Race/ethnicity unknown
Total Men
Source: Institutional Research
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Fall 2009

Degree
seeking

Nondegree
seeking

Total

Degree
seeking

Nondegree
seeking

Total

27
93

0
0

27
93

21
97

0
0

21
97

112

4

116

107

1

108

27
129

0
1

27
130

29
126

0
0

29
126

0

0

0

3

0

3

1,324
NA
0
1,712

0
NA
0
5

1,324
NA
0
1,717

1,362
66
6
1,817

2
0
0
3

1,364
66
6
1,820

Student Headcount

1B.2. Female Undergraduate Students by Degree Seeking and Non-degree Seeking Status
(showing totals, with breakdowns by gender and by race/ethnicity per IPEDS report)

Fall 2008
Gender and Race/Ethnicity
WOMEN
Nonresident Alien
Hispanic/Latino
American Indian/Alaska
Native
Asian
Black/African American
Native Hawaiian/Other
Pacific Islander
White
Two or more races
Race/ethnicity unknown
Total Women

Fall 2009

Degree
seeking

Nondegree
seeking

Total

Degree
seeking

Nondegree
seeking

Total

28
135

0
0

28
135

34
131

0
0

34
131

185

2

187
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53
96

0
0

53
96

42
96

0
0

42
96

0

0

0

4

0

4

1,906
NA
0
2,403

1
NA
0
3

1,907
NA
0
2,406

1,907
62
5
2,445

2
0
0
5

1,909
62
5
2,450

Source: Institutional Research

1C.1. Male Graduate/Professional Students by Degree Seeking and
Non-degree Seeking Status
(showing totals, with breakdowns by gender and by race/ethnicity per IPEDS report)

Fall 2008
Gender and Race/Ethnicity
MEN
Nonresident Alien
Hispanic/Latino
American Indian/Alaska
Native
Asian
Black/African American
Native Hawaiian/Other
Pacific Islander
White
Two or more races
Race/ethnicity unknown
Total men

Fall 2009

Degree
seeking

Nondegree
seeking

Total

Degree
seeking

Nondegree
seeking

Total

4
10

0
0

4
10

4
7

0
3

4
10

28

1

29

27

0

27

18
12

0
3

18
15

23
12

0
1

23
13

0

0

0

0

0

0

227
NA
0
299

13
NA
0
17

240
NA
0
316

227
8
1
309

14
0
0
18

241
8
1
327

Source: Institutional Research

Student Headcount
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1C.2. Female Graduate/Professional Students by Degree Seeking and
Non-degree Seeking Status
(showing totals, with breakdowns by gender and by race/ethnicity per IPEDS report)

Fall 2008
Gender and Race/Ethnicity
WOMEN
Nonresident Alien
Hispanic/Latino
American Indian/Alaska
Native
Asian
Black/African American
Native Hawaiian/Other
Pacific Islander
White
Two or more races
Race/ethnicity unknown
Total Women

Fall 2009

Degree
seeking

Nondegree
seeking

Total

Degree
seeking

Nondegree
seeking

Total

2
6

1
0

3
6

4
9

0
1

4
10

14

2

16

23

0

23

24
5

1
1

25
6

23
6

0
0

23
6

0

0

0

0

0

0

321
NA
0
372

34
NA
0
39

355
NA
0
411

318
2
3
388

24
0
0
25

342
2
3
413

Source: Institutional Research

1D. Age Range of Undergraduate Students (24 and under; 25 and older)
Age
24 years and under
25 years and older

Fall 2008
Men
Women
1,479
1,969
238
437

Fall 2009
Men
Women
1516
1,938
304
512

Source: Institutional Research

1E. Numbers of Students by Residency Status Who Come to a
Campus or Site for Instruction (In-State Resident, Out-of-State
Resident, Non-US Resident)
Residency Status
In-State Resident
Out-of-State Resident
Non-US Resident
Total Enrollment
Source: Institutional Research
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Fall 2008
4,259
521
70
4,850

Fall 2009
4,474
467
69
5,010

Student Recruitment and Admissions

2. Student Recruitment and Admissions
2A. Number of Applications, Acceptances, and Matriculations for Each of
the Following Categories of Entering Students
(Freshman, Undergraduate Transfer, and Graduate/Professional)

Number
Applied
Freshmen
Undergraduate Transfer
Graduate
Professional

Fall 2008

Fall 2009

1,359
543
90
247

1,417
564
114
248

Accepted
Freshmen
Undergraduate Transfer
Graduate
Professional

1,227
543
85
41

1,305
564
108
45

Matriculated
Freshmen
Undergraduate Transfer
Graduate
Professional

950
303
78
41

927
331
94
45

Source: Institutional Research

2B. SWOSU Requires the ACT Standardized Test for Admission (Mean
Scores of Students Accepted)
Campus
Weatherford Campus Freshmen
Sayre Campus Freshmen

Fall 2008
20.9
18.8

Fall 2009
21.3
18

Source: Institutional Research

Student Recruitment and Admissions
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3. Financial Assistance for Students
3A. Percentage of Undergraduate and Graduate Students Applying for Financial Assistance
3B. Number, Percentage of Total Enrollment, and Percentage of Totals in Specific Categories and
of Any Type of Undergraduate and Graduate/Professional Students Who Receive Financial
Assistance
Academic Year 2007-2008
Undergraduate Graduate
Total
Total Enrollment

UG%

GR%

Total%

4,945

962

5,907

4,208

658

4,866

85.10%

68.40%

82.38%

4,077

646

4,723

82.45%

67.15%

79.96%

2,086

392

2,478

42.18%

40.75%

41.95%

753

108

861

15.23%

11.23%

14.58%

Scholarships/Grants

3,169

346

3,515

64.08%

35.97%

59.51%

Academic Based Merit
Based Scholarships

1,081

121

1,202

21.86%

12.58%

20.35%

UG%

GR%

Total%

Applied for Financial
Assistance
Received Financial
Assistance
Loans
Work-Study

Academic Year 2008-2009
Undergraduate Graduate
Total
Total Enrollment

4,872

871

5,743

Applied for financial
assistance

4,174

618

4,792

85.67%

70.95%

83.44%

Received financial assistance

4,030

602

4,632

82.72%

69.12%

80.65%

2,046

347

2,393

42.00%

39.84%

41.67%

731

98

829

15.00%

11.25%

14.43%

Scholarships/Grants

3,125

356

3,481

64.14%

40.87%

60.61%

Academic Based Merit
Based Scholarships

1,015

128

1,143

20.83%

14.70%

19.90%

Loans
Work-Study

Source: Student Financial Services
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3C. Tuition Discount Rate (TDR) for Undergraduate and Graduate Student Population
I = Institutional Financial Aid Dollars Awarded for Tuition
2008-2009            $4,770,009
2007-2008            $4,973,245

P = Payments of Tuition Expected of Students and their External Aid
2008-2009            $19,390,148
2007-2008            $18,188,054

TDR = I/(I + P) as a Percentage
2008-2009            24.6%
2007-2008            27.3%
Source: Student Financial Services

4. Student Retention and Program Productivity
4A.1. Percentage of First-time Full-time Fall Entering Undergraduate
Students in the Previous Year Returned for Study During the Fall Semester
in Aggregate and by Race/Ethnicity per IPEDS Categories
(Number entering as NE; Number Returning as NR; and NR/NE as percentage)

Race/Ethnicity
Nonresident Alien
Hispanic/Latino
American Indian/Alaska Native
Asian
Black/African American
Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander
White
Total

Entered
Fall 2007

Returned
Fall 2008

Retention
Rate

5
50
77
16
51
0
707
906

4
39
44
15
32
0
430
564

80%
78%
57%
94%
63%
NA
61%
62%

Source: Institutional Research

Student Retention and Program Productivity
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4A.2. Percentage of First-time Full-time Fall Entering Undergraduate
Students in the Previous Year Returned for Study During the
Fall Semester in Aggregate and by Race/Ethnicity per IPEDS
Categories

(Number entering as NE; Number Returning as NR; and NR/NE as percentage)

Race/Ethnicity
Nonresident Alien
Hispanic/Latino
American Indian/Alaska Native
Asian
Black/African American
Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander
White
Total

Entered
Fall 2008

Returned
Fall 2009

Retention
Rate

5
55
65
12
45
3
729
914

4
28
33
11
25
2
498
601

80%
51%
51%
92%
56%
67%
68%
66%

Source: Institutional Research

4B. Number and Distribution by Race/Ethnicity of Students Earning
Graduate or Professional Degrees per IPEDS Categories
Race/Ethnicity
Nonresident Alien
Hispanic/Latino
American Indian/Alaska Native
Asian
Black/African American
Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander
White
Two or more races
Unknown
Total
Source: Institutional Research
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2007-08
0
3
17
12
4
0
262
0
1
299

2008-09
3
6
18
8
6
0
204
2
1
248

Student Retention and Program Productivity

4C. Number of Graduates in the Previous Academic Year by College/Program
in Keeping with the Following Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP)
Codes
Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP)

2007-08

2008-09

Agriculture/Natural Resources
(1, 3)

0

0

Architecture/Engineering/Engineering Technology
(4, 14, 15)

19

26

Biological & Physical Science
(26, 40, 41)

20

31

Business
(52)

169

159

Communications/Communication Technology/Fine Arts
(9, 10, 50)

47

50

Education/Library Science
(13, 21, 25)

299

244

Humanities/Interdisciplinary
(5, 16, 23, 24, 30, 38, 39, 54)

61

91

Health
(51)

230

243

Law
(22)

0

0

Mathematics/Computer Science
(11, 27)

19

9

Military Technology/Protective Services
(29, 43)

9

10

Personal Services/Consumer Services/Fitness
(12, 19, 31)

54

44

Psychology/Social Sciences & Services
(42, 44, 45)

60

65

Trades/Production/Transportation Health
(46, 47, 48, 49)

0

0

987

972

Total
Source: Institutional Research

Student Retention and Program Productivity
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4D.1. By Discipline and Name of Test, Separate Pass Rates of Undergraduates and Graduate/
Professional Students Sitting for Licensure Examinations
Undergraduate Pass Rates
Discipline

Test

Pharmacy

NAPLEX

93.8

97.6

Nursing

NCLEX

95.65

90.91

Athletic Training

Board of Certification for Athletic
Training OK and TX Exams

85

50

RHIA

75

40

Clinical Lab Science

MT (ASCP) or NCA (CLS)

100

100

Education - Art

OK Prof. Teaching Exam, Subject Area
Test (SAT)

NA*

100

ED-Early Childhood

OK Prof. Teaching Exam, SAT

67

30

ED-Elementary Ed

OK Prof. Teaching Exam, SAT

65

74

ED- English

OK Prof. Teaching Exam, SAT

100

80

ED-Spanish

OK Prof. Teaching Exam, SAT

100

*NA

ED-Health, Phys.Ed.

OK Prof. Teaching Exam, SAT

75

73

ED-History

OK Prof. Teaching Exam, SAT

NA*

60

ED-Math

OK Prof. Teaching Exam, SAT

83

75

ED-Music

OK Prof. Teaching Exam, SAT

83

93

ED-Natural Science

OK Prof. Teaching Exam, SAT

NA*

75

ED-Special Ed

OK Prof. Teaching Exam, SAT

75

Business

CPA

70
53 graduates took a
total of 65 test parts &
passed 15 test parts

Health Information
Mgmt

2007-2008 (%)

Scores not
available

Engineering Tech
Manuf. Eng. Tech

Society of Manf. Eng. Cert. Ex

66

Comp. Eng. Tech

Computer TIA Network

0

Env. Eng. Tech.
Industrial Tech

Associate Env. Prof.Exam
Certified Indus. Tech. Exam

Technology ED

PK Tech Ed Subject Area
American Medical Technologists
Registry

Medical Lab Tech
PTA

National Physical Therapy Exam (NPTE)
Certified Occupational Therapy
Assistant exam (COTA)
American Registry of Radiologic
Technologists
American Chemical Society (UG
Chemical Knowledge)
Area Concentration Achievement Test
(ACAT) for Social Work

OTA
Radiologic
Chemistry
Social Work
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NA*

100
100

NA*

0

NA*

NA*

100

100

100

100

100

92

79

NA*
524/500

Source: Annual Assessment Report & Academic Units *NA-students did not take exam this year.

page

2008-2009 (%)

40.72
National Average 39.44

497/500

Faculty Demography

4D.2. By Discipline and Name of Test, Separate Pass Rates of Undergraduates and Graduate/
Professional Students Sitting for Licensure Examinations
Discipline

Test

2007-2008 (%)

2008-2009 (%)

Music (History)

Graduate Entrance Advisory
Exam

67

100

Music (Theory)

Graduate Entrance Advisory
Exam

67

100

Music Therapy

National Board Certification
for Music Therapists

100

100

MBA

MFAT

NA*

100

PsychologyPsychometry

OSAT

90

79

PsychologySchool Counseling

OSAT

90

79

Educational Adm.

OSAT

90

79

EducationReading Specialist

OSAT

NA*

79

Source: Annual Assessment Report & Academic Units *NA-graduates did not take exam this year.

5. Faculty Demography
5A. Headcount of Faculty in Full-time and Part-time Categories
According to Highest Degree Earned
Degree
Doctorate
First Professional
Master’s
Bachelor’s
Associate’s
None
Total

Fall 2008
Full-time
Part-time
100
8
20
0
84
33
8
20
0
0
0
0
212
61

Fall 2009
Full-time
Part-time
96
5
22
0
84
33
10
15
0
0
0
0
212
53

Source: Institutional Research

Faculty Demography
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5B. Headcount of Faculty in Full-time and Part-time Categories According to Each of the
Following Breakdowns (Race/Ethnicity, Gender, Rank)
Fall 2008
Full-time
Part-time
Race/Ethnicity
Nonresident Alien
Hispanic/Latino
American Indian/Alaska Native
Asian
Black/African American
White
Gender
Male
Female
Rank
Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor

Fall 2009
Full-time
Part-time

2
5
4
9
2
190

0
0
3
1
2
55

3
5
7
9
1
187

0
0
7
1
1
44

120
92

29
32

113
99

27
26

40
34
60
78

NA
NA
NA
NA

40
35
55
82

NA
NA
NA
NA

Source: Institutional Research

5C. Number of Faculty by College/Program (Full-time and Part-time Together) in Keeping with the Following
Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) Codes
Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP)
Agriculture/Natural Resources (1, 3)
Architecture/Engineering/Engineering Technology (4, 14, 15)
Biological & Physical Science (26, 40, 41)
Business (52)
Communications/Communication Technology/Fine Arts (9, 10, 50)
Education/Library Science (13, 21, 25)
Humanities/Interdisciplinary (5, 16, 23, 24, 30, 38, 39, 54)
Health (51)
Law (22)
Mathematics/Computer Science (11, 27)
Military Technology/Protective Services (29, 43)
Personal Services/Consumer Services/Fitness (12, 19, 31)
Psychology/Social Sciences & Services (42, 44, 45)
Trades/Production/Transportation Health (46, 47, 48, 49)
Total
Source: Institutional Research
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Fall 2008
Full-time Part-time
0
0
7
1
26
1
15
1
23
12
13
3
27
14
51
4
0
0
19
8
2
1
16
10
13
6
0
0
212
61

Fall 2009
Full-time Part-time
0
0
6
0
26
2
15
1
24
12
12
2
26
17
50
1
0
0
20
5
2
0
16
10
15
3
0
0
212
53

Instructional Resources and Information Technology

6. Availability of Instructional Resources and Information Technology
Provide an account of the technology resources dedicated to supporting student
learning (library sites, residence hall hookups, internet cafes, etc.) and explain how you
monitor the level of their usage.
Weatherford Campus
•• Thirty-nine general and special use computer labs with a total of 591 computers
for student use
•• Twenty-two public use computers in library as well as 35 laptop/net-books for
checkout
•• Wireless network access campus-wide including all residence halls, academic
buildings, library, student union, and the wellness center
•• ITS Helpdesk
•• Website resources, help, information
•• Web Portal/Campus Connect
•• Multimedia classrooms, networked, audio/video, computers, smart-boards,
clickers
•• Desire2Learn online learning management system
•• Distance Learning (Equipment upgrades are on a three year rotation schedule;
unless technology advances at a faster rate and need for replacement occurs
sooner or later than anticipated. Student and faculty training is ongoing, and
special training is offered upon request or perceived need.)
•• Assessment services
Sayre Campus:
•• Five general and special use computer labs with a total of 82 computers for
student use
•• Six public use computer in the library, as well as seven laptop/net-books for
checkout
•• Wireless network access campus-wide with the exception of the Student Union
and have access of about 150 different users per month using personal laptops or
iphones
•• ITS helpdesk and also use of Weatherford’s ITS helpdesk
•• Website resources specific to the Sayre campus
•• Share drive available on campus for faculty to share class information with
students
•• Web Portal/ Campus Connect access
•• Multimedia classrooms with laptop or permanent workstation in every classroom,
including three smart-boards in math classrooms and English classrooms
•• Desire2Learn online learning management system available on campus and at home
Instructional Resources and Information Technology
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6A. Weatherford Campus Library Specific Data
INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
Number of Branch Libraries
Total FTE 12 Month Enrollment

2006

2008

2

2

4,482

4,233

7

7

PAID FULL TIME EQUIVALENTS (FTE)
Faculty Librarians
Other Professional Staff (with Master’s Degree in Library &
Information Science)
Other Paraprofessional Staff

0

2

10

8

Part-Time Paraprofessional Staff

0.6

0.6

3

3

Total Staff

20.6

20.6

Total Staff Per 1,000 Enrolled

4.6

4.9

All Other Operating Expenditures

53,310

98,407

Expenditures: Bibliographic Utilities, Network Consortia

30,960

15,380

Expenditures: Audio Visual*
Expenditures: Books, Serial Back Files, Audio Visual Materials,
Other Materials
Expenditures: Computer Hardware & Software

9,088

NA*

140,000

140,443*

51,487

116,780

Expenditures: Current Book/Serial /AV/Subscriptions

490,000

433,044**

Expenditures: Document Delivery, ILL

3,200

8,292

Expenditures: Electronic Books**

5,500

NA**

Expenditures: Electronic Serials**

48,937

NA**

Expenditures: Preservation

19,306

7,708

Salaries/Wages: Librarians

291,129

287,064

Salaries/Wages: All Other Paid Staff

201,042

199,765

Salaries/Wages: Student Assistants

49,477

42,757

Employee Fringe Benefits

198,785

35,608

Total Library Expenditures

1,592,221

1,385,248

355

327

Student Assistants

Expenditures (in dollars)

Total Library Expenditures Per Person Enrolled (FTE)
* one time purchase
** on-going purchases
Source: Library Department
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•• Distance Learning with two teaching rooms and five receive rooms
(Approximately 20-30 high schools in western Oklahoma receive concurrent
classes for high school students. Sayre receives about 50 classes from the
Weatherford Campus.)
•• Assessment services for placement and telecourses
Usage of these resources is measured in various ways. Numerous electronic reports/
statistics/surveys, lab usage reports, number of devices connected, network/bandwidth
usage, and web trends are all utilized for review and planning.

6A. Weatherford Campus Library Specific Data (continued)
INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES

2006

2008

2,501

3,031

247,258

314,354

55

74

1,226,716

1,226,716

E-Books

37,957

74,032

Current Serial Titles (Includes Electronic)

1,089

39,142

72

98

338

392

3,600

3,450

85

85

SIZE OF COLLECTIONS
Audio Visual Materials
Books, Serial Back Files, Other Paper Materials
Books, Serial Back Files, Other Paper Materials Per Person
Enrolled (FTE)
Microforms

Electronic Reference Sources & Aggregation Services
All Materials (Including Microform & Electronic Titles) Per Person
Enrolled (FTE)
SERVICES
Gate Count in a Typical Week
Hours Open in a Typical Week
Reference Transactions in a Typical Week At Public Reference
Desk
Total Interlibrary Loans Provided

273

140

4,295

2,829

Total Interlibrary Loans Received

1,162

1,030

Circulation Transactions (General)
Circulation Transactions (Reserve Coll) (2006 Included In General
Circ )
Number of Presentations

25,525

14,404

83

205

Total Attendance at all Presentations

2,248

4,100

3,845

Source: Library Department

Instructional Resources and Information Technology
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7. Financial Data
Please provide the following information for the past two completed fiscal years.

7A. Actual Unrestricted Revenues

Tuition and Fees

2007-2008
($)
14,656,397

2007-2008
(%)
21

2008-2009
($)
15,880,589

2008-2009
(%)
25

State Appropriations

24,594,505

35

26,724,446

42

Grants and Contracts

19,549,968

28

12,029,463

19

658,958

1

245,882

1

Contributions

2,073,239

3

1,751

0

Auxiliary

5,764,904

8

5,999,719

9

Other

3,013,487

4

2,649,839

4

Total

70,311,458

100

63,531,689

100

Investment Income

Source: IPEDS

7B. Actual Unrestricted Expenses
2007-2008
($)
24,059,269

2007-2008
(%)
42

2008-2009
($)
25,892,028

2008-2009
(%)
43

Academic Support

2,564,720

4

3,298,150

5

Student Services

5,184,887

9

5,488,132

9

Administration

3,155,813

5

3,232,964

5

Operation and Maintenance of Plant

4,796,839

8

3,653,194

7

Auxiliary

5,141,237

9

5,590,920

9

Other

13,083,666

23

13,363,850

22

Total

57,986,431

100

60,519,238

100

Instructional/Departmental/Library

Source: IPEDS

7C. If, either of the past two completed fiscal years, the total in 7B exceeded the total in 7A
above, how did the institution cover its shortfall?
SWOSU had unrestricted revenue that did not exceed unrestricted expense for either 2007-2008 or
2008-2009. SWOSU has never exceeded the unrestricted revenue available to the university.
Source: IPEDS
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Federal Compliance
Credits, Program Length, and Tuition
Southwestern Oklahoma State University complies with the HLC policy and with the
Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education policy. The SWOSU policy states:
CREDITS
State Regents policy states that a student carrying a full load should be expected to
spend 40 hours per week in in-class attendance and out-of-class study. All credits are
earned in semester hours. Semester hour credits are calculated as follows:
1. One semester hour is awarded for a lecture class meeting one hour (50 minutes)
per week for 16 weeks exclusive of enrollment, orientation, and vacation time.
Lecture classes for two semester hours of credit will normally meet two days per
week. Lecture classes for three semester hours of credit will normally meet three
days per week, and so forth.
2. One semester hour of credit will normally be awarded for a laboratory meeting a
minimum of two hours per week for 16 weeks. Laboratories offered for multiple
hours of credit will meet a minimum of two times the number of hours per week
for 16 weeks as the number of semester hours credit to be awarded.
Instruction offered through a combination of classes and laboratory meetings will
normally observe the standards set forth in 1. and 2. above.
Degree Requirements
The general education courses, two majors, a major-minor, or one major and one
minor; and sufficient electives to make a total of 120 semester hours comprise the
curriculum. The 120 semester hours of coursework does not include any physical
education activities. (Exceptions for professional programs, e.g., pharmacy, nursing, and
teacher education are noted in the program section of the catalog.) To complete a degree,
students must meet the following general requirements:
A minimum of 120 semester hours of college credit with at least twice as many
grade points as total hours of acceptable work (2.00 average on a 4.00 scale). Some
degree programs require more than 120 semester hours of college credit to meet degree
requirements. In cases involving work done at more than one college, the grade point
average must be attained in the work done at Southwestern Oklahoma State University,
as well as in the total combined college work. (These are minimum academic grade
standards. Some degree programs and professional programs require a higher gradepoint average.) At least 40 semester hours of work must be at the senior college level
(3000 and 4000 courses). A minimum of eight semester hours of coursework at the 3000or 4000-level must be completed at Southwestern Oklahoma State University within the
department of the major.
A minimum of 30 semester hours of resident credit applied toward the bachelor’s
degree shall be taken at the awarding institution, exclusive of correspondence work.
In general, the residence work must include at least 15 of the final 30 credit hours that
apply toward the degree or at least 50 percent of the hours required in the major field.
Federal Compliance
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A maximum of 60 semester credit hours taken at an accredited two-year institution,
including the SWOSU at Sayre campus, may be applied toward the completion of a
bachelor’s degree at SWOSU.
Ordinarily, a student is expected to meet the degree provisions of the catalog
course requirements in effect when the student enters the university. Revised degree
requirements, unless specifically provided otherwise, are applicable only to those students
entering the University after the revisions are adopted. However, when a long period of
time has elapsed since a student began a program, the student may be required to meet
current requirements.
When the same course is required in the major and minor, another course of the
same level or higher must be taken in order for the total hours to equal the graduation
requirements. A student may receive a second bachelor’s degree (differing from the first)
upon the completion of a minimum of 150 semester hours, provided all the requirements
for the degree are met.
After meeting admission requirements to SWOSU, if a student wishes to enter a preprofessional program that does not require a degree, or if a student does not expect to
graduate, the student may enroll as a special student and take the courses necessary for
the specialized training. Such programs include commercial art and two-, three-, and
four-year pre-professional curricula for students preparing for law, medicine, dentistry,
and engineering. In general, work completed in these special programs will apply toward
a degree. Students should work closely with the institutions to which they will transfer to
insure transferability of credit.
Classification
Freshman: 		

A student with 0 to 29 semester hours of college credit.

Sophomore:		

A student with 30 to 59 semester hours.

Junior: 		

A student with 60 to 89 semester hours.

Senior:		

A student with 90 or more semester hours.

Post Graduate:		
		

A student with a bachelor’s degree who is not currently
pursuing advanced degrees.

Graduate:		
		

A student with a bachelor’s degree who is enrolled for
graduate credit.

Exception:		
		
		

The classifications do not necessarily apply to students
in the College of Pharmacy except for the purpose of
eligibility for office in a student organization.
PROGRAM LENGTH

The undergraduate curricula offered at Southwestern Oklahoma State University
are organized into two parts—a lower division (1000-2000 level courses) and an upper
division (3000-4000 level courses). The lower-division courses are foundational in nature
and are generally completed during the freshman and sophomore years. The upperdivision courses generally completed during the junior and senior years are professional
studies. (Some 5000-level advanced professional courses are included in the Pharmacy
curriculum.) Most undergraduate degree programs are designed to provide the student
with the opportunity to elect both upper- and lower-division courses for exploratory
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purposes. Students are provided faculty advisors to assist in the development of their
programs of study so that there will be a proper balance between required and elected
courses. The University Catalog and the Graduate Catalog are the sources of information
for academic rules, regulations, procedures, and programs of study.
Retention Standards
The following standards relating to retention of students pursuing study in
undergraduate programs will apply at Southwestern Oklahoma State University. For
continued good academic standing, a student must have earned a cumulative grade point
average as indicated below:
One to 30 semester hours attempted

1.70

31 or more semester hours attempted*

2.00

*NOTE: Students who have attempted less than 31 semester hours will be placed on academic notice if the
cumulative grade point is between 1.70 and 1.99.

Any student not maintaining satisfactory academic progress will be placed on
probation for one semester. At the end of the semester, the student must have earned the
minimum grade point average listed above in order to continue.
Exception 1. A student who achieved a grade point average of 2.00 or above in the last
semester in which the student was enrolled will be considered to be making satisfactory
progress, regardless of the cumulative grade point average. Under these circumstances, a
student will remain on probation until a 2.00 cumulative grade point average is achieved.
Exception 2. A senior student who has failed to meet the cumulative grade point
average (2.00) required for graduation may enroll in an additional 15 semester hours in
further attempt to achieve the requirements for graduation.
Requirements for continued enrollment in certain professional programs are higher
than those stated here. For information on retention standards of the professional
programs, refer to that specific section of this catalog.
TUITION
Tuition and other fees are established by the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher
Education. The charges listed in this document are those in effect at the time of
publication and are subject to change (refer to academic schedule for current fees).
Tuition and fees* include all charges for enrollment with the exception of those listed
under “Charges for Special Services.” Rates shown are per credit hour.
Tuition*
1-2-3-4000 Level Courses - $137.00
Tuition Lock - $153.80
5000 Level Courses - $162.00
PharmD. Courses - $325.00

Non-Resident Student Tuition*
1-2-3-4000 Level Courses - $315.00
5000 Level Courses - $380.00
PharmD. Courses - $650.00

Source: Tuition rates include the following mandatory fees per credit hour:
Facility Fee: $7.50
Student Activity Fee - $8.50
Technology Service Fee - $9.00

Credits, Program Length, and Tuition
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Guaranteed Tuition Rate Program
The Bursar’s Office coordinates, monitors, and records tuition payments including
the guaranteed tuition rate program established with the start of the 2008-2009 academic
year. This will allow students to guarantee their tuition rate for four years. If a student
chooses to participate in the guaranteed tuition rate program, tuition (excluding fees)
will be guaranteed for four years at 115% of the current tuition rate at the time of initial
enrollment. The program is only available to full-time, undergraduate students entering
college for the first time. Students must be enrolled full-time each fall and spring
semester at SWOSU for four years to remain in the guaranteed tuition rate program. If a
student qualifies for a tuition scholarship, the scholarship will be calculated at the regular
or non-guaranteed tuition rate. The student will be responsible for the balance of tuition
and fees.
Charges for Special Services
ACT Residual Exam.....................................................................................$40.00
Application Fee............................................................................................$15.00
Art, Technology, Instructional Media................................... Cost of material used
Audit (without credit), each credit hour............................. Same charge as tuition
CLEP Exams................................................................................................$92.00
Electronic Media Fee .....................................................................................$5.00
		 (per credit hour plus regular tuition charges)
GED Exam...................................................................................................$50.00
New Student Orientation Fee.........................................................................$5.00
Nursing Academic Fee.................................................................................$46.00
		 (per hour plus regular tuition charges)
Off-Site Interactive Video Course Fee.........................................................$20.00
Parking Fee...................................................................................................$25.00
		 (Fall/Spring for students with a parking decal)
Proctoring Fee..............................................................................................$10.00
Remedial Course Fee: (per semester hour)................................................. $20.00
Science Laboratory Course......................................................... Cost of breakage
Supplies Fee..........................................................................Varies by department
		 (applies to some Art, Biology, Chemistry, Computer, and P.E. classes; fee is in
		 lieu of supplies being purchased by student)
TEAS Exam..................................................................................................$25.00
Web-Based Course Fee (per hour)...............................................................$20.00
Applied Music Charges
Private lessons in music (per hour)..............................................................$75.00
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Semi-private lessons in music (per hour).......................................................$35.0
		 (Enrollment priority in private lessons is given to majors. Enrollment in applied
		 music by permission of the department.)
Organ rental, per semester............................................................................$10.00
Practice room rental, per semester...............................................................$30.00
Primary instrument rental, per semester.......................................................$20.00
Secondary instrument rental, per semester.....................................................$5.00
		 (Instruments rented as available.)
Refunds
Refunds for approved withdrawals from the institution (see current class schedule
for calendar dates).
During the first ten days of a regular semester or during the first five days
of a summer semester........................................................................ 85% Refund
After ten class days of a regular semester or after five class days
of a summer semester...........................................................................No Refund
Classes dropped after ten class days of a regular semester or five class days
of a summer semester...........................................................................No Refund
Any student who totally withdraws from the University enrollment during the
defined add/drop period shall be charged an administrative amount of 15% of the total
tuition and fees assessed to that student, excluding non-resident tuition. After the add/
drop period, the charge shall be 100% of the total tuition and fees assessed to that
student, including non-resident tuition.
NOTE: Fees and tuition stated are those in effect when the catalog was printed.
Since charges are subject to change, current schedule of fees is available upon
request.
Examples are available in the Bursar’s Office, Admissions and Recruitment Office,
and the Registrar’s Office that may assist a student to determine if this program will
benefit them. Students choosing to participate in the guaranteed tuition rate program
should understand that they could possibly pay more in tuition in some cases (e.g. if at
some point within the four-year guaranteed period they stop attending, drop below fulltime enrollment, transfer to/from another institution, or if they are later admitted into the
College of Pharmacy). Pre-Pharmacy majors who choose to participate in the program
will not be able to continue with the guaranteed tuition rate upon admittance into the
College of Pharmacy. However, in most cases, students who choose to lock in their
tuition rate continue their undergraduate full time enrollment and progress satisfactorily
to graduate with a degree in four years may pay less in tuition than if they did not lock in
their tuition rate. The program is only available to undergraduate students.
If a student chooses to participate in the guaranteed tuition rate program, they must
return the completed form prior to enrollment. This form must be signed and documented
in the Registrar’s Office prior to enrolling or attending one of the designated New Student
Orientation sessions. Students may return this form as they register on the morning of the
New Student Orientation session they choose to attend.
Credits, Program Length, and Tuition
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Student Complaints
SWOSU’s complaint policy is found online in the Student Handbook.
Student Grievance Policy: A student may file a grievance at any administrative level:
(1) Adviser, (2) Department Chair, (3) Academic Dean, (4) Dean of Students, (5)
Associate Provost, or (6) Provost. If the grievance cannot be resolved at the level to
which the complaint is made, it is referred to the next higher level. The decision of the
Provost is considered final; the President will review lower level decisions if an appeal is
made to him. The President may overrule any and all decisions. Also, anyone choosing
to do so may file a grievance directly with the President; the complaint will then be
processed through the administrative channels to attempt resolution prior to the taking of
final action. Academic appeals are considered in a separate section under this cover.
Transfer Policies
In the Undergraduate Catalog, SWOSU lists the following nonacademic criteria for
admitting first time, transfer, or readmission students: (a) whether applicants have been
expelled, suspended, or denied admission or denied readmission by any other educational
institution; (b) whether the applicants have been convicted of a felony or convicted of
a lesser crime involving moral turpitude; (c) whether the applicant’s conduct has been
such that if the applicant was a student at the time of the conduct in question, the conduct
would have been grounds for expulsion, suspension, dismissal; or denial of readmission
at the University.
Transfer students from other accredited colleges and universities who are legal
residents of Oklahoma may transfer to SWOSU under the following conditions:
•• If the student originally met both the high school curricular requirements and
academic performance standards of SWOSU, the student must have a grade point
average high enough to meet SWOSU’s retention standards; or
•• If the student originally met the high school curricular requirements but not the
academic performance standards of SWOSU, the student must have a grade
point average high enough to meet SWOSU’s retention standards, and must also
complete the curricular requirements before transferring; or
•• If the student originally met neither the curricular nor the performance
requirements of SWOSU, the student must have a grade point average high
enough to meet SWOSU’s retention standards based on at least 24 completed
semester credit hours of regularly-graded (A, B, C, D, F) college work and must
also complete the curricular requirements, as specified.
Transfer students who are not residents of Oklahoma may transfer from an out-of-state
institution if they meet the following requirements:
•• meet university admission requirements;
•• have a cumulative college GPA of at least 2.0; and
•• be in good standing at the institution from which they are transferring.
NOTE: Transfer students whose scholastic records do not meet minimum standards
may be admitted on probation for a semester on the same basis as SWOSU students.
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Transfer Credit
•• Transcripts of record from colleges or universities accredited by the Higher
Learning Commission or other regional associations will be given full value when
appropriate to the student’s degree program.
•• Transcripts of records from institutions not accredited by a regional association
may be accepted in transfer when appropriate to the student’s degree program
and when Southwestern Oklahoma State University has had the opportunity to
validate the courses or programs.
•• Validation of credits may include, but is not limited to, the completion of college
level courses and/or evaluation by an appropriate academic department.
•• Credit accepted in transfer that is not in semester credit hours will be converted to
semester credit hours.
•• All transfer credit is calculated in the cumulative grade point average.
•• Evaluation of military service may be accomplished by submitting service records
to the Office of the Registrar.
•• Credit is granted based on recommendations from guidelines of the American
Council on Education.
International Students
•• Before being considered for admission as a first time freshman, the applicant must
provide the Office of Admissions with a certification that s(he) earned a minimum
TOEFL score of 500 or IELTS score of 5.5 and a satisfactory ACT or SAT score.
•• International student applicants must provide a financial certificate on a
university-provided form showing sufficient resources to pay for the student’s
entire program of study and living expenses. A deposit is required at the time of
application.
•• Application deadlines for international students are June 1 for fall semesters,
October 1 for spring semesters, and March 1 for summer semesters.
•• The student should understand that admission to the university in no way
indicates acceptance into the College of Pharmacy, School of Nursing, or other
professional programs.
•• The student is responsible for notifying the Admissions Office and personally
seeing that correct forms are supplied to the Immigration Service at the proper time.
•• Any foreign student under a student visa is required to pay non-resident tuition
and fee costs each semester while at Southwestern Oklahoma State University.
•• It is assumed by the required financial statement that resources are adequate.
The foreign student will not ordinarily be permitted to work while a student at
Southwestern Oklahoma State University.
•• Financial aid is not ordinarily available to foreign students at Southwestern
Oklahoma State University and should not be expected.
•• Evaluation of foreign college and university transcripts cannot be made prior to
a student’s enrollment. At the student’s request, an effort will be made during
Transfer Policies
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the first year to give a fair evaluation of credits felt to be equal to those at
Southwestern Oklahoma State University. Generally, however, the student will be
asked to substantiate such credit with CLEP (College Level Exam Program) tests
or departmentally prepared Advanced Standing tests. Southwestern Oklahoma
State University will accept credits which have been evaluated and posted to the
student’s transcript by a regionally accredited U.S. institution from which the
student transfers as long as these credits are in keeping with institutional policies.
•• A non-citizen who has attained a “permanent” resident immigrant status and
whose citizenship is pending, will be treated as a U.S. citizen for admission
purposes. The regular admissions criteria for in-state or out-of-state students, as
applicable, would then apply. (Students for whom English is a second language
will be required to prove English proficiency.)
•• Medical insurance is required. Details are available through the Dean of Students.
International Transfer Students from Accredited U.S. Colleges
•• must have a cumulative GPA of not less than 2.0 (on a 4.0 scale) in all hours
attempted and meet other specified requirements;
•• must provide a TOEFL score of at least 500 or IELTS score of at least 5.5; and
•• must provide financial certificate and deposit.
Verification of Student Identity
SWOSU complies with federal rules and HLC policy through the institutional practice
of assigning and verifying student identity in the following ways:
•• Upon university admission, the IT department staff assigns students a User ID and
Password to access their web mail address for their e-mail
•• Upon university admission, the IT department staff assigns students a secure login
and password/PIN to access their grades, financial aid information, tuition bill,
and to enroll for classes online (if applicable) via Campus Connect.
•• When students enroll in courses that use Desire 2Learn (D2L) course management
system they use an assigned secure login and password for access to course
materials and turn in their work or take exams.
•• Students can change their Password/PIN anytime and are encouraged to do so
immediately after initial access to e-mail, Campus Connect and D2L to protect
their privacy.
•• Students must present a Photo ID when taking exams or turning in their work
when they enroll in courses offered at distance learning sites via interactive video,
telecourses, and web courses
•• Students must present a Photo ID and/or other acceptable forms of identification
in order to take any tests at the Assessment Center.
•• Limited access to VAX, Campus Connect, D2L, and course information based on
personnel job description and responsibilities affords additional student privacy
protection. Some examples are listed:
•• Students have access to their individual information via Campus Connect.
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•• Faculty has access to student information specific to their advisement
assignment.
•• Registrar’s Office has access to all student admission and enrollment
information.
•• Business Office has access to all budget information for each department
including student scholarships, grants.
•• Student Financial Services has access to any student financial aid information,
scholarships, grants, and can access student admission data.
•• Student Affairs staff has access to student records.
•• Human Resources staff has access to employment records.
•• Administrators (Department Chairs, Associate Deans, Deans, and VicePresidents) have access to records pertinent to their areas of assignment.
•• University policy and practice governs the discipline of students and
employees found to be in violation of breaching privacy protections.
Title IV Program and Related Responsibilities
Title IV. Part 1. General Program Responsibilities.
SWOSU fulfills its Title IV program compliance responsibilities through separation of
function, policy and procedures and by annual audit of the function. There are no current
Title IV federal program reviews and therefore no limitation, suspension or termination
actions.
The SWOSU Office of Student Financial Services operates separately from the Office
of the Bursar. Financial Aid has sole responsibility to determine eligibility for Title IV
Programs. The Office of the Bursar has the responsibility of disbursing funds.
Currently the Office of Student Financial Services is audited each July. At this time we
have no audit findings.
Title IV. Part 2. Financial Responsibility Requirement.
SWOSU is a public institution and meets the required elements for Financial
Responsibility. The U.S. Department of Education has not identified areas of concern
related to this item.
Title IV. Part 3. Student Loan Default Rate.
SWOSU currently actively contacts students who are delinquent on student loans.
Our 2007 default rate is 6.1%, 2006 is 6.1% and 2005 is 7.5%. The default rates have
not triggered an institutional program review and are similar to or below comparable
institutions.
Title IV. Part 4. Campus Crime Information and Related Disclosure of Consumer
Information
SWOSU is meeting its legal responsibilities to disclose information arising from
participation in Title IV and related programs. SWOSU has in place the following
policies and procedures used to communicate with students, faculty and staff:

Title IV Program
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Campus Security Authorities; University Policy and State Law; Services; After Hours
Building Emergency; Silent Witness Form; Crime Prevention; Reporting of Criminal
Offenses; Crime Incident Report Form; Timely Warning Policy; Emergency Response
& Evacuation Procedures (ERAEP); Missing Student Notification Policy; Campus
Crime Statistics; Accident - Serious Injury - Illness; Arrest Procedures; Bomb Threat Explosive; Date Rape; Disruptive Individuals; Drugs, Alcohol and Weapons on Campus;
Fire - Evacuation; Suicide Intervention; Tornado; Unwanted Intruder; What Should You
Do If The Police Stop You?; Work Place Violence & Critical Incident Management
The following data represents campus crime reported statistics for the Weatherford
campus for the past three years. These are published on the SWOSU website and in the
Update on Contemporary Issues online on the student website.
Campus Crime Statistics
CRIME

2008-2009

2007-2008

2006-2007

Arson

0

0

0

Manslaughter

0

0

0

Murder

0

0

0

Rape

0

0

2

Robbery

0

0

0

Aggravated Assault

2

1

2

Burglary

24

43

18

Motor Vehicle Theft

0

6

3

Larceny

17

34

20

Liquor Law Violations

34

40

51

Drug Abuse Violations

4

11

5

Weapons Possessions

1

0

0

Hate Crimes

0

0

0

Simple assault

4

Vandalism

19

Intimidation

0

Title IV. Part 5. Satisfactory Academic Progress (S.A.P.) and Attendance Policies
Students must maintain Satisfactory Academic Progress towards a degree as stipulated
in the chart below to receive financial aid at SWOSU from the following programs:
Federal Pell Grant, Federal SEOG, Federal Work Study, Oklahoma Tuition Aid Grant
(OTAG), Federal Subsidized Stafford Loan, Federal Unsubsidized Stafford Loan and
Federal Parent PLUS Loan, SMART Grant and ACG Grant.
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S.A.P. EVALUATION
1. S.A.P. is calculated annually after the spring semester or when aid is first
awarded for the year. For students on financial aid probation, suspension or on
appeal it is also checked at the end of each term.
2. FINANCIAL AID PROBATION will be required for any students not meeting
the requirements shown above. This is a warning status and students on
probation may continue to receive financial aid.
3. FINANCIAL AID SUSPENSION will be required for any students on
probation who do not meet the requirements shown above. Students cannot
receive funds from the aid programs listed above while suspended. (See
Appeals)
4. Rules are applied uniformly to all students whether or not aid has been
received previously.
5. Eligibility is reestablished after the student improves their scholastic record to
meet the minimum standards.
TRANSFER and Returning STUDENTS
1. Transfer students must submit all prior transcripts and have hours put online by
the registrar before eligibility can be determined.
2. Transfer and returning students who do not meet the conditions explained
above are entered on financial aid suspension.
3. Students who left SWOSU on probation and return after non-attendance are
considered to be on financial aid probation when they return.
4. Students who leave SWOSU in good academic standing and return after a
period of non-attendance are considered to be on financial aid probation.

GRADES
1. For financial aid purposes, all grades of A, B, C, D, S, P, F, W, WP, WF, I, N, X
and U are Hours Attempted.
2. Only grades of A, B, C, D, S, P and N are counted as hours successfully
completed. CLEP classes count as hours attempted and completed. They have
no grades assigned.
3. Audit classes are not eligible for financial aid and are not counted as Hours
Attempted.
4. All classes attempted at all institutions are used in S.A.P. calculations.
5. SMART Grant recipients are required to have 3.0 GPA, evaluated each
semester.
6. ACG Grant recipients are required to maintain 3.0 GPA, evaluated at the end of
the academic year.

Title IV Program
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APPEALS
1. Financial aid suspension may be appealed. The student must submit a typed
letter to the Dean of Students at the Weatherford campus or Student Financial
Services Officer at Sayre. Appeals must explain in detail why the student failed
to meet the minimum academic standards, what mitigating circumstances
caused the failure and how their situation has improved.
2. Students must submit a copy of their suspension letter along with their appeal
letter.
3. The appeals committee will make a written response available to be picked up
by the student where they turned in the appeal.
4. Students must meet all conditions of appeal approval in order to continue
receiving aid until they regain full eligibility.
5. All decisions of the appeals committee are final.
STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY
Students are held responsible for knowing S.A.P. eligibility criteria and their status
at the end of each semester. If questions arise, contact the Office of Student Financial
Services. NOTE: The hours attempted shown on the grade records do not include
withdrawals. To properly monitor S.A.P. progress, manually count all credit hours
earned and divide by the hours attempted on the academic record.
SWOSU ATTENDANCE POLICY
Students are expected to attend class. Attendance policies are set in each class by
the instructor. The instructor will provide students with a written statement of these
policies. In emergencies, notification of instructors of such absences may be made
through the Dean of Students’ office. An instructor may drop a student from class for
excessive absences.
Title IV. Part 6. Contractual Relationships
The Office of Student Financial Services updates the Program Participation Agreement
(PPA) as necessary to get approval of programs that could offer 50% or more of a
program at an additional location. SWOSU broadcasts classes to several universities
and local high schools. Each of these is listed on the program participation agreement.
SWOSU also offers two programs in conjunction with Caddo Kiowa Career Technology
that is listed on the PPA. SWOSU Office of Student Financial Services has just completed
the Recertification process to participate in Title IV programs. While completing this
process we have updated our additional locations.
SWOSU has a contractual arrangement with the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribal
College, Inc. to assist them in offering two programs: an Associate of Science in Tribal
Administration and a Baccalaureate of Science minor in American Indian Studies.
SWOSU awards the appropriate degree to the student who has completed the program
requirements.
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Institutional Disclosures and Advertising and Recruitment Materials
SWOSU provides accreditation status information in the Introduction section of each
of its catalogs: Undergraduate, Graduate, and Sayre. These includes the accreditation
entity, location, and contact information. These catalogs are annually updated in print and
online at the university website. Also located on the website is information about each
academic program, their campus location, and all the university policies
The Public Relations & Marketing Office is responsible for all publicity of activities
and events concerning the University as they relate to media sources. The office operates
a news service for daily and weekly newspapers, radio and television stations, and the
SWOSU web site. The office also assists in the promotion of interscholastic events and
other University projects on and off campus. This office also utilizes Twitter, Facebook,
and MySpace to communicate with various audiences.
Each department publishes information about its unit following specific guidelines
provided by the Public Relations & Marketing Office. Departments distribute these
brochures at various venues and mail them upon request to interested parties. The
information is also included on the departmental online web page.
Campus wide e-mails are sent to designated target audiences such as faculty, staff, or
students depending on the type of information disseminated. Mass e-mails are sent to all
employees and students with timely information.
Relationship with other Accrediting Agencies and with State Regulatory Bodies
SWOSU has a contractual arrangement with the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribal
College, Inc. to assist them in offering two programs: an Associate of Science in Tribal
Administration and a Baccalaureate of Science minor in American Indian Studies.
SWOSU awards the appropriate degree to the student who has completed the program
requirements.
Public Notification of Comprehensive Evaluation Visit and Third Party Comments
The following notice was sent to newspapers/radio stations/ television stations in
Tulsa and Oklahoma City, local and area newspapers/radios, alumni website, and on the
SWOSU website of Weatherford and Sayre. It appeared in several publications, including
the Oklahoman.
Southwestern Oklahoma State University is seeking public comments to help with
a reaccreditation evaluation this fall. A team from the Higher Learning Commission of
the North Central Association will visit SWOSU campuses in Weatherford and Sayre on
October 4-6. People are invited to submit comments to the accreditation council through
September 3rd about the value of SWOSU programs. Comments must include the
name, address, and telephone number of the person who submits them. They will not be
considered confidential. SWOSU has been accredited by the association since 1949. Send
comments to
Public Comment on Southwestern Oklahoma State University
The Higher Learning Commission
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2400
Chicago, IL 60602
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